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1 P R O-C E E D I N G S

1

2 (10:00 a.m'.]
1

3 MR. SCHWARTZ: Good morning,-ladies and gentlemen.
4 Welcome to the NRC Public Meeting to discuss the State

, concerns'on the treatment.of the need for generating j5
,

6 capacity and alternative energy sources in the proposed 10
'

i

7 CFR Part 51 rule for license renewal. It's good to see you

; all here in such inclement weather. It'must be a burning 'l8

9 issue for all of you to show up on such a day as this.
10 As you know, the proposed Part 51 rule change for
11 license renewal was issued for public comment.on September-
12 17, 1991, along with the proposed Generic Environmental

13 Impact Statement.

* !14 The NRC conducted a workshop'in-November 1991
't

15 which many of you all, I am told, participated in. The
' 16 staff has received over 130 comment letters on the proposed 1

'l17 Part 51 rule and,.I guess, also on'the proposed GEIS. Those
1

*|

18 comments included some 24 State comments and five Federal-
19 agency comments.

^

20 Among other things, many states raised concerns
121 over how the NRC was proposing to handle questions of need i

22 for generating capacity, alternative sources of energy, i

23 utility costs, and cost-benefit balancing in the NRC I

24 environmental review for plant license renewal.
|

25 On April 22nd of 1993, the-Nuclear Regulatory
)

1
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,

1 Commission directed the NRC staff.to develop' options for
2 responding to State commenters who express concerns about,

3 .the preemption'of State regulatory authority in these areas.
4 Furthermore, the Commission directed the staff to

5 conduct = discussions with'the States regarding these policy-
6 issues prior to developing and presenting options to the
? Commission.

8 I believe everyone has been provided the options
9 paper, and I hope everybody has had it, and if not, I think

,

10 there are copies out front.

11 The purpose of these meetings --'this being the
12 first, and there will be two others, one in Chicago and one ;

13 in Chicopee, which is outside of Springfield,-Massachusetts, 1

14 next week -- the purpose of these meetings is to discuss the
.

'
t15 options identified in the paper, pros and cons., and any '

16 additional options that you'all might come up with during
17 this meeting and the other meetings ve'll be having next
18 week.

-l
19 The comment period on the. options runs through '

20 March 4, 1994.

21 I'd like to also note that we know~that the States
22 and many others are very interested and concerned in high-

12 3 level waste and low-level waste,1in storage and disposal --
24 as well the storage and disposal attendant with those

!
25 issues, and many people commented on those issues-in the

;

t ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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5

1- proposed rule.

2 The purpose of.this meeting and the other meetings
3' is to deal -- is not to' debate the issue of high-level and

,

4 low-level waste. The issue is to deal with the issues of
5 the options.and the State comments on the options.
6 State comments and others on the issue of high- ,

level and low-level waste will be dealt with in the analysis7

8 of comments on the rulemaking, and of course, the Commission-
9 is always interested in any comments people have, written or

10 otherwise, on those issues, and you're certainly welcome to
11 submit those to the Commission.
12 With that brief preamble,-the way we intend ~-- and
13 with your permission, the_way we intend to run these
14 meetings is that we will go through each of the issues andi U

'
15 we'll deal with the panel members on each.of the issues, and :

-

16 as time permits, we will ask for comments from you all in
i17 the audience, because we'd like to get a good dialogue and a'
!

18 full record on all the issues and the questions raised in
19 the agenda, and you see there are some very specific
20 questions the staff has put together in the agenda, and we'd j

like to get a full record at every one of these meetings on21

22 where people are coming out, where you all are coming out on
23 those issues.
24 I've been told to -- for members of the audience
25 to make sure to use the microphone and identify yourself,

TJM RILEY.& ASSOCIATES,'LTD.
Court Reporters

1612 K Street, N.W., Suite 300
Washington, D.C. 20006
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6

1 because we are recording this meeting, and while I'm talking
2 about the recording and transcript, members of the panel
3 will receive copies of the transcript. Others, if you are

4 interested, you can make direct arrangements with the person
5 responsible for the recording.
6 As I mentioned earlier, logistical information,

7 coffee is out in the lobby, and the restrooms and everything
8 are right out there. When we break for lunch, there are

9 places here in the hotel to have a quick bite to eat. There
10 are also a number of restaurants right across the pike --
11 Ambrosia, Mandarin, Woodside Deli. I've eaten at most of

12 them, and I'm still pretty healthy.
13 Continuing on the agenda, the next thing I'd like
14 to do is have each of the panel members --

'
15 MR. CLEARY: Shelly?

16 MR. SCHWARTZ: Yes.

17 MR. CLEARY: Excuse me. Could I clarify one thing

16 about the transcript?

19 MR. SCHWARTZ: Sure.

20 MR. CLEARY: We, in fact, have a sign-up sheet at

21 the registration table. So, you don't need to bother the

22 court reporter.

23 If you want a transcript, sign up at the
24 registration table, and we'll make sure that the court
25 reporter gets it.
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1 Thank you.

2 MR. SCHWARTZ: Thanks,. Don. I. appreciate'the

3 clarification.
,

4 What I'd like to do is have each of the panel

5 members introduce themselves, and then, following that, I'd

6 like all of you to introduce'yourselves for.the record, so-

7 we know who is here and can enter into a dialogue with all

'8 of you, as well.

9 I'm Shelly Schwartz. I am Deputy Director of the,

10 Office of State Programs at the Nuclear Regulatory
11 Commission.

12 MR. MIZUNO: I'm Geary Mizuno, and I'm a Staff

13 Attorney with the Office.of General Counsel for the NRC.

14 MR. MOULTAN: I'm John Moultan. I'm a Proje'et
'

15 Manager at the NRC in'the License Renewal and Environmental

16 . Review Project Directorate.

!

17 MR. GRAY: I'm Chuck Gray,.and I'm Assistant i

18 General Counsel of'the National Association of Regulatory
19 Utility Commissioners, the Washington association that

20 represents primarily State public utility commissions.

21 MR. NG: Good a.orning, ladies and gentlemen.
1

22 My name is Ray Ng. I'm a Manager at Nuclear

23 Management and Resources Council, also known as NUMARC.

24 On behalf of the commercial nuclear power
1

25 industry, we'd like to thank NRC for allowing NUMARC to

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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-1 participate in this workshop, 'We believe that there will be

2 a significant benefit derived from all parties taking a hard

3 -look at the issues of concern to the States with respect'to-

4- the environmental review required for renewal of a nuclear

5 power plant operating license.

6 For those of you that are not familiar with

7 NUMARC, we are an organization charged with coordinating the
8 efforts of the commercial nuclear power industry in~all

,

1

9 generic regulatory matters, including the relevant policy,-

10 operation, and technical issues.

11 Every utility licensed to construct or operate a

12 commercial nuclear power plant in the United States is a

13 member of NUMARC. In addition, NUMARC membership includes

14 the major architectural and engineering firms and all the-

' - 15 major nuclear steam supply systems vendors,
~

t

16 Our assessment of.the workshop agenda is that the

17 principle focus of today's meeting is for the NRC to seek

18 the views of the States.

19 Industry believes its contribution to this

20 workshop can be best made during the presentation of options
21 that is scheduled this aftern'oon,

i

22 MS. GINSBURG: I'm Ellen Ginsburg, and I'm

23 Assistant General Counsel for-NUMARC.
,

24 MR. CLEARY: I'm Don Cleary. I am1with NRC,

25 Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, and I'm the Task

' ANN RILEY-& ASSOCIATES, LTD.
' Court Reporters

1612 K Street, N.W., Suite 300
Washington, D.C. 20006

-

(202) 293-3950
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1 Manager for the Part 51 environmental rulemaking for license
-2 renewal.

-1

; 3 (Audience members introduce themselves.]
'

<

.4 MR. SCHWARTZ: Good. Thank you all very much.

S' What I'd like to do now is kind of run through the.

6~ agenda and discuss a little bit on how'I think we'd all like

7 to get your views on the issues.

8 I think, first, we'll deal with the panelists and
:

9 have statements from the panelists, and then, in going,

10 through the agenda, 'e have various times associated forw
;

11 each of the issues. I think it's important -- oh, there's .I

12 one person who didn't introduce himself. I'm sorry.

13 [ Additional introduction.]
14 MR. SCHWARTZ: Please don't feel -- and I'm not'

15 going to feel constrained about the times. I think it's

16 impcrtant to.get all of your views and to be on the record

17 for all the views, and if it takes a little longer, fine,

18 and if it doesn't take as long, that's fine, as well.

19 As I mentioned earlier, we 'll be trying .tx) answer
20 -- and mostly, as I think Ray Ng said -- I'd like to echo

21 that, and that is we're here to listen and clarify anything
22 that -- particularly that the Nuclear Regulatory-Commission
23 has said in publication or in word, but we're.really here.'to

-

.

24 listen to what folks have to think about the various
25 options.

.

,

r

'
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,

1- As I said earlier, we'll try and. deal with all the

2 questions -- and, really, the guts of this session are the

3 option discussions that's supposed to start the afternoon,
4 but if we get to it ~ this morning, that's fine, too, and.we

,

5- can just move along as quickly as we can.
6 What I'd like to do now - first_ask the panelists-

7 and then you all -- in looking at the options, in looking at
8 what's on the agenda, I'd like to find out -- get a sense,
9 is there another option or other options that you believe

4

10 need discussion today? Are there other things that you

11 believe should be on the agenda today? '

12 I'm not looking for a statement of support for the

13 option. What I'm looking for is an identification of the

14 option, and we'll get into the discussion later on on the
^

15 pros and cons of those.

16 So, first,-let me ask the panelists,'are there any
17 things -- anything that you see -- that you don't see on the
18 agenda'that you think ought to be there?

19 [No response.)

20 MR. SCHWARTZ: Does anybody believe -- in the

21 audience, the general public -- believe that there's

22 anything that needs to be added to the agenda?-

23 MR. NG: Shelly, we do have an option to talk

. 24 about a little bit later this afternoon,

25 MR. SCHWARTZ: Could you just identify the option,.

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
Court Reporters:

1612 K Street, N.W., Suite 300
' Washington, D.C. 20006

(202) 293-3950
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1 sn that folks could be. thinking.about it and be prepared.to

L 2 discuss it? I don't want to force you'into it, but I think'

3 it would be useful to hear what it is, so people-can think

4 about it and then be ready for the fullLdiscussion.this

5 afternoon when we get to that.
,

6 MR. NG: Okay. I think the option basically-is to!
.

7 have the NRC not consider the need for power or alternatives

8 as part of their assessment of the environmental-impacts. .

9 MR. MIZUNO: Can I ask a question there?

10 MR. SCHWARTZ: Sure.

11 MR. MIZUNO: I understand that that's wh'ere you:
'

12 want to end up, but can you just give us an idea as to,
t

13 generally, what would be the rationale for the NRC not-

14 considering those two subjects?-

1
15 MR. SCHWARTZ: Geary, do you mind if we wait for

16 the detailed' discussion of that?

17 MR. MIZUNO: I think that'at least one of the.

18 options that are already in the paper have that as an end
^

19 point, but there is a specific rationale as to how you|get
,

20 there. If you don't understand the' rationale and how the

21 NUMARC approach differs from what is proposed in the option,'

,

22 then there is nothing for people to really think about or'to

23 -- it would otherwise appear to be option'four.

24 MR. SCHWARTZ: If you.can characterize it without

25 getting into a full discussion -- I'd.like to move |on in the

.

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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i1- agenda.. So, if you can characterize it, as to how it

2 . differs from option four, I'd appreciate it..

3 MR. NG: What I'd like to do is just go ahead and

4 defer it-to this afternoon,-and also, I think, in the sense
5 of responding a little bit to Geary, in the sense of the
6 rationale, it's our plan at NUMARC to submit written
7 comments on behalf of the industry within the public comment
8 period. I think the expiration date is March 4th, and

9 certainly, within the context of that,-we would provide.not-
10 only the rationale, I guess, from a technical policy
11 standpoint but we'd try to support that with some of the
12 legal rationale behind it, but probably, today, we're not
13 prepared to get into that.

14 MS. GINSBURG: Let me clarify, as long as we're
'

15 into this. I suppose it. begs.an answer.

16- The basic rationale here is that the theory would
.17 be that the NRC is responsible for licensing -- granting or
18 not granting a license, and the major Federal action would
19 be described as granting or not granting a license.
20 Therefore, the way you describe the scope of the
21 major Federal action would, in some ways, determine what, if
22 any, alternatives you would have to consider.

23 MR. MIZUNO: That's very helpful.

24 I think that -- there is one other option, I
25 think, that the Commission required us to, I guess, inform-

| ANN RILEY'& ASSOCIATES, LTD.
Court Reporters
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1 the.public that is always there,.which is to continue with

2 .the proposed rule and the GEIS without any changes; in.other
3 words, to go forward and to accept the existing' rule,
4 existing proposed rule without-any changes, and I believe
5 that would also include without any changes reflecting.the
6 CEQ and EPA negotiations.

7 MS. GINSBURG: It was the industry's understanding

8 that that was an option, although not identified as one-

9 before, that that was yet another option that didn't need to

10 be identified because of its previous explanation.
11 MR. SCRWARTZ: Thanks, Geary.

12 I think it's time to get into the agenda. We'll

13 get into background and history and turn to Don Cleary, who
14 will be briefing us, briefly, on how we got to where we are

'
15 today.

16 [ Slide.]
17 MR. CLEARY: I want to provide some background

18 remarks that will help us focus better, hopefully, on the
19 issues at hand.

20 In the background, I want to cover the

21 environmental reviews that we do at the CP and OL stages,
22 the purpose of the Part 51 rulemaking, and our treatment of
23 need in alternatives in the proposed rule and how that

24 relates back to CP and OL; public comments, which Shelly has
25 pretty much covered, and the CEQ/ EPA consultations, the.

|
|
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l' results -- what the concerns were there and the results, and
-2 -State consultation, and a brief rulemaking schedule.

3 [ Slide.]
4 MR. CLEARY: The environmental reviews at the CP
5 and OL~ stages, of course, are based upon.the National '

6 Environmental Policy Act of 1969, referred to as NEPA.
7 .NEPA requires a detailed statement of the

8 environmental impact. This is typically in the form of'an

9 Environmental Impact Statement or an Environmental

10 Assessment.

11 It requires, specifically, that alternatives to, |

|12 the proposed Federal action be considered, and it requires 1

13 that each Federal agency implement the provisions of.NEPA,
14 and NRC has implemented NEPA in 10 CFR Part 51, : which is

'

15 NRC's environmental regulations.

16 .Part 51 covers the general scope.of the NEPA l

< .. |17 review, and within it, it requires that purpose and need for
_ |

18 and alternatives to the proposed action be addressed in both
19 EA's and EIS's.

20 (Slide.]
21 MR. CLEARYi Further detail cn1 conducting' !

22 environmental reviews is provided in Regulatory Guide 4.2,
23 which is guidance to applicants for-nuclear power plants,.
24 preparation'of environmental-reports.for' nuclear power
25 plants. This is for the construction' permit stage. It

i
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l' covers information that we expect in an application,
~

'2 covering both construction and operating-impacts..

.

y
l

3 Also, the_ staff's guidance is'in the Environmental )
1

4- Standard Review Plan, which is NUREG-0555, andIwe've'
.

5 referred to that as ESRP, and that provides -- that was
6 - published in 1979 and provides considerable detail on what :

7- is in an Environmental Impact Statement for a construction,

.

8 permit.

9 (Slide.]
10 MR. CLEARY: The next couple of slides briefly

11 describe what is in the ESRP for the CP stage relative to
,

12 need for power and alternatives and cost-benefit balancing.
13 The need for power requires a fairly detailed |

14 analysis: description of the power system -- that is, the
#

15 service area, and the regional relationships of that service
16 area.

17 It requires a discussion of electrical energy and
18 peak load demands and-the factors affecting growth.of demand
19 -- economics, demographics, substitution, conservation,

,

20 prices, rate structure.

21 Then it concludes with a staff assessment of need,,

; 22 and that looks at the base load requirements, reserve margin
23 requirements, does sensitivity analysis on schedules, and
24 then there is a conclusion as to whether it seems apparent-
25 that that amount of additional generating capacity.is

.

( ','
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1 required for the service area.

2 [ Slide.] '

.3 MR. CLEARY: The section in the ESRP covering,

.4 alternatives covers alternatives to the project; that's

5 alternative energy sources. It also covers, for the CP

6 stage, alternative plant systems and alternative sites and
'

7 alternative transmission routes.,

8 The alternatives.to the project -- that is,

9 alternative energy sources -- look at alternatives not

10 requiring new generating capacity, and this is basically _
'

11- power purchases, extending.the life of existing plants in.
12 the' system, and additional energy conservation measures.
13 The alternatives requiring new generating capacity
14 are basically those additional energy sources. The

'
15 . requirement'is that'a whole wide spectrum of possibilities
16 be evaluated, screened against certain criteria, and then '

17 reasonable' alternatives be brought ~forw'ard for closer look.
|18 The assessment of these reasonable.a'lternatives is

19 -- we look at the environmental and health impacts and
20 determine one of three things, whether any alternative is
21 pn ferable environmentally to the proposed project or
22 whether it's equivalent or whether it's inferior;

23 If it's preferable, then -- environmentally

24 preferable -- then we move on to a cost comparison nnd
25 _looking at the economics and also.other factors that may

.

..
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1- . weigh in comparing the alternative with the proposed
2 project, and if there'is -- if.that alternative has a

3 -favorable cost-benefit balance compared to the proposed,

4 project, then the staff recommends that the alternative be
5 given serious consideration, and that recommendation could
6 lead to a denial -- conceivably lead to a denial of a
7 construction permit.

|
l

8 (Slide.)
9 MR. CLEARY: The evaluation of the proposed action

10 is the final major section of the ESRP, and that's where the
11 environmental impacts are summarized. The first three

1

" 12 bullets there are terms taken from NEPA.
13 The first bullet, unavoidable adverse j

|14 environmental impacts is basically a description of the 1

15 impacts that remain after all mitigation has been-

116 considered.

: 17 Then, jumping down to the cost-benefit balance, '

18 the benefits that are considered are energy generated,
|

19 regional productivity, employment taxes, non-monetary
20 externalities such as improvement in recreational

21
.

opportunities within the area.
.

22 The costs are the internal costs - capital, O&M, l

23 and fuel costs -- and also included are adverse
i

24 environmental impacts. These are listed, described, and i

!25 social -- socioeconomic or social infrastructure impacts and

.
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1 other external' monetary and non-monetary impacts, non-
2 monetary impacts such ais aesthetic degradation of historic
3 resources and a variety of other things like that.

4 (Slide.)
5 MR. CLEARY: What I just described was the review

6 at the CP stage, which looks at both the construction
7 impacts and operating impacts.
8 At the operating license stage, NRC -- the utility
9 supplements their environmental report, and NRC develops a

10 supplemental EIS which basically looks ac -- updates
11 information and looks at what's changed since the CP
12 analysis

13 Relative to the assessment of need and
14 alternatives, there was a rule in 1982 that codified, in

'

15 Part 51, that we need not look at need and alternatives at

15 the OL stage.

17 The logic and the analysis behind that rule'was

18 based on evidence of favorable economics; that is, that
19 there has been -- very little has changed in the-
20- environment, and the quention is can the favorable cost-

21 benefit balance that was struck at the-CP stage be
22 overturned, and the evidence was that it was. highly-
23 improbable that it could be overturned.

24 Therefore, the staff and the applicant do not have
25 to revisit need_and alternatives at the OL stage, and as

4

i
.

I
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-1 I'll describe shortly, this was a starting point in our

2 looking at the license renewal stage; that is, could we'

3 apply the same logic relative to need and alternatives that

4 was applied at the OL stage?

5 [ Slide.]

6 MR. CLEARY: The environmental rulemaking for

; 7 license renewal was undertaken because there was a feeling
"

8 that we had a wealth of experience for well over 100 nuclear

9 power plants that we had done EIS's on, we had good

10 operating information on, and that there was good reason to

11 believe that license renewal experience would be within the

12 range relative to the operation of those plants and relative
,

13 to the type of refurbishment that could be expected.
d

14 So, the idea was to use that information and do

i
15 generic analysis to the extent possible and then reduce the

16 amount of analysis that had to be done on a plant-by-plant

17 basis.

18 (Slide.)

19 MR. CLEARY: In the proposed rule, our approach to:

20 need and alternatives, as I said before, was based -- our

21 starting point was attempting to take the same approach.that
22 had been taken in the OL rulemaking in '82.

23 We needed to establish an information base, and inL

24 Chapter 8 of the GEIS,.we looked at need for capacity and

25 gathered all of the forecasts that were available and
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1 analyzed.those and found that there was -- that all the
.

2 evidence that we had was that, for some distance into the.

'

3 future, one could expect increasing, certainly not

4 decreasing, demand for generating capacity.
5 We reached a Category 1 conclusion on the need for

6 capacity. There are three categories. Most of you may.be

7 aware that Category 1 is that the generic analysis -- ve're i

8 sufficiently confident in it that we would bring that

9 forward into the individual license reviews; Category 2 was !
|

10 that we were confident for some subset of plants, but there

11 may be other plants that we'd have to take a closer look;

12 and Category 3 conclusion was that we did not have

13 sufficient confidence and would look at that particular

'14 issue on a case-by-case basis.
;

*

15 Relative to alternatives, we looked at the

16 environmental impact of a wide range of reasonable-

17 alternatives and found that none were environmentally
18 preferable to license renewal, except possibly for

19 geothermal in several States.

20 However, following the approach in the OL rule,

21 there was some concern about the economics of license

22 renewal and continued operation.

23 Trends in O&M costs and the possibility of

- 24 extensive refurbishment did introduce some uncertainty, so
25 that we introduced a test that would be used in the
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i

1 individual license renewals, a threshold test, and if that' |

1
2 threshold test were met, the conclusions of the GEIS could
3 be adopted, and.if the threshold test wasn't met, then a .j,

4 ' harder look would have to be taken at alternatives for that- H

5 particular case.

{6 [ Slide.] |

|
7 MR. CLEARY: Public comments'-- Shelly already' !

l8 mentioned those. I'd just like to emphasize that we are
!

9 hard at work looking at the many thousands of individual
10 comments and responding to the many thousands of individual !

!11 comments that we received.

12 (Slide.] ,

|
i

13 MR. CLEARY: Consultation with CEQ and EPA -- I'll
14 get into that in detail in a few minutes.

1

15 (Slide.]
16 MR. CLEARY: Consultation with the States -- just

17 a couple of points there.

18 We will be reporting to the Commission in a

19 Commission paper which is due in early June and telling the
20 Commission what we've considered and the results of our
21 conversations with the States, and the Commission expects us
22 to make a recommendation as to the preferred option..

23 [ Slide.]
,

24 MR. CLEARY: Rulemaking schedule - .I've covered

25 most of it. '

,
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.1 I would just point out that, at.this time, we owe '

2 the final rule package to the Commission in December of
3 1994, and that would put us approximately-in the March 1995
4 'timeframe for publication'of the final rule and the final-

,

5 GEIS.

6 Scott, you're next. '

7 MR. NEWBERRY: My name is Scott Newberry. I'm the 1

8 Director of the License Renewal and Environmental Review
9 Project Directorate.at the Office of Reactor Regulation at

;

10 the NRC..

11 I have some brief remarks here, juot.one
J

:|12 viewgraph, in fact. What I'm trying to do here is to just j
-13 point out a little bit of an overall perspective, stepping
14 back a bit from Part 51. Many of you may already know most

' '
15 of what I'm going to say. However, some may'not. So, we

16 decided to cover this in the introduction here.
17 [ Slide.)
18 MR. NEWBERRY: First of all, the Atomic Energy Act

19 limits licenses of operating reactor facilities to 40 years,
20 and-it also allows these licenses to be renewed but provides.

21 no guidance, and of course, no procedures existed on how'to
22 do that,

d

23 So, as plants moved steadily towards their license

24- expiration date, the NRC decided that standard renewal '

25_ procedures Were needed and established a new rule, Part:54,
.
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|
1 the license renewal rule. It was completed in late 1991

t 2 and, of course, proposed an amendment to Part 51, which.
,

3 we're talking about here today.

4 I don't have anything else to say in these remarks

5 on Part 51, but of course, just to clear it up, to'make it

6 clear that, for a plant to receive a renewed license, he

7 would have to comply with both rulee, part 51 and Part 54.

8 Just a few comments on Par: 54.

9 The Part 54 rule establishe,' the safety

10 requirements for renewal. An important aspect of Part 54 is

11 that no new safety requirements or standards are necessary
12 to receive your renewed license, but the rule would require.
13 a review to ensure that the current requirements, the

!
14 current standards in the rule, what is referred to as the l

i
15 current licensing basis, would be maintained throughout the
16 renewal term.

17 Now, as I said, Part 54 was issued in 1991, and

18 when the Commission issued that rule, the Commission

19 realized that, after some experience was gained with the
20 rule, there may be a need to amend the rule, and in fact,
21 the staff has been working, assessing the experience and
22 made a recommendation to the Commission last fall,' based

23 upon input from a workshop in September, that we should
24 change the rule.

25 Just last week, in a staff requirements memo,-we
!.

|
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1 were directed to prepare a revised rule for the Commission.
2 The requirements memo directing the staff to do that is not
3 yet public but should be very shortly. So, there will be a

4 major activity to revise Part 54 this. year. This is a

5 separate but certainly related activity to the Part 51

6 amendment we're talking about here today.
'7 That's all I had to say in terms of prepared
8 remarks. If you have any questions, I'd be glad to answer
9 them now or later.

10 MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you, Don and Scott.

11 We've got a couple of minutes, if anybody has --
i12 first from the panel -- any questions of either Don or '

13 Scott, to clarify their remarks.

14 (No response.]
'

15 MR. SCHWARTZ: Seeing none, does anybody in the
16 audience have any questions for either Don or Scott cn what

|17 they've just presented?

18 [No response.)

19 MR. SCHWARTZ: Seeing none, we'll move on in the

20 agenda.

21 MR. GUNTER: I have one quick question. My name

22 is Paul Gunter. I'm with the Nuclear Information' Resource-
23 Service here in Washington.

24 Just a clarification, Mr. Cleary. When_you said-

25 that the industry looked at alternatives -~- the
-
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1. environmental impact of alternatives and found that none

2 were preferable to license renewal, could you give us some

3 idea of what the NRC was looking at in terms of energy
4 efficiency around the country and trends in energy -- I know
5 that you probably looked at generating capacity, but I

6 wanted to get some idea in terms of energy efficiency, which
7 is more of a clarification on conservation, because -- i

8 conservation being an activity of behavior. Efficiency is
I

9 more in the lines of technology.

10 MR. CLEARY: Yes. We appreciated that, and.

11 conservation was actually handled in the analysis of need

12 for generating capacity. '

13 In Chapter 8 of the GEIS, we looked at various

14 conservation scenarios in the various forecasts and made
15 some fairly rigorous assumptions about the potential for

16- conservation in the future. So, it was considered in the

17 analysis.-

18 MR. MIZUNO: Maybe you can refer him to the

19 chapter.

20 MR. SCHWARTZ: I was just going to say -- sir, are

21 you familiar with Chapter 8 of the GEIS?

22 MR. GUNTER: Well, I guess my question is more in.

'

23 terms of just trying to delineate what you looked at in

24 terms of --

25 MR. SCHWARTZ: You can't be heard, sir. If you
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1 want to be on the record, you're going to have to use the

2 mike.

3 MR. GUNTER: Again, just to clarify, conservation '

4 is -- at least my understanding -- it's more in terms of-
e

5 behavior, and energy efficiency is more in terms of
6 technology, and I'm wondering if you delineated between
7 conservation and energy efficiency technology in your4

8 assessment.

9 MR. SCHWARTZ: Geary?

10 MR. MIZUNO: Just to clarify, I think what he's

11 saying is that conservation consists of two components, one

12 being increases efficiency due to technological advances and
13 also changee in behavior that result in decreases in use of
14 energy by individuals and corporations, and he wanted to

' ,

15 know whether, in our analysis, we separated out these two
16 components and analyzed them separately, and I'm just
17 wondering whether Oak Ridge should probably. respond to that,
18 or do you know?

19 MR. CLEARY: I do know, but Johnny Cannon is
<

20 responsible for that part of the GEIS, So, we'll get it

21 right from the analyst.

22 MR. CANNON: I'm Johnny Cannon, Oak Ridge National
23. Laboratory. We did not distinguish between the two. It was

24 included. implicitly. So, we didn't1 separate'them out. As

25' Don mentioned, it was included implicitly in the'need
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1 chapter, rather than the alternative chapter.
2 MR. CLEARY: I would like to clarify that just a

-

3 little bit.

4 Technical efficiency and conservation through
"

5 demand management is built into most of the forecasts that
6 were used. So, these were activities that we were looking
7 for in the forecasts, and they were in the most of the
a forecasts, and there were various assumptions that were used
9 relative to those -- to technical efficiency in the use of -

10 electricity and conservation through de nand management. Is,

11 that a correct statement, Johnny?
12 MR. CANNON: Yes, it is.

13 MR. SCHWARTZ: All right. Thank you very much for
14 that dialogue.

'
15 All right, Don. Are you ready to go over the

16 characterization of the State concerns? Now the panel is

17 going to have to go to work.

18 MR. CLEARY: Okay.

19 (Slide.]
'

20 MR. CLEARY: I'd like to say first that 1+e ' re

21 holding these workshops and interacting with the States so,

22 that we can really understand what is behind the comments of
23 the States.

24 The comments are fairly clear in themselves, but
25 what we're really trying to find out is what is the' problem
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1 that exists that needs to be corrected, and that's

2 important, because'when we evaluate the options, we have to
3 have criteria to evaluate and compare the options, and to a
4 great extent, that criteria evolves from what the problem is

.

S that you're trying to solve.

6 In their comments, the States expressed.

: 7 dissatisfaction with the designation of need and

8 alternatives as Category 1 issues, and they said that this
,

9 is because it substantially eliminates public participation
:

10 at the individual license renewal review, and also, it
,

11 inadequately provides for the use of current information,
i

|

12 timely information at the time of the project review.

13 (Slide.]
14 MR. CLEARY: Several of the States made fairly

'

15 strong statements that they saw that the treatment of need
i

I
16 and alternatives in the GEIS, draft GEIS, and the proposed i

!

17 rule was in conflict with their traditional authority to

18 regulate utility economic aspects or the -- I guess, more

19 broadly, the non-nuclear safety aspects.
20 They also pointed out that there was inadequate
21. provision for consultation and cooperation and that.our;

l
22 forecast horizon was extremely long and involved a great '

23 deal of uncertainty, and there was also concern about the

24 license renewal process taking place up to 20. years prior.to
25 expiration of a plant's initial license and that'this might ^

!
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1 not fit in with the' State's own planning horizon.
,

2 (Slide.],

3 MR. CLEARY: The States had some recommendations
4 to solve their concerns.

5 One was that we designate need and alternatives

! 6 Category 3 and thereby do a full review for each license

7 renewal application.

8 Several States said that we should not consider
.

;
9 need in our environmental review, in our NEPA review. |

10 A couple of States said that, if we were going to
|

'l11 consider need, we should defer it to the State's

12 determination of need, and one or two States said that, if
13 all else fails, we at a minimum have to at least clearly

i 14 State in our rulemaking documentation that'there is no

15 intent of NRC's analysis and findings that NRC's analysis
16 and findings conflict with what is clearly State regulatory
17 authority, and that's the summary.

q

18 MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you, Don.

19 Next, we'll deal with the questions that the NRC
~

20 staff has posed on the agenda, and I'll read it into the

21 record.

22 To what extent are the concerns of the States
,

23 resolved if the GEIS and the rule are modified -- hang on.
,

24 I'm ahead of myself.

25 Is the NRC characterization of State concerns in
,

6
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1 Section III of the discussion paper complete and accurate?
2 What, if anything, should be added or changed?.

3 Would the concerns of the States be any different
4 for 5 year rather than 20 year renewals?*

5 I guess I'll turn first to Chuck Gray of NARUC.

6 MR. GRAY: Thank you. Before I respond to your

7 question, I should probably describe the context in which I

8 appear today a little bit.

9 I hope, in the next two workshops, in Illinois and

10 Massachusetts, you'll hear the specific concerns of specific
11 States, and my sense is, from speaking with them in the last

1

12 week or so, that there is a common set of perceptions with
13 respect to what you're doing with this proposed rule, and I

14 think -- to answer this question, I think you have fairly
.

'
15 describe what I have been hearing for the last week or two

1

a. 16 and what I've gleaned from reading the written comments I've
17 heard. I don't hope to represent all of the nuances of

18 those points of views today.
19 I guess I would like to see my role a little bit

20 as a resource person, perhaps describe the feelings that the

21 States have, perhaps provide some insight into the
E22 regulatory processes that the States use, and also, I.should
23 just say that the kinds of issues I personally have'been
24 working on in the last two years deal with the major
25 structural changes that the electric utility-industry is now
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1 undergoing, and I think, from what I can understand you're

i 2 trying to do here, that those changes and particularly

3 activities that are now going on at the Federal Energy
1

4 Regulatory Commission and individual State public utility

J 5 commissions will affect how States see questions of need.

6 I think they will affect the structural nature of

7 the electric utility industry and, in fact, the questior,of.

8 ownership of plants. Re-licensed existing plants, I think,a

9 are going to be central to that debate.

10 I think we're also seeing a whole series of new

11 regulatory tools, including integrated resource planning,

12- least-cost planning, that have evolved in the last five or
1

13 six years or so, that clearly have changed the way State l

14 commissions, public utility commissions, see their
I

15 responsibility to protect primarily the ratepayer interest

16 and also, in some cases, the environmental impact of utility

17 operations.

18 Having said that, I think - .we appreciate what

19 you're doing here, I guess. We appreciate the sensitivity

20 I've seen and that the States see to their concerns, and'

21 again, I'd be happy to provide whatever assistance I.can on

22 this. It's good to be here. Thank you.

23 MR. SCHWARTZ: Chuck, since you're the only one,

24 here at this point to respond, there is someone else who

25 identified themselves from the State of Maryland. Would you
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1 have anything to add, the folks from the Maryland siting
2 group? For the record, he said no.

3 Chuck, if you would, the second question here --

4 would the concerns of the States be any different for 5-

5 year than 20-year renewal -- do you want to deal with that?

6 MR. GRAY: I'd like to defer that to the next two

7 conferences.

8 MR. SCHWARTZ: Okay.
,

9 MR. GRAY: My senJe is that, from everything I've

10 read and the people I've talked to, there are problems with

11 20' years as being beyond the planning process, but again,
12 I'm not sure what the right number is.

13 MR. SCHWARTZ: Okay. Great.

14 Ray or Ellen, as you understand the States'

'

15 concerns, are there any things that you might want to --

16 would like to add to the record or a question on this?

17 MR. NG: No.

18 MR. SCHWARTZ: Okay. Great.

19 Anybody else have anything to add to this issue?-

20 Joe Gallo.

21 MR. GALLO: My name is-Joe Gallo. I have one

22 question.

23 Do you know, Mr. Gray, whether all.the States, all.

24 50, have processes or procedures for determining need and
25 alternative sources of supply?
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1 MR. GRAY: I do know that not all States do. I

2 have information -- we publish information on siting
3 certification and the like, and not all States make those

4 determinations.
5 MR. GALLO: Do you have the specifics?

6 MR. GRAY: Yes. I should do a commercial here.
7 This is'the compilation, and I checked this yesterday. We

: 8 have collected summaries of all State statutes dealing with
9 siting, including whether or not there is a determination of

10 need as part of the siting certification process, and I can
11 provide that information to you now or when you would like.
12 MR. GALLO: Perhaps at a recess.

13 MR. GRAY: Fine. Or maybe, if there is a copy

14 machine, we could make copies of this page or something.-

l

15 MR. GALLO: All right. Thank you. I
,

16 MR. SCHWARTZ: I should note, there were a couple
17 of folks who showed up after the identification.

3
1

18 MR. GRAY: Just one --

19 MR. SCHWARTZ: Go ahead. )
20 MR. GRAY: I was going to say most of them-do. I

'

21 should have said it's far more than 35 or 40 States I-think
22 we're talking about..

23 MR. MIZUNO: I guess I w'ald like to request a-
1

24 copy. This is Mr. Mizuno. I would like to request a copy.

25 That information would be very useful for us. I mean it has 1

1

I
*
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1 legal implications. That's, in part, why Mr. Gallo was

2 asking.

3 MR. GRAY: Fine.

4 MR. SCHWARTZ: We can make that part of the

5 record, as well.

6 We introduced all of our -- each other when we
7 showed up. There were a few folks who showed up after.
8 There's Mr. Gallo, who just asked a couple of questions.,

9 (Additional introductions.}
10 MR. SCHWARTZ: Okay. We are just right on time.

11 At this point in time, Don is going to give us a summary of
12 the CEQ/ EPA agreement.

13 [ Slide.]
14 MR. CLEARY: Both CEQ and EPA expressed a basic

'
15' and similar concern about the proposed rule, and in terms of
16 the words of CEQ, the rule does not further NEPA, because
17 the use of Category I to preclude discussion at the time of
18 the proposed action was not in the spirit of NEPA.
19 Public comments taken far in advance of the.

20 proposed action was not considered by CEQ to be-meaningful
21 public involvement in the process, and also, in the proposed

i

,

22 GEIS or the draft GEIS and the proposed rule, we did reach a
23 preliminary conclusion that would be revisited on a case-
24 by-case basis, and that conclusion was that there was --
25 things unchanged -- that there was a favorable cost-benefit
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i balance for re-licensing each individual plant, and that's
,

2 basically the comments of CEQ and EPA.

3 (Slide.]
4 MR. CLEARY: Now, we had an interchange with them.

5 We met with them separately and collectively several times-
6 and exchanged draft letters and led to an understanding of
7 changes in the propcsed rule that would satisfy them
8 relative to these procedural issues, and the major features '

9 of that understanding was that we would use a suppl'emental'
10 EIS rather than an EA in the for each license renewal--

11 review.

12 The significance of that is that an EA need not'be

13 circulated for comment, we can go directly to a final, and

14 by our commitment to an EIS, that means that there would be- !

l'
15 a draft that would.be available for comment and make it )

l
16 easier for the public to have -- to furnish-information and

17 comment in the process.

18 We also agreed that we would not reach a

19 conditional cost-benefit conclusion in the final rule, that

20 that cost-benefit balance would be-struck on a case-by-case
21 basis, and there is also an understanding that, even if an.
22 issue were Category 1, we would use the generic finding'to

-23 bring that into the individual case review, so that we
-

24 wouldn't initiate analysis.

25 However,-we would take a hard look at any

:
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1 information that anybody wanted to furnish us on any issue,
2 and if we determined that that information was new
3 information, not previously considered, and significant that

4 we would moved forward with a fuller review as to whether
5 that information. changes any of our findings.

6 I would also like to point out that there are

7 already certain procedural provisions in Part 51 that would '

8 apply to license renewal whatever the agreement with CEQ and

9 EPA are, and I won't elaborate on that, but there are

10 certain procedural safeguards that allow people into the

11 process.
i

12 MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you very much, Don. R

13 The staff has proposed the questions with respect

14 to the CEQ/ EPA agreement.
'

15 To what extent are the concerns of the States
16 resolved by the changes to the GEIS and rule that are being
17 made in response to CEQ and EPA comments?

18 Chuck?

19 MR. GRAY: Again, my sense is that some of the

20 procedural objections that -- or concerns that the States

21 had have -- are responded to by the agreement that you all
22 made with CEQ and EPA, and it appears, from my discussions,

23 again, to improve the States' response, again, and

24 hopefully, next week, they can clarify this for.us.

25 MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you.
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1 Anybody else on the panel have any comments on
2 this?

3 [No response.]

4 MR. SCHWARTZ: Anybody from the State of Maryland?
5 _Anybody from the audience?,

6 [No response.]

7 MR. SCHWARTZ: Well, we're making up time.

t 8 Don, are you ready?

9 MR. CLEARY: Ready.
,

;

10 [ Slide.]
11 MR. CLEARY: One of the recommendations that was.
12 made by a number of States was that we should just go ahead
13 and designate need and alternatives Category 3, so that they

14 could be revisited.
15 I'd like to point out that we are still doing the

'l16 analysis. There are a lot of technical comments on need and !

17 alternatives, and it's yet to be determined whether, on a
18 technical basis, we can sustain Category l's-for need and
19 alternatives.

20 The significance of this question for the
,

)
21 discussants is that there was some feeling that, if we junt-
22 open these issues up to the States, that it should solve a

4

23 large percentage of their concerns, and what we want to:get-
24 at is which of'the; concerns would be solved'and which would
25 still remain if need and alternatives were left open_to a
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1 full-review on a case-by-case basis.

2 MR. SCHWARTZ: Panel?

3 MR. GRAY: I guess I'll start.again. We may be

4 done by noon.

5 In response, I guess, the States are concerned

6 that they not be Category 1 issues. I think that what.they

7 are learning through their own processes is the questions of

8 need and alternatives are utility-specific and are changing. |

9 There's a lot of different things happening in the electric

10 utility industry, different alternatives.

11 I'm not sure how entirely relevant this is, but

12 even as we speak, there is a NARUC witness testifying before

13 the House Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance

14 about electric utilities becoming involved in fiber-optics

15 businesses, the point being or at least the future being
I

16 that utilities can install fiber-optic systems for metering,

17 load control, load management and the like, and it's so

18 cost-effective for them to do that that'they can pay for the

19 systems that will provide us with the information super-

20 highway' simply out of energy savings, and it seems to me

21 that -- I don't know if that's true or not, but I.know that

22 Congress is interested in pursuing that, the. Administration-

23 ~ is interested in seeing that utilities be involved in

24 pursuing that kind of future, and it strikes me -- again,

25 this is just me speaking -- that those kinds of changes or

i
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1 those kinds of developments are going to fundamentally alter
2 the economics of this industry.
3 Similarly, the notion of opening up the
4 transmission system which we're undergoing right now, is
5 also going to change the kinds of alternatives that
6 utilities are looking at.

7 A long answer -- maybe not a long answer but an
8 answer to the question -- one aspect of the question you've
9 raised here, I think, is that the States are very concerned

10 that your findings not affect or not somehow prejudice the
11 kinds of findings that they'll be making in light of these

i

12 kinds of changes. I guess that's all I have.

13 MR, SCHWARTZ: Okay. Thank you very much, Chuck.
4

14 Don, do you have any response to that?
'

15 MR. CLEARY: No, I don't.

16 MR. SCHWARTZ: Okay.
,

17 Ray, Ellen? !

18 MS. GINSBURG: I just want to respond a little bit
!

119 to your last point about the concern that the States seem'to '

20 have about the effect or the prejudice -- prejudicial nature
1

21' of the NRC deciding these kinds of issues, and.it's the
22 industry's view -- and it's a well-settled' legal principle,
23 actually, under the PG&E case -- that the States have final

:\24 authority on-the issues of economic regulation.
25 So, I kind of question as to whether it's'a matter-

4

:1 1
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1 of perception, what their concern really is, when as a

2 matter of legal binding effect, the NRC's determination in

3 this case does not bear on the State's determination on the' ,

l

4 same issue,

5 MR. GRAY: If I can answer, yes, I've looked at
. 1

,

; 6 the -- that's one of my sort of stock in trade--- I deal
'

7 with preemption issues on a sort of dailyEbasis, mostly ,

I

j8 having to do with FERC decisions and FCC decisions, not
!

9 often with NRC decisions, d

10 I think you're right. I think that, as a strict
.

11 legal matter, there would not be a preemptive effect. I |
,

12 think some of the State comments are more -- it was
13 described to me yesterday as not preemption but encroachment

14 or influence.
!

'

15 I guess the practical perception or the practical

16 sense that these people have, that the State people have, is
17 that you may not have a binding legal effect on their

18 decision-making process, but what the NRC decides clearly 1
19 would affect it and that they see themselves as primarily
20 being the parties that have to decide these questions in-
21 light' of the interests of their own States, their own

22 utility ratepayers, the long-range future.of their companies-
23 and in light.of their economic development plans, a whole
24 host of issues, and that,.I.think, is what drives their

*
.

25 concerns here.
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1- Again, I don't disagree that, as a strict legal

i 2 issue,. there's probably not a binding preemptive effect.'

3 MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you.

4 Geary?
i

5 MR. MIZUNO: I guess I have several comments and

6 questions. I'd like to explore this.

7 MR. SCHWARTZ: Great.

8 MR. MIZUNO: _Because I suspect'that you probably

9 have two different' sort of State perspectives on this. I

i

10 mean they end up coming out in the same area, but-does it i

11 make any difference or have the States considered the fact

12 that, if we simply make a finding of need for power and we

13 issue a renewed license, that from a practical preemptive

14 standpoint, if you want to call it that, that leaves the

t |

15 maximum amount of flexibility to the State, because we're '

16 essentially in a situation where we have co-extensive

17 authority over whether the plant is going to operate.

18 The Federal Government, the NRC, determines

19 whether it should operate or not on the basis of protection

20 to the public health and safety and national security, and'
A

21 we have this overlay of NEPA, whereas the States are

22 primarily concerned with the economic ~ aspects and whatever

23 local and jurisdictional aspects that are left open to them.

24 If.the NRC makes a general generic finding of need
- 'l

25 for power and says we are going to determine whether to '

*'
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1 renew the license on the basis of health and safety, from a
2 practical preemptive effect, doesn't that leave the States-

3 the maximum amount of flexibility.for themselves to

4 determine whether they want the plant to operate or not,

5 whether they are going to grant the certificate of public
:

6 convenience and necessity or allow the utility to recoup the
,

7 costs?

n 8 So, that's the first question, and then, I guess

9 the second thing is, to the extent that we're talking about,

10 again, preemptive effect, does categorization of need for

11 power and alternative energy sources really -- as a Category
-

,

12 3 -- really address the State's -- a State's concern if
,

13 their real concern is intrusion or potential preemptive

14 effect, because all Category 3 does is to delay.the ultimate
'

15 NRC determination and consideration of the topics of need;
1

16 for power and alternative energy sources, and so, that's why !
)

17 I suspected that there were probably some States who felt
|

18 that, well, they were more concerned about having the best o
-l

19 available information closest to the time when the renewal |
20 decision comes up versus other States who may have -- who '

i

21- are just simply concerned, they don't want NRC making any.
22 statement with respect to that,

23 MR. GRAY: That was what'I was going to say. I

24 think there are some States that would prefer you just not j
'

1
25 make a need for power finding, that the existence of such a j

l
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1- finding reduces -- at least they perceive that to reduce the

2 flexibility they would have in their own proceedings.

3 I guess, you know, you think of the company coming

4 in and said, listen, we've got an NRC finding.that this re-

5 license is needed, and the State commission would say, well,
~

6 we don't find so in light of other alternatives, but at

7 least there's evidence that somebody somewhere, in

a Washington or Rockville, has made a contradictory finding.

9 It may not be binding, but I think there's_the feeling

10 that's their job.

11 As to the other side, I guess you're talking about

12 pushing the category delineation, there's a lot of feeling

13 that -- how can we determine 20 years in advance -- I'm not
,

i

14 sure I fully understand the timeframes, but that far in
|

15 advance that there is going to be a need for a re-license,

16 and this is really a site-specific and a company-specific

17 issue, and that's why it's not appropriate for Category 1 !
|

18 consideration. |
|

19 MS. GINSBURG: Excuse me. Can I weigh in here?

20 I just wanted to make it clear, also, that
,

1

21 Category 1 is not so conclusive that, under any

22 circumstances, it can't be re-looked at, and much like
,

1

23 Category 2 or Category 3, where you've got-the immediate

24 opportunity, if you can meet a :hreshold requirement, you

25 can re-look at. Category 1_ issues, and so, to say that, .just
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1 by virtue.of being Category 1, it would never, under any
2 circumstances, be re-looked at is, I think, a bit of a

3 misstatement.

4 MR. GRAY: Well, maybe you can help me. What does

5 it mean -- what would it mean for the need issue to be a
6 Category 1 issue in a practical sense, that there would be

7 generic finding that all re-licenses are.necesrary?
8 MR. MIZUNO: I'm going to respond assuming that

9 the Commission adopts the CEQ/ EPA compromise that was

10 reached or, you know, this preliminary understanding.
11 The implication -- the practical implications of

12 something being deemed a Category 1 would be that you would
13 not normally expect the individual EIS that is prepared in
14 connection with a specific renewal application to have a new

'
15 discussion of need for power or alternative generating

$ 16 sources,

17 Rather, you'd probably see something that says --
18 some paragraph in there, you know, a short paragraph or a~

19 sentence that says this topic was considered and determined
20 to be a generic finding in this GEIS, and so, the relevant
21 discussion should be found in Chapter -8 cn: Chapter 5,
22 whatever sections of the GEIS. You would' find some
23 reference over, probably, to the GEIS in those areas. 'So,

24 .that would be the first thing.
25 Then the second thing would be that, under the>
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1 CEQ/ EPA compromise that was reached, a person who wanted to

2 challenge the -- I guess -- the generic finding that was
3 contained in the GEIS would have an opportunity to submit

"
.4 their comment as part of the comments that they.would submit
5 on the entire individual EIS, and the way that the
6 Commission would consider that would be to look and see
7 whether that comment raised significant new information.that

: 8 drew into question the. adequacy of the original GEIS |

: 9 determination -- well, I should say original GEIS either--

10 the original GEIS or whatever updated GEIS that is in effect
i

11 at that time, and the Commission would -- if the Commission |

12 determined that there was no significant new information !

13 there, it would probably, in the comment analysis that was;

14 done for the final EIS, have some statement to that effect,
15 that the NRC did not believe that the commenter raised any
16 new information, significant new information, that would

17 draw into question the previous conclusions of the GEIS.,

18 on the other hand, if the Commission determined

19 that, yes, the commenter did, in fact, present significant
20 new information that drew into question the adequacy.of the.

,

21 current GEIS with respect to those topics, I think the

22 Commission would have a number of different alternatives'as
23 to how to address it.

24 It could either -- well, one of the things it

25 'could do -- it could do a couple of things, It could,
I

I
1

i
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!

1. . perhaps, suspend the consideration of the application with )
2 respect to environmental matters until it went through a

3 rulemaking to revise the GEIS.

4 The Commission could act, I guess, and say they'll
5 go forward here, but we would like to have -- it would open
6 up the hearing to a specific discussion of this, assuming-
7 that that person requested a hearing, or the Commission,

l8 could say -- the Commission could -- well, I should say the ',

9 Commission could direct the staff to address that issue for
10 the -- for that specific plant, assuming that the

i11 information that was brought was, you know, site-specific '

12 information and drew into question only the applicability of
13 the GEIS to that specific site,

14 It might not necessarily have to open up.the j
:s

15 entire GEIS. It might just say, well, consider it, you

16 know, in'the context of this plant only.
17 I'm sure there are some other alternatives, but

18 basically what we committed to doing was that the Commission !

13 would, in some fashion, have to deal with that information,
20 and if there was some significance either for that specific
21 plant, it wo21d -- you know, it would deal with it there and.

22 -- or if it nad more generic implications, the Commission

23 would, you know, institute some sort of rulemaking to update
b: it, and you know, how that would be -- how that would

,

25 ultimately result in, you know, opening the scope of hearing
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1 or not, you know, that would depend on how the Commission

2 acted there.
!

3 MS. GINSBURG: Chuck,-you might note'that, in

4 February.of '93, the NRC issued SECY-93-032, where all this

5 is laid out, for your reference.

6 MR. GRAY: Okay. Maybe that document would answer'

7 my next question. What kind of showing would someone have
|

8 to make to trigger that?

9 MS. GINSBURG: According to 032, it's new and j

10 significant |--

|
111 MR. GRAY: Right.
1

12 MS. GINSBURG: and if you're unhappy with the--

13 response to -- that the NRC provides, then you would be --

14 it would be open to a 2.802 or 2.758 request for waiver. |
1

15 MR. MIZUNO: It's a very complicated area. In

16 fact, one of the comments that we got from CEQ and EPA --
.

17 one of the things that we agreed to do was that,_as part of
18 this GEIS and Part 51 rulemaking, if we were to adopt the'
19 compromise, we we include some sort of statement that
20 explains how this entire process works, I mean going through<

21 the intricacies, provides sort of like a layman's guide to
i

22 how to raise new information and what would be the

L 23 appropriate procedural mechanisms within the existing NRC -

'<
.

24 regulations. Isn't that true? Didn't we commit to doing

25 something like that? Well, susan Offerdal is back there.
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1 Susan, didn't the NRC commit to putting some kind
2 of brief description of the process by which the public.can J

3 raise significant new information, and if it was unclear-or-

4 if he was unhappy with the NRC's determination or

S consideration of it, how we'd subsequently go about raising
6 this information before the Commission through its
7 procedures in Part 2? Do you rect.ll that?,

8 MS. OFFERDAL: I think they did, yes.

9 MR. NG: Geary, I think, to try to simplify

10 matters more, what NUMARC is suggesting is that the NRC, as '

11 part of its environmental review, not address the need for

12 power or the alternatives.
.

13 MR. MIZUNO: I understand that. That's an option.

14 MR. NG: Right. I agree. And it seems rather a ;

i
15 very complex discussion we've just had.

16 MR. MIZUNO: Well, you have to understand, though,
17 Ray, that the EPA and CEO agreement was reached on matters

.

18 which were more than just need for power and alternat.ive.
19 energy sources.

20 CEQ and EPA's concerns were with.the procedural

21 structures that would be placed on people raising issues
22 about, for example, water quality or endangered species or
23 something like that.

24 So, the agreement that we reached with CEO and EPA.

25 was not limited to the -- you know, the specific subjects -

- f
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1- that the States have but was -- it dealt with the entire
2~ range of topics that were raised and addressed'in the GEIS.

3 MR. SCHWARTZ: Anybody else? This is a good*

4 discussion. John?

5 MR. MOULTAN: Charles, I recognize you are not in.

6 a position to make definitive commitments to the States' l
7 concerns right here, right now, but in Table B-1 of the

8 rule, we make a Category 1 finding on need, and I just !

9 wanted to read that to you. What we say is that license :

10 renewal of an individual nuclear plant will be_needed.
"

11 Now, that is in direct contrast with a statement

12 like the need for power exists, but say in the general
_

13 concept, do you see a difference between that and -- I

14 personally see some preemptive practicality by saying, 20
4

15 years ahead of time, that license renewal is, in fact,

16 needed to meet the power.

17 My question is would you be more inclined to think

18 that a statement like a need for power exists, practically,
19 because a plant has been operating, .is probably more in line
20 with not being preemptive to the States, leaving the States

121 the option of which alternative they would like to choose to '

22 meet a need for power, like conservation, importing power,_
23 and maybe even deciding not to meet it, but the NRC just
24 making a general statement that, once the power comes off
25 the grid, it has to be made up somehow.
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1 MS. GINSBURGr John, can I interrupt here? -I
'

2 think you have to make the distinction between the purpose
3 for which the NRC is making its determination and the
4 purpose for which the States.are making their determination,
5 and that's a very critical separate approach that has to be
6 taken.

7 MR. MOULTAN: Ellen, you're absolutely right, I

8 agree with that, and we're probably getting ahead into the
9 option discussion, but let me respond to that real quickly,

10 and that is the NRC -- the staff has extensively looked at
11 the option of not considering need and alternatives, because
12 the need that we're acting for is really just issuing a
13 license and it's not operating the plant.

'l14 We have looked at that, but 'I-guess, from a NEPA
j

15 practical standpoint, it's almost -- it doesn't answerLthe

16 question of why is the ultimate action going to take place -
17 - i.e., operation of the plant -- and to say it's because we

15 have a responsibility to issue a license or not issue a

19 license doesn't quite answer that why question.
20 MS. GINSBURG: I guess I wasn't --

21 MR. SCHWARTZ: Excuse me. He asked the question
-

22 of Charles. I'd like him to respond.

23 MS. GINSBURG: Sure.

24 MR. GRAY: I guess I need to clarify. You're

25 saying that the mb2 would simply say -- which is self-
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1
. 1.

evident.-- that if a plant ceases to operate, then'its 11

.

2 output would need to be made up for.*

I
3 MR. MOULTAN: It's a very simple finding, but it I

d

4 has some very important implications here, and.it.tends'to

5 answer the question of why are we proposing action, and we
.

6 think it might be able to satisfy'the NEPA requirement to

7 State what the need is and not go any farther in preempting

8 States' authority of their own determination of how they>

9 want to go about that.
1

10 MR. GRAY: Again,.let me just speak -- this is :
1

11 only myself speaking.

12 When I first started to learn about this issue, it

13 struck me as odd that anyone could make a generic finding |

14 that a re-license was necessary or needed in light of other,

F 1
15 alternatives given all the other alternatives that there :

1

16 might be and how you could make such a finding sort of 1
1

17 puzzled me.

18 I think your second point or your alternative is

19 clearly something that changes that, would change that' kind

20 of a finding. I'm not sure how much value it provides you
i

21 all. It would probably provide greater comfort to the |

.!
22 States, I think, if that's your point.

]

23 MR. MOULTAN: Like I said,.I think we're probably.

24 getting ahead, and we can discuss more about it in the

25 options.
.
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1 MR, SCHWARTZ: Ellen, J cut you off.

2 MS. GINSBURG: I just want to be sure, John, that

3 you're not suggesting that there's anything in the GEIS that

4 has a preemptive -- that has a preemptive quality to it.
5 The fact is that, under the law, it cannot. So, I think

6 that's well settled.

7 MR. MOULTAN: That's true.

8 MS. GINSBURG: The second issue that I was talking
_

9 about in terms of the separation has nothing to do with the {
10 options that are chosen.

11 Putting aside for a moment whether or not the NRC
u.

12 chooses to discuss this, the purpose for which the NRC, if-
13 it chooses, to look at these issues is for the purpose of
14 resolving, at least in its characterization thus far, its

1,

15 requirements under NEPA.

16 The purpose for which the States would look at !

17 these issues are for the-purpose of determining whether,
18 given all the things that the State looks at, it wants to j
19 either allow the utility to put this cost back'into the rate I

20 base and allow this utility to continue --'perhaps, it can
21 continue operating without putting it back into the rate |

22 base, but they are very different, and they are on two
23 separate tracks, and I think that's critical to remember

24 when you're looking at this GEIS question.
;

25 MR. MOULTAN: I would agree. I think maybe I can
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1 wait until we.get ~1nto the options.
'

2 fMR.' SCHWARTZ: Good, John. Thank'you.

3 We have something from the audience.
.

4 MR. LEWIS: David Lewis from Shaw Pittman.
5 NEPA does not require that you find at this stage
6 .that license renewal is required. It requires simply that,

7 in your cost-benefit balance, that you find there's a-
8 benefit, and need for power has typically been considered
9 the benefit for an action.

10 You can satisfy NEPA, changing your language in
11 the GEIS, making it less clear that you're -- making it more.
12 . clear that you're not infringing on the States simply _-by.
13 saying we think that there is a need for power because of
14 the general need for electricity in regions, and therefore,
15 there is a benefit for licence renewal.
16 That does not mean that it's the best. That does
17 not mean that there may not be a different State

18 determination based on least-cost planning. Those are'other

19 issues.

20 But you can do your. findings in the GEIS

21 generically to make those minimal NEPA findings of a benefit
22 and no clearly, obviously, environmentally superior
23 alternative as a matters of presumptions.
24 MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you for that statement.

25 Any other discussion on this particular issue?
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l' MR. CLEARY: Shelly, actually we've been

-i 2 discussing the next issue. y

3 MR. SCHWARTZ: I understand'that. I understand I"

.i

4 that. Do you want to lead off with the parameters that you

5 were planning to discuss on this preemption issue? 1

6 MR. CLEARY: Yes. We can bypass the slide.

7 This is an interesting question about clarifying- ,

:
1
Ha what is the law anyway, and one of the States or a couple of

9 the States have said that we should clarify, which we will,

10 but the question in my mind is -- I've heard from various

11 people within NRC, outside of NRC, the industry, even from

12 some States, that the law is clear, and what is the problem? i

l

13 So, I think that, in pursuing this dialogue-with

14 the States, we need to have a better understanding of are we

1
'

l

15 just. making life a little -- or the situation -- does it-

16 just make life a little difficult for a few States, or is

17 there a real problem there that the States are having --
,

18 going to have internally, and you know, we really need to

19 sharpen our understanding of that concern.

20 MR. SCHWARTZ: Good. Charles?

21 MR. GRAY: Yes. I anticipate you are going to

22 hear the level of fervor on the issue at the other>

23 conferences. There are very strong feelings about this,1and
.

24 it's somewhat surprising to me, as a matter of fact, among

25 some of the State people I've talked to just in the past
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1 . couple.of weeks. I'll just stop there.

* L2 MR. SCHWARTZ: If I may, let me take the
,

'I
3 prerogative of the Chair. Is the issue that we've discussed' i

E l
'

4 that it may not be a legally binding-decision that the-NRC

5 is making that would be legally binding in any other~ |
6 procedure? I think, from what I heard, that it is not,

7 because those purposes.are for different purposes.

8 So, therefore, the only thing that's left is the

9 perception issue, that there will be a perception or a

10 chilling effect on the States making independent decisions

11 with respect to need..

12 MR. GRAY: I have a two-part answer to that

13 question.

14 First and I think I saw it in the staff-paper ---

F 15 - I think there would be a lot of States that.would be glad'

16 to see the Commission include in the rule a statedent that
17 the law is that there is no preemption, and I think that's

18 what you all intend to do, if I understand this proposal

19 correctly.

20 So, there's the legal issue. We can all agree

21 that the law is clear on this, but I.think it would be great

22 if you could restate the fact that the law is clear on this

23 and that the law, in fact, is that there no preemption.

24 MR. SCHWARTZ: Let's not dance around it. Let's

25 just say it.
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1 . iR . GRAY: Yes. I've litigated ~ cases where

2 Federal agencies have said that, and the courts found that,,

3 regardless, there was a preemptive effect of some Federal;

4 action that even the Federal agency didn't intend'there to-
5 be. So, you know, it would be helpful for the agency with
6 jurisdiction to make that finding clear.

1

7 The second part of my answer, I guess, goes to
8 your question of perceptions and influence and the like, and
9 clearly, that's, I think, where the heart of the concern

'

|10 lies.

..'11 The comments I've heard from the States cite the
12 Pacific Gas & Electric case for the holding that there is no

13 preemption, and I think the States recognize that. It's'

14 more of the subtle or maybe not so subtle, depending on the
i-

-

15 State, influence that the NRC would have.
J

<

"
,

i

16 MR. SCHWARTZ: Any discussion? Geary, I saw you |

.l
17 leaning forward.

|

18 MR. MIZUNO: Well, I don't know whether you can i
i

19 get back to the States or discuss this.

20 I mean, clearly, we don't want to have -- we want

21 to avoid any kind of preemptive, you know, implication here,
22 but to the extent that we have options here or the States

.

23 are advocating that we don't discuss the matters at all, the
1

-24 need for power and alternative energy sources, I'think it I

25 wculd be useful..

.

;

I-
|
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1 You can sort of take this back to them, that i t --

t 2 would be useful for them to explain how that can be

3 accomplished consistent with NRC's obligations under NEPA,4

t 4 and I think -- I mean, obviously, NUMARC has their concept
5 of NEPA, and they're going to be explaining how we can avoid
6 having to make any findings there, but if the States -- the

7 States have to understand that we are trying to respond to
8 what the NRC, at least up to this point in time, perceived

9 as its NEPA responsibilities, and up to this time, it has

10 perceived it as having to make or involved making need for-
11 power and alternative energy source determinations for

"

12 purposes of NEPA disclosure, and if there is some way of us
,

13 being able to avoid having to do that that would be

14 consistent with NEPA, which is the only reason why-we're
i

15 doing this, we would'-- I mean that's what we're looking
16 for.

17 We obviously must comply with NEPA, and the only
la question is can we accomplish what the States want to

19 accomplish consistent with the NRC's legal obligations under

20 the statute?

21 MR. SCRWARTZ: Without having to bear a challenge

22 that's litigable.

23 MR. MIZUNO: .That's right.
>

24 MR. GRAY: I'm obligated to let people know what

25 happened here today in preparation for next week. So,'I'll:
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1 see that that message is delivered.

-t 2 MR. MOULTAN: I do have one comment ofr

i

3 clarification.

4 Ellen, you had asked me whether I thought that the. !

5 GEIS was in any way preemptive, and that probably-came from-

6 my comment about what I read in the rule. Let me clarify

7 that.

8 I don't have the GEIS in front of me, but Chapter

9 8, the needs analysis in the GEIS, ultimately concludes that

10 the need for power that could come from license renewal is

11 needed, and that is distinctly different from what I read in

12 the rule, which says license renewal of an' individual plant

13 will be needed. Those are different.

14 One is saying that license renewal is needed to

15 meet.the power, and the GEIS concludes that the need for

16 power exists and it could come from license renewal. That's

17 different. I just wanted to make that point on the record.

18 MS. GINSBURG: Thanks. I'll take a look at that.

19 MR. SCHWARTZ: Great. Thank you.

20 Any other discussion? Yes, Mr. Gallo.

21 MR. GALLO: My name is Joe Gallo. Just a couple

22 of observations.

23 It seems to me that the generic term " States" is

24 probably being.used too loosely here, because some States

25 don't object to the NRC performing their traditional roles,
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1 other states do, and I think, as Mr. Gray said, the' heart of
2 the matter for those States, at least, is that they don't

~

,

3 want the NRC to muck around in the need for power and the
4 alternative sources of supply area.

.

5 I think it might be appropriate for the NRC to
6 determine who is the spokes-person for these States. If

it's somebody from the State EPA or from the State public7

8 utility commission, their turf is being invaded by the NRC,
9 and that influences their viewpoint.

10 Perhaps the better spokesman in those cases ought
11 to be the governor, who after all should set the policy for
12 the State. You might target in that direction. It seems to

; - 13 me that a State position based on a local State EPA position
;

'

14 versus, say, the governor's office are two different
i

15 matters. You might consider that.

16 MR. MOULTAN: Don, we did get the. actual

17 governors' endorsing comments or the like, didn't we?
18 MR. CLEARY: Yes. There were comments from
19 several governors, but I think relative to the issue at
20 hand, we're reacting to comments from State PUC's, State
21 energy offices.

22 MR. GRAY: I would just add that, in a number of

23 States, public utility commissions are constitutional

24 agencies that are intended to be. removed from influence, at

25 least formally, by the executive branch of the State H
f
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1 government. So, they probably continue to need'to be talked

n 2 to anyway.

3 MR. SCHWARTZ: All right. I think we've concluded
''

4 discussion. This was the last issue for this morning's

a 5 session. Let me see if I can poll the panel to see what

6 your druthers are.

7 We could begin and maybe end on at least the

8 presentation of the four options before lunch and then
,

9 perhaps Ray Ng could discuss the fifth option, and I think
10 we've already discussed the implicit sixth option. I'll

11 seek your judgement on this. The other alternative is to

12 break for lunch now and then return back in an hour, .say
13 12:45.

14 MR. MIZUNO: I would prefer to have the
i

15 presentation of the four options now. That way we'll leave

16 the entire afternoon for the real meat.
17 MR. SCHWARTZ: Exactly. I'd be happy either way.

18 MR. GRAY: Press forward.

19 MR. SCHWARTZ: Let's go. Don Cleary -- it's the

20 Don Cleary show today, isn't it?

21 MR. CLEARY: No one else wanted it.

22 (Slide.)
23 MR. CLEARY: Start.off, once again, emphasizing
24 that an option that isn't here is the option of continuing
25 along the lines of the proposed rule and the draft GEIS with
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1 regard need and alternatives, and we will be looking at
2 that.

3 The options that we developed that I will present
4 really are options that we thought of that were responsive,

4

5 to some degree, to the concerns that were raised by the
6 States relative to need and alternatives.
7 Option 1, we woald still review need and

.

8 alternatives. They would be a factor in the license renewal

9 decision. The option would not be dependent on the outcome
10 of our technical review of whether we can continue to,

11 sustain Category 1 or go to Category 2 or Category 3.
12 The heart of this option is that we would diminish

13 the consideration of -- at least the up-front consideration
14 of economic costs and benefits in the license renewal
15 decision, and utility costs would not be initially thrown
16 right onto the balancing and weighing.
17 We would look at the health and safety. We would

18 look at environment, environmental impacts. We would look

19 at the relative environmental impacts of alternatives. We

20 would look at need.

21 Only if a question of whether the plant was --
22 whether that capacity was really needed or the question of>

23 whether there might be a preferable alternative from an
24 environmental perspective would we then be forced into
25 looking at costs.

2:
1
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1 We feel that, if there are environmental issues

i 2 there that would clearly indicate that an alternative would

"

3 be environmentally preferable, it's probably issues that we
~

4 well known, and there would be State involvement, public

5 involvement anyway at that point.

6 (Slide.)
7 MR. CLFARY: In this option, we propose -that -- I

8 guess this is what I've already said -- that we'd take a<

9 harder look at economics, if there was an adequate need,

10 environmentally preferable alternative, or -- what I didn't-

11 say -- if the environmental impacts of the proposed action

12 were so adverse that that proposed action, re-licensing,

13 would come into question.

14 [ Slide.]
(

15 MR. CLEARY: Option 2, the essence of that is.that'

16 NRC would not do its own analysis but, rather, would adopt a
'

17 submittal by the State, the State's review and determination

18 of need and alternatives. This option, as written, we would

19 then factor those determinations into the license renewal

; 10 decision.
1 ^

21 If NRC adopts anyone else's reviews, it has to

22 meet certain minimum guidelines or requirements, because

23 NRC, in adopting it, is then legally responsible for the

24 analysis, and we've had a. discussion as to what those

25 guidelines are, and they are -- they probably could be '
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1 minimal procedural rather.than guidelines that would
,

G 2 reflect, for example, the extreme detail found in the

3 ' Environmental Standard Review Plan for need and-
'

4 alternatives.

5 However, if a State was not prepared to make a.

6 submittal, then the responsibility would fall back on NRC-

7 and the applicant.

8 (Slide.]
al

9 MR. CLEARY: Option 3, the essence of this option

10 is that it distinguishes between new capacity and the need

11 for existing capacity. John Moultan, earlier, I think,

12 referred to the thinking behind this option.

13 Basically, the NRC would accept that there is a

14 need if a plant were operating and an application were
\

15 tendered for license renewal, that that would be sufficient

16 evidence for us of need, that we would not go further to do
'

17 detailed analysis of demand and supply of power, and that
"

18 last bullet is that -- obviously, that if there is existing

19 capacity -- if there is a need for the capacity that's

20 already there, if that capacity would be removed, that it

21 would have to be replaced in some form and that -- and we

' 22 would do, in fact -- do the alternatives analysis with this

23 option.

24 (Slide.]
*

25 MR. CLEARY: Option 4 is perhaps a more extreme
.

!
l

!'
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1 departure from our NEPA responsibilities or interpretation
2 of how we can fulfill our responsibilities..

3 Need and alternatives would be disclosed. There
: 4 would be information gathered, and there would be analysis.

5 However, that analysis would not be factored into the

6 decision whether or renew a license or not, and that
7 analysis would be available in the public record.
8 The thinking behind this option is that that would

9 create the maximum flexibility for the States, because we
'

10 recognize that the States are going to make the economic
11 regulatory decisions and decisions relative to optimal or
12 preferable -- any energy mixes within the State, and this

; 13 option could include discussion of economic costs and

14 benefits or not, and we want to pursue this.with the States,
s

'*

15 just as -- you know, what harm is done by consideration of -
; 16 - full consideration, including economics of alternatives?,

" 17 (Slide.]
18 MR. CLEARY: Tne license renewal decision would be-
19 based, as I said before, on health and safety and the
20 environmental impacts of the proposed project, and that
21 concludes my presentation of the four options.
22 MR. SCHWARTZ: Great..

23 Ray, do you want to discuss your Option 5 at this
24 point and then we'll open it up for clarification or

25 discussions, clarification so that folks understand what the
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1 various. options are, and then we can get into the meat of'
l 2. the' discussions after lunch. I'll reserve that judgement'to

3 you, if you want to wait till after lunch to discuss the

4 fifth option.

5 MR. NG: I think I would like-to defer until after

6 lunch.

7 MR. SCHWARTZ: Does anyone on the panel have,

8 questions of Don on clarification of the four options

9 presented?
. . ,

10 (No response.]

11 MR. SCHWARTZ: Anybody in the audience have any

12 questions on the four options Don presented?' Yes,. sir.

13 MR. LEONARD: Dan Leonard, Ogden Environmental and
i

I 14 Energy Services.
; i

15 Don, could you clarify how the categorization

16 process would be used in any of these options?. It's not
i

17 clear to me what the significance.of it is anymore.

18 MR. CLEARY: For Options 1, 3, and 4, we could --

19 they are not dependent on the determination -- the category
!

20 determination. They could be implemented whether we have - l

21 - the technical analysis concluded a Category 1, Category 2,

22 or Category 3. !
!

23 Option 2, where we depend on the State analysis,,

24 would, in fact, be a Category 3, because we're accepting the
>

25 -- we anticipate that the State is going to submit that
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1 analysis for the specific license renewal review.

2 Under that. option, though, we would continue to do4

3 the generic analysis but would obviously have to represent
4 it as. subject to change with the State submittal, and we --

5 the extent to which -- that Chapters 8 and 9 would look the-

6 same as in the draft GEIG we haven't determined yet.
7 MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you, Don.

8 Any other questions?

9 (No response.),

,

10. MR. SCHWARTZ: All right. With that, we will take

11 our lunch break, and please be back here by one o' clock.
.

12 Thank you.*

R

13 [Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the meeting recessed

14 for lunch, to reconvene this same day, Wednesday, February
15 9, 1994, at 1:00 p.m.]

16

17

18

19
J

20

21.
.

22

23

24
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1 AFTERNOON SESSION

2 (liOO p.m.]
3 MR. SCHWARTZ: Ladies and gentlemen, according to
4 the official clock, I think we're ready.to go.
5 Let me recap a little bit of the morning session.,
6 I think we've covaced the basics. At least those-

7 of us here at the table and those of you in the audience do- ;

; 8 have a better understanding of the issues, which should, I
^

1

9 hope, lead to some lively discussion of the issues and the .

!

!
10 details for this afternoon's session. |4

'

11 We put a placeholder in for the first thing this 1

12 afternoon for -- I guess we don't want to call-it a fifth ~

13 option, it's just another alternative, and Ray Ng of NUMARC
'

!

14 I'll give you the floor now for whatever discussion-you ' I
--

' .

15 would like to put in the record.
|

16 MR. NG: Okay. Thank_you, Shelly.
17 My remarks this afternor* will focus on the

|

18 approach that industry believes could address the. States'
19 concerns about the NRC's' consideration of the nee'd for power
20 and alternative energy sources in the draft Environmental
21 Impact Statement.

[ 22 However, before I proceed with that, I'd like to
4

23 say a few words about the NRC's proposed regulatory process
24 for license renewal and perhaps most importantly the role of
25 license renewal in meeting the future electricity generation4

I
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1 needs of this nation. !

l

i2 NRC licenses nuclear power plants to operate for a 1
1

3 period up to 40 years. This number.was selected not based j
i

4 upon technical limitations. .Rather, 40-years was a period I

5 typically used to amortize large capital projects like
6 fossil fuel power plants.,

!
7 Perhaps because the drafters of the Atomic Energy i

!
8 Act realized that the 40-year limitation was not related-to '!

9 any particular technical concern, the Act also allows a

10 license to be renewed, very much, I think, what was said a
11 little bit earlier today by Mr. Newberry.

,

12 It should be clearly understood that those
i

13 utilities seeking to renew their nuclear power-license will
14 do so as part of a larger decision-making process related to
15 meeting the energy needs of their customers and ensuring.

16 reliable and efficient delivery of electricity.
'

17 In order to meet the future electricity demands,
la utilities will and must explore a range of options. These

19 include a variety of conservation measures, building new
20 capacity, extending the lives of current operating plants of-
21 all types.

22 Obviously, for each option, consideration must be
23 given to whether it is safe, environmentally sound, and
24 reliable."-

25 Equally important forceach option, utilities 7must o.

.
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~

1 consider the effective use of capital and whether a

2 particular option is justified in light of current and<

.

3 projected; operating and maintenance costs.

4 With that in mind, the industry has urged and
!

! 5 continues to urge the NRC to develop regulatory processes
6 for license renewal that are efficient, stable, and-

|
?

;- 7 predictable. Such attributes are critical, because license

8 renewal is a prerequisite for plant operations beyond the I,

9 initial license period of 40 years,

10 Whether to continue to operate a particular plant
'

11 is a business decision. Even after NRC has determined that i

12 there is reasonable assurance that a plant will operate
13 safely for a period up to 20 years beyond the initial
14 license, a utility must then decide whether continued2

a i
15 operation is economically advantageous or, in some cases,
16 even feasible.

17 I want'to highlight that obtaining a renewed

18 license does not require a utility to continue to operate in
19 the renewal period anymore than the initial license requires

' 20 a plant to operate for the full 40-year term.
21 The industry believes that the NRC has made

22 commendable progress toward achieving an efficient,' stable,.
23 and predictable process for considering the potential
24 environmental' effects of license renewal through its

; 25 proposed GEIS.

(
*
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,

1 Industry endorses the.NRC's generic approach,
2 because in our view,-most of the environmental impacts

@
3 associated with license renewal are common to all or almost '

4 all operating plants. '

5 -Also, considering these common impacts only once
6 is a.significantly more efficient use'of Commission,

,

7 licensee, and public resources, while producing a
8 comprehensive basis to support the NRC's NEPA analysis.
9 An important. point in this context is the. license

'

10 renewal process encourages utilities who may consider
11 license renewal to obtain a decision from the NRC several
12 years before a' license is to expire.

13 This advanced timing allows utilities to perform
14 more definitive planning. It provides the States and

'
15 utilities with a fuller and clearer complement of

,

16 information to make' future economic and business
17 determinations.

.

18 The better the quality of information, the more

19 likely that sound decisions will be reached. Obviously,

20 this will be a benefit to all parties.
,

21 In the proposed amendment to Part 51, the NRC has
22 included for generic consideration economic and other non-
23 safety issues such as need for power and alternative energy
24 sources.

,

25
.

The industry does not believe these generic

. . .
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.

1 evaluations either supplant or bind the states on-these :

1 2 . issues. In fact, it's well settled'that regulations of.

3 these. issues is solely within the States' jurisdiction.

4 As'noted in the industry's comments made by-

5 NUMARC, now two years ago, the industry believes that the.
,

6 NRC can fulfill its obligations under NEPA even if it does
c

7 not consider the need for power and alternative sources of-

'
8 energy.

9 Even though the NRC's consideration of economic

10 issues has no binding effect on a State's ability to
L

11 exercise its regulatory authority over those issues in an j
12 appropriate State forum, we support an approach that deletes

.;

13 consideration of these issues from the fRC review.

14 In closing, let me-restate the industry's interest
\

15 in assuring that the NRC develops an efficient, stable, and

16 predictable approach to license renewal. Such an. approach

17 and the Federal, State, and utility decisions which flow

18 from it will assure the nation's future energy needs are met
,

19 through an integrated system of safe, efficient, and

20 economical power production.

21 To be a little bit more specific with regards to;
,

22 the option that -- or approach that we're suggesting, we're

23 suggesting that the NRC neither needs to address the need or

24 alternatives on a generic basis or on a application-specific

25 basis.
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1 ' Thank you.
.

2 MR. SCKWARTZ: Ray, thank you very much..

3 If I may ask just one question, and chen we'll get
4 into some discussions.

5 As I understand -- let me try and restate it --

6 it's NUMARC's view that NRC need not-consider need for power
7 or alternatives --

8 MR. NG: Yes, that's correct.

9 MR. SCHWARTZ: -- for license renewal --

10 MR. NG: Yes, that's correct.

11 MR. SCHWARTZ: -- in order to satisfy the NEPA --

12 the Federal NEPA requirements.

13 MR. NG: That's correct.

14 MR. SCHWARTZ: Okay. Where would you come out if
' 15 I just asked the question a little differently? How about~

16 for new plant construction? Does NRC still'have the

17 authority or do you think it's still necessary for NRC to
18 make the NEPA judgements for new plants on need and

19 alternatives?

20 MR. NG: I don't know, Shelly. I'm not qualified

21 to answer that.

22 MR. SCHWARTZ: Okay. I was just trying to see how

23 far it went.

24 MR. MIZUNO: We would expect to see some

25 discussion in your written comments that explains, if need

I ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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1- for power and alternative generating sources need not be
2 addressed at renewal, whether that rationale that you're '

3 going to be using would also apply to the construction
4 permit and operating license stage, and if not and if you -
5 - in other words, if you believe that the NRC does have to '

6 consider need for power and alternative energy sources at' <

7 the CP and OL stage but need not consider it for renewal,
8 then to explain why you would have that discrepancy.
9 .MR. SCHWARTZ: Can you take some discussion and

10 questions, Ray, now?
,

)11 MR. NG: Sure.

12 MR. SCHWARTZ: Oh, great.

13 Sher Bahadur.
|

14 MR. BAHADUR: I'm Sher Bahadur from NRC.
15 The option that NUMARC just now presented - EI' was
16 just looking at option 4 given by Don Cleary earlier this
17 morning, and I was somewhat unable to see the difference

18 between the two options. So, maybe'if you could tell us

19 where the difference is.
20 MR. NG: We'll do it in two parts. I think that

21 the principle difference appears that there is a call for

22 analysis to be performed, and we're suggesting at this point
23 that that analysis need not be performed.
24 MR. BAHADUR: However, .the way Don Cleary has
25 presented the option, although there is analysis available

i
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' |
1 for alternativesLand need, it was not to be considered-in

,

l

i 2 the NRC's decision-making.

3 MS. GINSBURG: I think I'll take a stab at this |

4 one.
|
|5 The answer there is -- or at least our concern ;

i
6 there is that, if you look at the Calvert Cliffs case, there

7 is language that 's very clear and very strongly stated about

8 submitting NEPA analysis but not allowing the license board,

9 I believe it was -- and Geary, correct me if I'm wrong -- to

! 10 look at that analysis, so that what it ends up being is
i

11 something that is submitted but not reviewed.
-,

12 The court was very clear in saying that that was

13 an unacceptable way to do a NEPA review and that that i
,

'l' 14 essentially emasculated the purpose for which the analysis-
'

15 was done.

16 So, we believe that you can take a'different

17 approach, which is to say, by defining the scope of the
,

18 Federal action a particular way, a reasonable way,
,

19 obviously, that you then define the alternatives as

20 alternatives to the scope of the action that's been defined,-

21 and that's the basis on which you can exclude -- or that lus

22 at least in part the uusis on which you can exclude need for

23 power and alternatives in this context.

24 MR. BAHADUR: Okay.

25 MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you.
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l' Anything else?
,

J 2 MR. MOULTAN: Ellen, just a clarification. What
.

3 would be the proposed action?

4 MS. GINSBURG: Whether or not to grant a renewed

5 license to the plant at issue.

6 MR. MIZUNO: I think that, when you submit your

7 written comments -- because the NRC already looked at that
8 option -- I mean internally -- and one thing I think you
9 need to do is to explain or address this issue of whether

1

10 there is a difference in conceptualizing NEPA where the
11 agency is a proponent of the action -- I mean it develops

i12 the proposed action and actually implements a proposed I

l
13 action -- versus a situation, which is the case in renewal, '

14 where the NRC is not the proponent, rather it is the
i

15 permitting agency, and the proponent is an outside' party,
16 and so, the question is, from.a NEPA standpoint, how to
17 define the Federal action in terms -- I mean does the j

1
18 definition of what constitutes a Federal action differ
19 between the situation where the agency is a proponent of the I

20 actior versus where the -- an outside party is the proponent j
!21 of the action.

'22 MS. GINSBURG: We'll be sure to address that in
23 our written comments.

24 MR. MOULTAN: In addition, Ellen, maybe you could'

25 also address -- this also came out in our previous
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1 discussions -- how'this option could not be viewed-as the

2 agency, the NRC, so narrowly defining the need so as to

3 almost guarantee the action of license renewal.

4 MS. GINSBURG: Well, the idea is that what you're

5 looking at is whether or not to permit -- to grant a license

6 to this -- you know, for this facility, and the other

7 alternative that you'd be looking at is not granting the

8 license for this alternative, so that there's no -- those.o

9 are two options. There's no predetermination that you would

10 go one way as opposed to another.

11 MR. MOULTAN: I understand, but I guess one of the

12 concerns that came out is, in trying to determine what the

13 underlying need for the action is almost implies that you're

14 trying to get to the ultimate action, which would be

'

15 operation of a plant. If you could just address that, how

16 this is really the underlying need.

17 MS. GINSBURG: But we're suggesting that you're

18 not looking at the underlying need, which is what your

19 question was. We're suggesting that all the NRC is.

20 determining is whether, on the basis of public health and

21 safety and, you know, national security, that it can grant a

22 license -- and all the environmental considerations tnat are

23 considered pursuant to NEPA -- it can grant a license.

24 MR. MIZUNO: Well, I think this goes back to my

25 point. I think you need to address this issue of where the
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1 -agency is the proponent of the action versus where it's

2 permitting,

3 I think what John and I are talking about are just

4 sort of'like different' aspects of trying to address this. I l

1

5 think that you have some cases that certainly support what i

16 you're talking about, but they're not very -- I mean they're :

7 not -- there are not that many, and I think there are also a
,

8 lot of -- there are an equal number of cases on the other 1
i

9 side that suggest that, when the agency is a permitting --
,

10 acting as a permitter, it does not -- it is improper to

11 define the Federal action as solely in terms of the

12 permitting decision but must look ultimately to the
13 applicant's everall purpose and need.

14 MS. GINSBURG: We'll take a look at that.
'

,
'

15 MR. SCHWARTZ: Good. Good.

16 Chuck?
,

17 MR. GRAY: I, too, was sort of interested in the -

18 distinctions between option 4 and the NUMARC option. What

19 does it mean in option 4 that need and alternatives would be

20 addressed for the purpose of disclosure?

21 MR. MIZUNO: Okay. Don, you can chip in if I'm. '

22 going off on a wrong tangent, but we understand the'line of

23 Supreme Court cases that have come out since Calvert Cliffs

24 to basically say that NEPA is primarily procedural and full-
25 disclosure statute, and so, at minimum, we believe that the

( ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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1 agency's NEPA obligation is'to fully disclose all

2 information relevant to the decision, the Federal decision,,

3 and what we disclose, obviously, is determined by how-you

4 define the Federal action, and under Option 4, what we're

5 saying is that, since we're defining the Federal. action and
,

6 the need for the Federal action as being a need for power,.-

"

7 you -- we would disclose information and we would have a

8 discussion in the GEIS related to need for power and

9 alternative energy sources, that by having a discussion - - ,

10 and I'm not simply talking about in a pro forma way but an

11 otherwise analytical discussion, you know, as best as can be

12 done given our' limitations of, you know, data and, you know,

13 our methodology today, you have a disclosure of or an
],

14 analysis of these two subjects.

15 However, we would then go forth and say, having ,

16 fulfilled our disclosure obligation in NEPA, we will provide q

17 a rationale -- we're providing a rationale as to why'we'do. ;

i

18 not believe that the NRC, as a matter of policy, should )

19 consider these -- this information in its decision-making,

20 so that -- and the rationale would be that, generally

21 speaking -- and this has to be developed, I think, in much

22 more detail, but generally speaking, it would be that the

23 NRC's primary concern is with public health and safety,
.

1

-24 radiological health and safety under the Atomic Energy Act,

25 and traditionally, questions about need for power, energy

|
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1 generation,- and the mix between energy generation types and'
2 those~ kinds of balancing ultimately and have traditionally

i3 rested with the States, and so, therefore, given that we i
:
'

4 have this historical, you know, bifurcation between'the

s authority of the State and the authority of the Federal
6 Government, that we have determined, on a generic matter,
7 generically, as a policy matter, that the NRC will not take

8 into account these two areas in a decision whether to renew - '

9 the license or not.

10 MR. GRAY: As to the disclosure step here, that

11 would be on a generic industry-wide basis, and there would
12 be no further discussion in any plant-specific setting.
13 MR. MIZUNO: I think that --

14 MR. GRAY: I'm not saying it's good or bad.

15 MR. MIZUNO: Okay. Right. I think-that, in the
,

16 proposal, as written, it talks about how the disclosure-

17 would be done on a generic basis, but because the staff
18 wanted to, you know, save resources -- and that's the reason
19 for doing it generically, but conceptually speaking, there

is no reason why the Commission could say we're not going to20
_

21 address it generically, but we will have disclosure on a
22 case-by-case basis, but we will still not make a decision in
23 any individual license renewal proceeding based upon a case-

| 24 - by-case discussion of the subjects of, you know, need for
25 power and alternative resources.

1

1
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1 Now, Don, is that -- I mean is this consistent

g 2 with --

3 MR..CLEARY: Yes. Just a clarifying point.

4 Option 4 still has the possibility of -- it will

5 be treated generically and -- but there's still a

6 possibility that, after responding to all of the' comments

7 that we'd see, that for disclosure purposes, that there

8 might still be some analysis that would be required on a

9 case-by-case basis.

10 MR. MIZUNO: I think the reason would be that -- I

11 think Don mentioned that we are still evaluating whether,

12 from a technical standpoint, we could support a generic

13 determination with respect to energy -- alternative energy

14 sources and the need for power, and if, from a technical

I 15 standpoint, you couldn't make that, then it would be

^

16 otherwise considered a Category 3.

17 So, you would -- you know, so you could

18 conceivably have a Category 4 -- I'm sorry - an Option 4

19 situation where you have individual plant-by-plant-

20 consideration of -- I'm sorry -- discussion and. disclosure

21 of these subjects.

22 MR. GRAY: Just to finish, the need and the |

23 alternatives issue would not be considered in-the actual re- !

24 licensing decision. It would not be grounds for granting or

25 --

~
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1 LMR. MIZUNO.: That's correct. It.would not'be part

2 of the decision-making rationale. It would not be a factor,

3 a decision-making factor.

4 MR. SCRWARTZ: Thank you. I. thought it was a good i

5 discussion on Option 4.

6 We'll move on to a panel discussion of options, !

7 and there are a number of questions, and with the parel's
1

8 permission -- we'll move on to the pane 1' discussion of
1

9 options, and with the panel's permission, the way I would
10 like to do it is to deal with each option separately and

i

11 then pose the questions that are posed by the staff'in the j
12 agenda and have a full discussion of any issue that might be.
13 raised.

14 I'll open up to the audience on each option for
,

'
15 any questions, comments, or positions people would like to,

16 take.

17 If anybody has an extrapolated presentation, I

18 would appreciate it if you would minimize it to a couple or
19 three minutes, and we will take everything for the record
20 that you have and put it in the official record.

21 With that preamble, the question that is posed by
22 the staff on Option 1 is what problems, if any, do the
23 States have with NRC using for license renewal reviews the

24 decision method explained in Option 1 rather than the
25 traditional cost-benefit balancing?
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1 MR. GRAY: I-guess I'd need a.little help in

2 understanding precisely how Option 1 differs from your
3 original proposal. I know you went through it.before lunch,

'

4 but I need to be refreshed. l

5 MR. SCHWARTZ: Don?

6 MR. CLEARY: Okay. The essence of Option 1 is.

7 that we would back off from using the cost-benefit balancing
8 approach that we used for CP and OL, which would immediately !

9 put economics on the scales. We would have basically-two
10 steps. '

11 One is that we would just take a hard look at the '

12 environmental impacts of the proposed action and of
13 alternatives, and if the alternative -- if the proposed
14 action looked favorable and there was no question'about
15 whether the capacity was needed, it would stop there.
16 If there were environmental issues that came up

either in terms of an alternative looking to be strongly-17
-

18 environmentally preferable to the proposed action, or'if
19 there were serious environmental impacts that brought the
20 proposed action into question, then we'd take a broader
21 look, including consideration of the economics of the
22 proposed action and the alternatives.

!

23 It doesn't completely get us out of the economic

24 analysis in all cases, but what it does is it keeps us out
,

25 unless there are some really consequential environmental
-|

|
1

l' '
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1 issues.

2 MR. GRAY: I'm trying to understand -- what does

3 it mean by an inadequate need for generating capacity? j
4 MR. GALLO: Can you give us a hypothetical

5 example?

6 MR. CLEARY: Well, first, inadequate need would be

7 if you had a situation where -- i n .1 service area where

demand were falling and there was a real question as to8

9 whether the generating capacity that was already in
10 existence would be needed in the future. At least at this

11 point in time,-that's a fairly unlikely situation.
12 MR. GRAY: In that case, it could be, at least

13 hypothetically, that the NRC could find that there was not
14 inadequate need and the State could find that there-was --
15 or that the re-license wasn't needed.

'
16 MR. SCHWARTZ: The presurption is that-the utility
17 is coming in for license renewal based on a need --

. 18 MR. GRAY: Correct.

19 MR. SCHWARTZ: -- and the NRC could make a
L 20 determination that there was an inadequate need presented in
4

21 that license renewal application. Am I saying that right?
-

22 MR. CLEARY: That's correct.,

23 MR. SCHWARTZ: Okay.
.

24 MR. GRAY: That the need was not inadequate, not
25 an inadequate showing.

i
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1 MR. CLEARY: That the need was not that's--

i' 2 correct.

3 MR. GRAY: Okay.

4 MR. CLEARY: That's correct. After a hard look at

5 all of the evidence --

6 MR. GRAY: .That you don't need to have-this plant

7 re-licensed because you don't need the output of that plant.
8 MR. CLEARY: Well, the capacity represented by

9 that plant --

10 MR. GRAY: Was not needed.

11 MR. CLEARY: -- was not needed. That's not to say

12 that that plant might not be needed, because that need is

13 ultimately an economic decision in terms of the generating
14 mix, and that's why, at that point, economics would be

15 triggered.

16 MR. GRAY: At what level? I don't mean to be

17 dense. It would be triggered, and you would make-a

18 determination.

19 MR. CLEARY: Yes. We would do an economic

20 analysis, and the outcome of the economic analysis and, you
21 know, everything considered, everything weighed, we would

22 still make a determination.

23 Just a couple of other statements. We're not

24 making the determination just on need or lack of need. If.

25 there is lack of need, we're immediately forced into looking
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.1 more broadly in terms of' comparing th'e economics, compar'ngi q

.i2 the proposed action with alternatives. At that point, the '

3 way we have divided the problem, you're looking.at
4 alternatives.

5 MR. GRAY: How do these three circumstances -- in
6 a practical sense, how would they become apparent to the !

7 NRC? Presumably, the utility wouldn't raise these --
,

8 MR. CLEARY: No, no, through the environmental

19 review.

10 MR. GRAY: Okay.
1

11 MR. CLEARY: In the process of developing the
12 Environmental Impact Statement.

13 MR. GRAY: Okay. I'm not sure what the answer to
|

14 your ultimate -- I think it still would be problematic based
15 on, again, my understanding of where the States are on this. j
16 I'm not sure I understand entirely the distinction between

17 Option 1 and the original proposal. It seems to be a matter

18 of nuance or where you start out as opposed to, necessarily, !

i

19 where you end, but --

20 MR. MOULTAN: Charles, let me try to see if I can
.

21 help clarify this. I can't really speak to the first

22 bullet, inadequate need for generating capacity, but I'll
23 speak on the second bullet, okay?
24 I think this option -- it's my impression that

'

25 this option speaks to what our regulations tell us we can-do
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in/NEPA space in our implementing regulations'for. ultimatelyl'

2 rationalizing our final decision, okay? 'And let me give you
3 an example, 4or let me give you some specifics on what our
4 regulations allow us to do. ;

5 We make a finding, a statement of need that gets
6 us into an alternatives analysis and looking at all
7 alternative sources of energy, and when we're done, we have
8 racked up some environmental impacts on each of the various
9 alternatives, and then we have to make a decision on which

10 one we pick, and that decision needs to be rationally based
11 on our assessment, and if there was an alternative that,

12 say, was environmentally preferable, granted we don't have
,

13 to pick that, but we need to be able to somehow lay out why
a

14 we didn't pick it, and that's where we would use economics.

15 We would say, see, although this other alternative

16 was so environmentally preferable, it's too economically
17 burdensome to do; therefore, the NRC finds that this. option
18 is an okay one to go to meet the need.

19 MR. GRAY: I guess my question is how is that

20 different than the original proposal?
21 MR. MOULTAN: I don't really know.

22 MR. CANNON: I'd like to follow up on a question

23 that you asked. It's getting at how does this information

24 become apparent in the whole process?

25 Let's say, for example, need and alternatives is a
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1 Category 1. Now we're at-the site-specific stage. How

2~ _ would you determine that there is an inadequate need.for

3 -generating capacity? I think that's the question, because

4 you wouldn't look at it-if it's a Category 1.

5 MR. SCHWARTZ: On a site-specific basis.

6 MR. CANNON: Right. So, the GEIS and the rule

7 concludes that it's a Category 1, which means that you

8 wouldn't look at it on a site-specific basis.

9 So, the question is, under Option 1, how would the

10 information -- how would this information become apparent

11 that there is not a need for the generating capacity?
f

12 MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you.
J

13 MR. GRAY: Was that a rhetorical question?

14 MR. SCHWARTZ: I'm going around in a circle on '

(
15 this one. Try it again.

16 MR. CANNON: Let's say the Commission goes with

17 Option 1, and under Option 1, the bottom line says it's a

18 Category 1 for need and alternatives.

19 The question is who would generate the information

20 that says that the need -- there would not be a need? Where

21 would it come from in this process at the site-specific

22 stage?

23 MR. SCHWARTZ: Johnny, I don't know if you keep
'

24 looking at'me, but let me respond anyway.

25 MR. SCHWARTZ: It's a real question, not a
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1 rhetorical question.

2 MR. CLEARY: Under Option 1, it's much the same as.
!

3 what we're doing now and what we did in the proposed rule. '

4 There is a generic treatment, yet to be determined whether

5 we can sustain a Category 1 conclusion or whether it ends up
b

6 being a 2 or a 3.

7 If a Category 1 conclusion on need is sustained

8 and we go with Option 1, then the analysis, the conclusion

9 would then be taken into individual license renewal actions.
10 It would be adopted in each license renewal action. >

11 If we ended up with it being a Category 3, then
,

12 there would be additional analyses in each license renewal
13 action. That analyses would be part of an applicant's
14 application, and the staff would review that.information and

' 15 supplement as it felt warranted and would put its own '

16 analysis in the supplemental EIS for that case.

17 MR. SC![WARTZ : That helps.

18 Yes, sir, Joe.

19 MR. GALLO: Joe Gallo. I don't think your answer

20 captures his question. '

21 As he sees it, if the Commission decides to go '

22 Category 1 on the generic issue, it seems to him -- and to

23 me, too -- that Option 1 then becomes inconsistent with a

24 designation that need and alternatives are deserving of a
25 Category 1, because there is no mechanism for the staff to

:
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1. test at the site-specific stage whether or not what the.

1 2 applicant has to say about need or alternatives -- indeed,

3 if he submits anything at all -- the staff will not be:able
0

4 to determine adequacy at the site-specific stage under

5 Category 1. i

i

6 Have I captured your question? .)
7 MR. MOULTAN: Joe, I can answer it. We're' j
8 obviously confused here.

9 Johnny first started out by saying that Option-1 !
-|

10 would make need and alternatives a Category 1. That's where
|

11 the problem is. That's not what Option I says. Option 1

12 just says it will be reviewed. The determination on

13 Category 1, 2, or 3 is not being made in this option. So,

14 if it's not being made, it's just going to be reviewed,

(. !

15 either site-specifically or now, then that first bullet of

16 inadequate need does have some --

17 MR. GRAY: But is there something to the question
,

18 that, under Option 1, need and alternatives couldn't be a. I

!

19 Category 1 issue or shouldn't be a Category 1?

20 MR. MOULTAN: I'm sorry. Could you say that

21 again?

22 MR. MIZUNO: It makes no difference.

23 MR. MOULTAN: It makes no difference.

24 MR. MIZUNO: Option 1 was intended to not address

25 so much the preemption concerns directly but, rather, a
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11 subset of, I would call, supporting arguments that some '

,

2 States had made that said that NRC should not be doing
1

'3 economic analyses, okay? I mean they were focusing cx1 the
,

4 fact that we were focusing too much on justifying renewal on '

5 the~ basis of'the economics of the power being generated and ;

6 this sort of thing, okay? And they were focusing on that.

7 In fact, they were using economic analysis, and that seemed
8 to tread on their -- you know, on the road.

19 So, what Option 1 was intended to address was
!

10 saying, okay, is there some way that we can restructure our
11 decision-making process, regardless of whether we consider
12 need for power or alternative energy sources or, indeed, any-
13 kind of environmental impact, other than in a strict

14 economic analysis, okay?
/

15 Traditionally, we have used a cost-benefit

16 methodology, and by that I want to be clear, where you
17 quantify, you know, economic benefits and economic costs as
la much as you can and then you balance them all.
19 Option 1 was attempting to address, is there

20 another way of dealing with the decision-making need for-
21 power is a Category 1 item or a Category 3 item, Option.1
22 would say, the way that we are going to consider things is
23 in a way other than using a strict cost benefit balancing,
24 using monetary values.

25 Don, do you want to comment?
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1 .MR. CLEARY: That was very well put.

2 Thank you.
-1

3 MR. SCHWARTZ: Ray or Ellen, do you want to weigh-
.

4 in on this one?
5 MR. MIZUNO: Does Charles understand? Did you j

6 want to ask me, or does that help clarify?
7 MR. GRAY: I was more interested in the steps by
8 which Option 1 would go from start to finish, if you would
9 presumably make some initial findings or maybe on a generic

10 basis. But, then, I guess on a supplemental EIS, or.at some
!

|11 later time, if certain showings were or weren't made, then
12 you would conduct these kinds of analyses. But, then again,

13 you may not. I guess that was what I was trying to

14 understand.

15 MR. MIZUNO: Right. And I think you have a

16 correct understanding.

17 MR. CRAY: Okay.

18 MR. MIZUNO: It was trying to minimize the role,

19 to the extent that we could, of the economic analysis.
20 MR. GRAY: Just to put in this final point, I was

21 also interested in how or what needed to be done to make
22 that showing or to trigger that inquiry on the part of the
23 Commission. And you're saying it was this cost benefit.

24 MR. MIZUNO: Well, in all cases, the NRC had been

25 using a cost benefit balancing methodology. And under this
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1~ option, that methodology would be. limited to very specific'

\2- circumstances. t

|

3 And I think that the three circumstances are the 1

4 three circumstances that are sub-bullets under page 24. Is
*

5 that correct, Don? i

6 MR. CLEARY: That's correct.
.

7 MR. CANNON: I've got a question Getting back to 1

8 the three bullets, my question is, under what conditions
9 would you look at those three bullets? And what I was !

10 trying to say previcusly, if this is a Category 1, for need
!11 and alternatives, you never would look at two of those
i

12 bullets --

13 MR. MIZUNO: I don't see that.

14 MR. CANNON: -- on a site-specific basis.
.

15 MR. MIZUNO: Oh, on a site-specific basis?

16 MR. CANNON: Yes.
I17 MR. MIZUNO: Let's just take, for example, 1

18 significant cumulative adverse -- well, forget about
i

i19 cumulative. Let's just call it significant, adverse '

20 environmental impacts,
l

21 You could have a Category 1 finding with respect
22 to, say, water quality, okay. You could have a Category 1

'

23 finding, and that conclusion would be, yes, the water,

24 quality overall is going to be negative, that there is a.
>

25 significant impact to water quality from operating a nuclear
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-1- power plant, generically. And you=could conceivably have
2 that kind.of a finding. So, it would not matter.

3 Whether you may be finding generically'that there
4 was an significant adverse environmental impact, you know,
5 on a generic basis,.or whether you find.on a sita-specific

c

6 basis that there was a significant impact on water quality
7 for this specific plant, you would still end up in a
8 situation where you would then, under option 1, go and use

!9 the economic cost benefit balancing methodology. )
10 But unless you were able to find that, or unless

:
11 one of these bullets were met, you would not be using that

,

12 strict cost benefit.

13 MR. CANNON: I agree. But on the first two

14 bullets, if you take the first one on generating capacity,.
15 if in a GEIS, it's a Category 1, you would never see that in
16 a site-specific statement.

17 MR. MOULTAN: Unless, Johnny, somebody came'up i.

18 with some new information, like we night be allowing to see |
.

19 people. But I think, in general, you're correct. If we H

20 make the Category 1 determinations, notwithstanding new
21 information at the site-specific application, if we did make
22 it Category 1, there would really be no avenue to question
23 need or alternatives.

24 MR. SCHWARTZ: Ellen?

25 MS. GINSBERG: There would be an avenue, and it's

(
^
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1- the avenue that is proposed in the February 2nd --
2 -MR. MOULTAN: That's what I said. 'I said,

3 notwithstanding that.

4 MS. GINSBERG: Yes. But those are the' avenues. I

5 mean, there are three of them.

6 MR. MOULTAN: Absolutely.

7 MS. GINSBERG: I think that "notwithstanding" is

8 incorrect in that sentence,-just to be eure.

- 9 MR. MOULTAN: Okay.

10 MS. GINSBERG: I just wanted to observe thatiif

11 the concernr of the states are that -- or among the concerns;

12 are that chere is a perception that this somehow encroaches

13 upon their traditional regulatory responsibility.
14 I guess I don't see how Option 1, Option 3, and

'
15 potentially Option 4 -- but at least Option 1 and Option 3 --

)16 - how that addresses those needs. I pose.that as a question

17 to the states as much as the observation.
1

18 MR. MOULTAN: How it addresses Option 1 and Option 1

19 3, what?

20 MS. GINSBERG: How it addresses the perception
21 that somehow tha NRC is encroaching on the states' ability
22 to make the economic determinations.
23 MR. GRAY: That's a perception question.
24 MR. MOULTAN: I guess, related to that, I wanted

25 to make a statement to Charles.
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'l :The-dilemma that we have in the economic area, and.

2 the concern that the states'have about the NRC meddling in

3 economics -- the dilemma is clearly when we have to,

4 rationalize our decision.

5 If we can't use any economic decision tool,
,

6 whatsoever, it almost boils down, practically, to having to
. ,

7 pick the environmentally-preferred option, and without any
8 consideration of the economic burden of that, even if it.is

9 economically feasible,

10 And that's our dilemma. We're trying to be

11 sensitive to the states concerns on one hand, but we can't

12 totally shut out the option.

13 MR. GRAY: I understand what you're saying.,

14 MR. SCHWARTZ: Okay. Is there anymore. discussion

15 on Option 1?,

16 MR. GRAY: No, I don't have anything.

17 Yes, sir? Do you want to come up here?

18 (Laughter.]

19 MS. GALLO: Joe Gallo. I just want to persist on

20 this Option 1.

21 John, I think, finally conceded from the head

22 table that this fellow's question was correct; that if it is

23 a Category 1, you really, except for the exception criteria,

24 the significant new information -- I think it still takes

25 exception to that, though.
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1 I-would submit that Option 1111s really no
~

.2 different'than'what you do, generally. In the normal case,
-

,

3 talking. Category 1, NRC makes a generic finding of need, and.

4 there's no environmentally preferable alternative, and makes.
5 it a Category 1, and it's a generic finding.

6 You go site-specific, and significant new

4- 7 information comes in, questioning those findings. Then the
8 staff will look further, and re-evaluate whether or not the
9 generic finding, as it applies to that specific case, is

10 still valid. That's what you do under the normal NRC

11 processes.

12 Under Option 1, you do the same thing, on the

13 generic basis. You call it a Category 1. You go to the

14 site-specific case, and some significant and new information
'

15 comes along, and the. staff then has to look to see whether
16 or not the generic findings are still correct, and do a

17 further economic analysis. I don't see any difference
.

18 between the two.

19 MR. MOULTAN: I would agree with you, and that's

20 why, when Charles asked me, what's the difference, I said I
21 couldn't tell.

22 MR. GALLO: Who wants to defend that there is a
23 difference?

24 MR. MIZUNO: I'll defend that.

25 (Laughter.]
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1~ MR. MIZUNO: The difference, I think, is if you

a2 look at a typical EIS, you will find a table at the end, !

l
3 somewhere, and I can't remember which chapter it is --
4 Chapter 10 -- which provides a summary, reportedly, listing j

i
5 all the costs and adding them all up.
6 Well, I take that back. They don't add them up,

7 but they certainly enlist them. And they have one side.

8 saying costs or impacts. I'm sorry, I think they call them I

9 impacts. The other side calls them benefits.

10 And even though you don't have a mathematical-

11 operation performed on them so that you take one side, and
12 add them up together, you know, and then come up with a net. j

!

13 It is clear that if you read the conclusions of j

14 the NRC in that chapter, that that's what the Commission i

15 did, and thereby justified the decision to go forward and

16 either to license to apply for construction or operation.
17 And so, you know, as a practical matter, the

18 Commission uses this economic quantitative cost benefit
..

19 balancing methodology in its decision-making, or it appears
20 to do so.

21 And I think the difference -- we do that all the
22 time. In other words, under the existing regime, you do
23 that for every major licensing case. And I think under this

24 proposal, you would no longer see that kind of quantitative'
25 consideration. You wouldn't have an NRC table that purports

,
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1 to translate non-quantitative impacts and benefits into some '

2 dollar amount.

3 You know well that theru are many, many studies

that have criticized the capability of an agency to modify4
,

5 these kinds of benefits and impacts. And I think one of the
6 added advantages of going under Option 1 would be that the
7 agency would avoid those kinds of things. But, of course, i

8 the negative thing is after you then end up with a much more
9 subjective decision-making.

10 Now whether that's preferable or not is, you know,
-!

11 is open to argument. But all I'm saying is that this option

12 was developed to try and address this issue that the NRC was
13 using too much of an economic argument, saying the benefits

1

14 hereof of power generation are clearly so large as to
|

15 overwhelm any negative environmental impacts.
- 3

16 And, quite frankly, that's basically the document
17 the NRC has used over time. And that was a criticism. And

18 so this option was intended to address that.
19 MR. GALLO: All right, well, I heard you, but I'm

20 not convinced. Thank you. 1

21 MR. MIZUNO: Okay.
:
122 Thank you.
H

23 MR SCHWARTZ: But you do understand it' i

124 MR. GALLO: If I did, I would be convinced.
_.|

25 (Laughter. ],

|

|
|

|
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1 MR. SCHWARTZ: You're tough stuff.

2 Can we move to Option 2?

3 The questions on Option 2, do the states have '

legal concerns or see other problems if the NRC accepts a4
,

5 state's conclusions with respect to the issues of.need for-
6 generating capacity and alternative energy sources as :;

7 discussed in Option 27

8 What are the practical considerations in
9 developing and applying guidelines that would be met by the-

10 states? What should be in the major features of the .

11 guidelines? Can guidelines be developed that can be met-by.
12 all states?

13 In each state, is there a single governmental body-
j
|14 that the NRC could look to for findings on need.for j

'l15 generating capacity and alternative and energy. sources? '

16 Can state findings be made and provided-to NRC in
4

17 a timely manner for use in the licensing renewal review?- Is 1

18 there benefit in coordination between the NRC and state
19 staffs while the state is preparing'its submittal?- And

;

20 finally, to what extent does option 2 resolve the concerns
21 of the states?
22 Is there clarification of the options, or any I

23 discussion?

-24 Charles, are you ready to discuss this?
25 MR. GRAY: Yes.

i

!

4
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1 MR. SCHWARTZ: Go ahead.
<

'2 MR. GRAY: I guess my first question is a
|

3 question. When you say " legal concerns" in the first sub-
,

4 question there, do you mean' legal concerns at the state

5 level, or legal concerns at your end of the table, or is j

6 this just a question of whether you can defer use to the

7 state? Because I don't see, necessarily, any legal problems

8 at the state level. I

9 MR. SCHWARTZ: I think Don's going to comment on

10 that.

11 MR. CLEARY: Yes. First, from a state level, and-

12 then, second, to the extent you have knowledge or expertise,
13 at the Federal level --

14 MR. GRAY: The legal concerns or the legal' reality |

15 is, not all states make these findings. And I think that's

16 the thing that we xeroxed out of this book this morning.
17 It's not the case that every state could provide

18 this kind of assistance, if you will. However, most of them

19 could. And I suspect, over time, as this_ integrated j

i

20 resource planning process expands, more states would be in a-

21 position to provide more rigorous and sophisticated H

!22 analysis, that you could use. '

23- I don't know what the answer is, as far as your
24 legal authority to defer to the-states. I think other

25 Federal agencies do. But I don't know if they do it'for

;
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1 NEPA purposes or if they have' specific statutory
2. authorization to do that.
3 I could go one qpestion at a time, or I could go
4 through them all.

5 MR. SCHWARTZ: 'If you want to do it, do it.

6 MR. GRAY: Now, the practical considerations in

7 developing -- we've had some experience with this. I guess,-

8 you know, when we become state people, we have the word.

9 " flexibility" stamped on our foreheads. But I don't know.if

10 that is precisely relevant here.,

11 My personal experience had a lot of involvement

12 with states implementing some statutory authority delegated
13 to them by the FERC dealing with the setting of costs for
14 co-generation in small power producers in developing those
15 kinds of independent power producing businesses.
16 In there, the FERC rate-making standards that were
17 delegated were fairly broad, and the states have chosen a
18 variety of different ways to meet them. So, I guess, the

19 practical considerations would be those.

20 I don't know what the answer, as far as major.
,

,21 features of the guidelines, would be, other than the fact
'

22 that not all states maybe could have the authority under
23 state law to develop or implement the guidelines.
24 I'm learning that there is not a single

25 governmental body necessarily in every state that you could

'l ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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; 1 look to. And I think we discussed that a.little bit this

2 morning.

3 And as far as timeliness, that strikes me as, if .

4 you established a timeframe, that most states would meet it.

5 That's been their history in other areas that I'm familiar

6- with. And I think there would be benefit for coordination >

7 a'; the staf f level .

8 And as far as Option 2, Resolving Concerns-of Some

9 States, my review of some of the state comments-indicated

10 that there were suggestions, that you all defer or adopt or
11 consider findings that they made on the need and

12 alternatives issue. So I guess it may satisfy the concerns |

13 of some states.

14 MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you, Charles. We appreciate

15 that.

16 Are there any other comments? j
17 MS. GINSBERG: Some of the concerns that we have
18 with this. option relate to a number of different things.
19 One is that, in essence, what you have suggested here, at .!

20 least potentially, makes the NRC proceeding dependent on the~

21 state's participation'of the state's action. And I think

22 there is at least a potential for difficulty there.

23 Additionally, it does put the state-irr the

24. position of having to have the NRC review and potentially
25 litigate its analysis. And I'm not sure, given the concerns

-t"
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1 that the' states have expressed, that that would necessarily
2 satisfy the concerns that had been articulated.
3 MR. GRAY: I think the states would hope that
4 their findings would be deemed to be conclusive when they:
5 got here.

6 MS. GINSBERG: I think we might potentially-

7 comment on that.

8 [ Laughter.]
,

9 MR. GRAY: I guess I would respond to that.a

10 little bit. I take it that at some point, it was state

11 custom to agree that the project doesn't go forward, in any
12 event. Would that be better, if you know that, you know,
13 ahead of time, or --

14 MS. GINSBERG: Well, it's our. view, and I think

15 Ray said this quite-clearly in his statement, that the
16 application for license renewal is a piece of information -

- whether or not you will be granted a renewal license -- is-17

18 a piece of information for the utility to consider in the
19 context of making further economic need, et cetera,
20 decisions, as to whether to pursue operation beyond the 40

,

21 year period.

22 In the cases where this might trigger a state
23 action, where the state agency (PUC) would have to determine
24 whether or not there is a need, et cetera. 'All this does is

,

25- go.into the mix of information. It does.not require that

I
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1 that utility then take that renewed. license and necessarily
2 continue to operate for a full 60 years.

3' MR. GRAY: I guess I'm trying to think of the

4 sequence of events. Does it make sense to go to the state

5 first, before you come here, is that right? What's the most
6 efficient way to manage both sets of the' process, or is that '

7 relevant, even, to discuss?

!8 MR. LEWIS: I'd like to answer that. I'm Dave

9 Lewis, from Shaw, Pittman.
i

10 I think it would be very difficult to do the state-

11 . process first. What you get out of the'NRC process is'a.
12 determination of what' modifications are necessary, what'-
13 capital investment is necessary, what level of increased O&M
14 is necessary. And those are all inputs into the state's

15 determination.

16 I think if you try and~do the full blown state

17 least cost analysis first, you.will be doing it without that
18 missing information, and you are really putting the cart.

i

19 before the horse.
20 So, I think, it's a real practical problem with. !

21 trying to do the state determination before you' figure out
22 the physical constrains from the NRC proceeding.
23 MR. GRAY: You-wouldn't anticipate that a state

24- can make a generic finding that relicensing is never
25 economic.

!
!

-I
1

I
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1 (Laughter.)

2 MR. SCHWARTZ: That's an interesting

3 determination.
I

4 Is there anything else on Option 2? Then I'll

5 open it up to the floor.

6 Yes, sir, Johnny?

7 MR. CANNON: Johnny cannon. This is to Geary

8 Mizuno.
,

4

9 Isn't Option 2 really granting the states to be a
10 cooperating agency underneath CEQ regulations; and if so,
11 then why couldn't the states -- if they were, they would be
12 viewed as having some sort of jurisdictional special
13 expertise on these particular issues. But isn't that what

14 this option is?
I

15 MR. MIZUNO: I guess I would say that you could
16 structure their participation such that they could be
17 cooperating agencies. But you are limited to the CEQs of
18 mechanism.

19 In other words, you could have the states
20 participate as " cooperating agencies" pursuant to the CEQ
21 Guidelines. And there's no reason why -- I mean, you can do
22 that. "

*-

23 But I'm saying that I don't think NRC is limited
%24 to having that participation in that fashion. Iihfact, if

25 you look at Option 2, it actually goes beyond, as I
;

|
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1 understand it, a cooperating agency status.
2 So, in one sense, we would probably not use --

t

3 well, it depends on what the states want, you know; But I'm-
4 just saying, we are not limited to using the'CEQ guidelines.
5 MR. CANNON: But, legally, _you wouldn't have to
6 defend their analysis.
7 MR. MIZUNO: As a legal matter, we would have-to.
8 The Agency is going to be ultimately responsible for the
9 analysis of need for poo and alternative generating-

10 sources.

11 MR. GRAY: Is that true, regardless-of which
12 option you pick, or is that just for Option 2?

!13 MR. SCHWARTZ: That's for Option 2. j
14- MR. MIZUNO: Well, under some of the options, you !

!
/

15 are not going to be making a finding. But the agency --
16 let's put it this way, the agency is going to be ultimately
17 responsible for defending the fact that it has complied with.
18 NEPA.

19 If it chooses to make an argument that it can
20 comply with NEPA, without making a finding with respect'to
21 :

need for power and alternative energy sources, then they
22 will do that.

.

23 If it feels that, under Option 2, that it is geing I

-24 to defer to the states, subject to whatever guidelines or
25 procedures or whatever we use to assure that the state-

,

.f
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determinations are justifiable, we are ultimately going to1

2 have to defend that.
3 You know, we can defend that on a couple different
4

bases, depending on how we structure the acceptance process.
5 But as a general matter, under any of these options, the NRC
6 is going to be responsible for defending the fact that it
7 has complied with NEPA.

8 MR. SCHWARTZ: Are there any other discussions on
9 Option 27

10 [No response.]
11 MR. SCHWARTZ: We'll move to Option 3.
12 Do the states have legal concerns or see other
13 problems if the NRC adopts the position that need for
14 generating capacity need not be analyzed in a license
15 renewal review as discussed in Option 3?
16 To what extent does Option 3 resolve the concerns
17 of the states?
18 MR. GRAY: When you say that the need not be
19

analyzed, what does that mean; that you would be agnostic,
20 ar to the question of need?

21 MR. MOULTAN: What it means is, we wouldn't
22 analyze it any further than the logic that we described to
23 you today, and that is -- the logic is, existing power,
24 which is on a grid, which goes away, it needs to be i

1

25 replaced. That's the simple thing you were talking about
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1 this morning. That would be the extent of it. And the it
2 would be taken for granted in further review.
3 MR. GRAY: But it would not amount to an implied
4 assumption or an assumption of any sort, that relicensing -
5 -

6 MR. MOULTAN: Absolutely. That's the point I've

7 been trying to clarify. It would not'make any statemer.ts
8 that the need would have to be met through license renewal,
9 or through any other option.

10 MR. MIZUNO: In fact, under this option,'you would
11 look and see how you would make~up that need for generating
12 capacity, if you want to call it, in the alternative
13 section. So, everything would become an alternative. For
14 example, the man-side management, the emerging conservation

1 15 -- you know, alternative fossil plants, or a mix of
16 differant types of fossils -- those would all be considered
17 alternatives.
18 What you would find in the need section simply
19 there is the conceptual argument that John-had outlined
20 earlier today.

21 MR. GRAY: That's somewhat similar to the state. ;

22 integrated resource process, or.somewhat like it. i

23 MR. MOULTAN: Ellen, you had mentioned that you
24

didn't think that the economics issue was' addressed in 1 or
25 3, the concern of the states.

d
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1 And, _you are right. In Option 3, we don't' purport '

2 to address that. So we just chose not.to, for some of the
3 reasons I was talking about before.

4 MS. GINSBERG: May I ask a clarifying question?
5 Are you suggesting wrapping? I mean, it sounds as though'

4

6 you are wrapping some of the need arguments or.the need
-

7 issues in under alternatives. Is that, in essence, what

8 would be taking place here?
9 MR. MOULTAN: That came up before. That's a very

10 good point. We did struggle with that a little bit. And,
.11 no, we would not be wrapping any more analysis, any number
12 crunching of demand or whatever.
13 If I could take this through a hypothetical
14- situation, what we would do is, we would take that capacity
15 offered by the plant as needed. Not that the plant is

|
16 needed, but that capacity needs to be replaced. And we
17 would recognize that it's really up to the atates to
18 determine which one it would go. l

19 But in the alternatives review, let's-say,

20 conservation, that analysis ~would most likely be done at-the-
21 site-specific application, because there-might be some'more
22 technologica.1 advances in conversation methods.
23 But we would look and just see if that could.be
24 conserved away. And that might take'some cooperation with
25 utilities or the states, of' course.

I
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1 MS. GINSBERG: Excuse me, so alternatives would be
2 looked at as a Category 3, if I might use that term, in this

,

3 option? Is that what this would amount.to? J

4 MR. MOULTAN: Possibly. I don't want to say
'

5 definitely. But, you know, that's the way I would envision
6 this going. But certainly, there could probably be some
7 permutation to a little bit of Option 3, and maybe something
8 else.

9 MR. MIZUNO: But some things might be Category 1,
-|10 though, even under this option. I

11 MR. MOULTAN: Right. There might be ways that we

could make some' generic findings on some options that were i12
|

13 really so'far flung.

14 MR. MIZUNO: Take for example, okay.--
15 MS. GINSBERG: Well, you don't need to look at far

|
|

16 flung options'. !
i

17 MR. MOULTAN: That's what I'm saying. So you

18 could make the determinations generically. But that's not a
19 reasonable alternative; therefore, you wouldn't evenLlook at-
20 it, and we could say that is'a GEIS now. You're absolutely
21 right.

22 MR. MIZUNO: Yes.
o

23 MR. GRAY: So if conservation were to replace the
24 capacity, you're finding would be, you need to replace.this

,

25 capacity with something that doesn't need the~ replacement

1

I 1
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1 capacity.

2 MR. MIZUNO: Yes, that's correct.
-

3 MR. GRAY: You.would make a specific' finding-to-
4 that effect, that some mix of other things, whether it'would
5 be, you could say "x" megawatts this way, and add a gas

4

6 plant or something like that, and make'it different.
7 MR. MIZUNO: We would not make a finding.that
8 says, "This is the best we have done."
9 MR. MOULTAN: We would make an alternative NEPA

10 finding that this option could meet the need, or something
11 like that. We would choose this as the option.1

12 Just like Geary said, it would be an acceptable
13 one of the options to choose, and we choose this one. But
14 that is not to say we are saying that this is the best way,
15 to do it, and nobody can do it any other way, and the state
16 has preempted from doing it any other way. That is not what
17 the finding was intended to mean.
18 MR. GRAY: I understand.
19 MR. SCHWARTZ: Is there anything else? Charles? a
20 MR. GRAY: I don't know the answer to the ultimate
21 question. It appears that it does.

22 One of the points I think some states made was
123 that you chouldn't be making need findings. .This prevents

- 24 that.from happening. That might respond'to some of those..

'

'2 5 ' J4R. CLEARY: Could I jump in here?
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1- MR. SCHWARTZ: Yes, Don.,

2 MR. CLEARY: What this option does is eliminate

3 the analysis of need for the capacity, not need for the
4 plant; both at the generic level and at the site-specific
5 level.

6 But there still would be an analysis of the
7 environmental merits or demerits of alternatives. And to
8 the extent that there are conclusions reached there, it does
9 get you into issues of energy mix and energy mix policy at '

10 the state level.

11 I guess the question is, how far can you go before
12 the states are concerned in terms of looking at the

,

13 environmental aspects of alternatives?
,

14 MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you, Don. Geary?
l 15 MR. MIZUNO: I guess the only other thing I might

16 point out is that, I guess, under this option, we'll presume
17 that 3,000 I mean, the fact that we are presuming-that--

>

18 3,000 -- let's say, if the plant provides 3,000 megawatts of
19 electric power -- I mean, this essentially says, we have to
20 replace that 3,000 megawatts if that plant goes, well, at
21 the end of the renewal period.
22 That presumes that the total system demand is.such
23 that I mean, this is only a hypothetical case, but you--

-

,

24 might end up with a situation where there is absolutelyJno-
25 demand, or much less than-3,000. So you might-have a
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jr l' situation where.you have "significant new information"'that
.

2 may suggest that this discussion of need is no longer
3 acceptable.

4 But that is so far fetched, I can't. imagine that
5 that would ever' occur. So as a practical-matter, I'wouldn't'
6 see anyone, you know, raising significant new information in '

7 the context of need. To me, all the significant new
,

i8 information would be in the area of alternatives.
.

And

that's where we would expect most of the discussion and the9

10 change to occur.

i11 MR. GRAY: Can I ask something that's not'maybe
12 really relevant to this option? When you would make a,

.

13 finding of need under any of these-options, do.you look at

just the company that's licensing the. plant; do.you look at14
I

15 regional needs? Do you make any distinction in that regard?
16 MR. CLEARY: Yes. As I described this morning, in
17 our CP analysis, we do look at the' service area and the
18 region, power pool, reliability counsel. We look at energy
19 transfers.

!

20 MR. GRAY: Thank you.
21 MR. SCHWARTZ: Is there anything else?

,

!

;)22 Yes, Joe Gallo?

{23 MR. GALLO: I have a short question. Joe Gallo.
'

2:4 With respect.to option 3, as explained by the-
25 panel,'what are the parameters of the cost benefit balance?
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1 MR.'MOULTAN: .The parameters of-the cost benefit

2 balance -- I'm not really sure of the answer to this~
3 question. But we have been struggling with what Geary was
4 calling this mathematical tabular form of a cost benefit
5 balance.

6 I would expect and envision that we would still

have a qualitative cost benefit balance, where we are just-7

8 rationalizing our decision.among the alternatives out there.
9 I don't know how much economics would come into play. It

10 would depend on the specific situation.
11 But I would envision we would still have a
12 qualitative weighing of the impacts and costs and
13 rationalize, ultimately, our decision. But the exact

14 factors, I don't know.

15 MR. GALLO: What weight would you give to need for
16 power?

17 MR MOULTAN: Well, as somebody mentioned before,
18 need for power is a benefit that I wouldn't and Geary,--

19 correct me -- I wouldn't give it a weight in that cost

20 benefit balance; other than, it's a benefit. The benefit'to
i

21- be gained is, you can get power.
22 But I wouldn't say that the'need for power would
23 be necessarily a decision tool to say no.
24 MR.-MIZUNO: -Let me put it a different way. One

of the issues that we have been struggling over this option25

;|

/-
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is that under this option, you implicitly eliminate the1-

2 benefit.

3 So assuming that we move away from a " cost benefit

balancing methodology" as a decision criteria, I could come4

5 up with alternative decision criteria and a process that
6 does not use even a qualitative cost benefit or a value
7 impact balancing.
8 And, in fact, probably under this option,-what you
9 would probably be looking at, is trying to determine which

10 alternative represents the most environmentally acceptable
11 alternative; which one offers the least environmental

! 12 impacts, consistent with protecting the public health and
13 safety, and providing the so-called need for 3,000 -- well,
14 need for the power.that was being provided by that plant.
15 MR. GALLO: Is it fair to say that the process
16 that you've just described is really under formulation
17 within the NRC?
18 MR. MIZUNO: That's correct. I would say it's

19 probably even less developed than, say, under formulation.
20 MR. MOULTAN: I have one quick qualification, as I
21 was thinking here. Since we~would say that'need for power
22 is taken for granted in this option, we wouldn't call it
23 necessarily a decision factor. It's a given.

!24 Now, the alternatives, obviously, they need.to
25- meet that need. So that kind of comes in play in a round

1
1
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1 about.way, to meet that need for power
-

o- 2 MR. MIZUNO: Any alternative which did not meet

3 that need would be determined to be unreasonable --
4 MR. MOULTAN: Right.

.

5 MR. MIZUNO: -- and not be further considered. So

6 that's your first screen. Then you end up with a screen _of
7 alternatives that do meet that "need" which is.as we defined I

8 it.

9 And then the question becomes, how do you decide-
,

,

10 among these alternatives that meet-these needs. And what

11 I'm suggesting is, one possible way of.doing-it without
12 using a cost benefit balancing methodology, is to simply say
13 which one offers the least environmental impacts, consistent
14 with meeting the need. I

k 15 Now, there may be other tests. You might want to

16 use a couple other factors besides environmental impacts.
17 MR. MOULTAN: And as-I was describing.the dilemma

18 we had there, we can't just solely go by the environmentally
19 preferable one, because then you can come up with a' case
20 where one is so environmentally preferable, it will still

;21 meet the 3,000 megawatt need, but it's just'so economically '

22 burdensome that-it would be not doable.
. 23 So we'would have to use economic tools. And the

,

24 problem here is, we don't have a process that's quantitative-
25 in exactly giving weight to those' economics; so, it's all
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|
'l qualitative.

2 But I don't think the standard is'that it-has to
3 be exact. It just has to be reasonably determined,
4 rationally deduced from our analysis; and that's all we
5 need.

6 MR. GRAY: Does the mere' fact that the company has )
7 filed an application for relicensing, and for extra money to

.;8 refurnish, doesn't that imply a need, sort of, by itself? I
'

9 mean, they wouldn't do that if'they didn't.think they needed
10 the power; is that correct?

11 MR. MIZUNO: Well, we discussed that as a possible
12 basis for -- as another thing to throw into the: statement as-
13 to why we are going to presume that there is'need.

|

14 MR. MOULTAN: It did come. But, you know, somehow

15 it doesn't sit well, when you-say, well, there's a need for
!16 this, because they asked us for it.
1

17 MR. GRAY: We can't assume economic rationality on
-

R18 the part of the companies. '

19 MR MIZUNO: I think one of the problems that you.
20 get into, also, when we are dealing with this need thing,.it
21 goes back to your question involving our reconsidering.a
22 need, solely on the basis of the service area of this
23 utility, versus the region, versus something else.

'24 Because it may very well be'that.this utility -)
125 "doesn't need the power" in the sense of being able.to
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provide the power generation needs for its cervice area.1

2 But because of the new regime of electrical wheeling that we ;

-3 are doing,'where people can generate power for the purpose
4 of selling it'and make money -- I mean, it's a purely -- you-
5 know, they are in the business of selling power in a'new.
6 regime here.

7 So,. then, you know, that's a complication that I .

,

8 don't think we have come to grips with. And,'in fact, we
-9 are asking the states, give us your input into this.

10 MR. GRAY: Because it's going to be replaceable in I

11 some sense, I gather.

12 MR. MIZUNO: That's correct. I mean, because of

13 the new realtor regime that allows -- I mean, wheeling is
14 going to occur.

'
,

15 MR. GRAY: It's becoming a commodity market. .i

16 MR. MIZUNO: That's correct.
17 MR. SCHWARTZ: Let me ask permission --'it's.now
18 about 2:15. We have Option 4 to go through, and then some
19 closing comments. Would you like a little break? Let's 1

I20 take a 15 minute break. We'll be back at'2:30.
!

q21 [ Recess.]

22: MR. SCHWARTZ: May we get started'with the last

23 session of this meeting?
2e I think we're at the point of-discussion of
25 Option 4. And. Charles and I were just saying, we think we
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1 discussed Option 4 at the beginning of the session,'but let
2 me read the staff questions on there, and I'll'make a

.3 proposal.

4 The questions are, do the states have legal >

5 concerns or see other problems.if the NRC treats the issues
6 of need for power and alternative energy. sources for

disclosure purposes only and excludes them from its. decision7

whether to renew an operating license as discussed.in-Option8

9 47 To what extent does Option 4 resolve the concerns of the
10 states?

11 I think we had some discussions on that. earlier,.
12 and we can have a further discussion, if necessary, on all

'i
13 of it. And also, as we've learned on some of the other i

14 optione, we may need to clarify the staff's intent on the
i

15 breadth and depth and scope and the envelope-for this
16 option.

17 And then there are the final five general
18 questions, which I propose that we wrap into this final
19 discussion on Option 4, and also final discussion on the-
20 various options.

-l
21 And that is, to what extent does each option
22 alleviate state concerns about NRC treatment'cf matters that
23 are under the regulatory authority of the states? And_that:
24 also gets to what was already raised by the states on issues.
25 of concern or any other issues that the states may have,

b
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1 that have not already been addressed.
2 From a state perspective, what are the. strengths
3 and weaknesses of each option? What problems, if any, would
4 a State have with its responsibilities under each option? ,

c 5 And-the final question, what is the State's. preferred
3

6 option?

7. With that preamble, I'll just open the floor up-
,

8 for discussion, first to the panel and then to the audience.
9 Charles, are you ready?-

10 MR. GRAY: Sure'.

11 MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you.
,

,

12 MR. GRAY: I guess maybe I could go to the last :

13 question first. At the risk of climbing out on a' limb a ;

114 little bit, my sense is that the states next week will tell
'

.

15 you, if they have to pick between these options, they prefer
16. Option 4.

17 For your first general question, to what extent do
:18 they alleviate State concerns, I think you've intended to

.

19 put these on a' continuum of some sort - most or least or j

20 from one direction to the other, and.I.think that's right.
t21. I think you've done that.

o 22 I think the progressive option may-become.a bit
23 more -- I don't know if " acceptable" is the right word --

a
q

but something the states would be more interested in seeing-24
1

25 you adopt'.
.
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v 1 I guess I'll stop there.

2 CH1, with respect to the responsibilities, that, I i

i3 think, you will need to probably engage in some discussions, 1

4 staff to staff, with the state commissions that you have
5 perticular interests'or problems or suggestions with.
6- or, maybe there's -- I don't know whether it makes
7 sense or not to think about maybe if there are some ways to
8 do, if not experiments, at least some pilot investigations ;

!9 with the selected states that you fee 1 have some confidence, '

10 say, in Option 2, and have the most sophisticated integrated
11 resource planning processes, for example. That might be

12 something you would think about exploring.
13 MR. SCHWARTZ: Okay. Thank yoit, Charles. !
14 We'll open the floor for discussion on the
15 Option 4 or the generic questions with respect to the four
16 options offered by the staff.

,

17 Everybody must have had a pretty big lunch.
18 Yes, sir?

19 MR. LEWIS: Dave Lewis. This applies to all four

20 options, but it's perhaps a broader question. And'it goes'
i

21 back to_the initial EPA /CEO agreement that was discussed at
22 the beginning.

i
23 It Liseems to me that whatever approach _you take,-

!
,

24 you've weakened the defense of that option.by having decided
25 that your document has.to be a supplemental EIS; that-once
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1 you've decided that you have to prepare an environmental

2 impact statement, you are necessarily heading down the road

3 where a more formal cost benefit balancing is required.
4 I wonder why you haven't kept the flexibility to

5 issue an environmental assessment in those cases where after
6 you consider all the site-specific. comments, you still

7 conclude that there is no significant environmental itapact.
8 If the concern is only that by preparing a

9 supplemental EIS there's a more formal public comment

10 process, you could still accommodate that concern by ,

11 circulating a draft environmentcl assessment, again, if that
12 reflects your final view of the impacts of all different

13 issues you look at.

14 But if you decide, after you've looked at all'the

is impacts, that together they are insignificant, you never get
16- into these questions, from a legal perspective of, you know,

1

17 whether there's need for power, and a benefit, because you
18 are not into EIS space.

19 MR. MIZUNO: Should I address that?

20 MR. GRAY: Yes, please.

21 MR. MIZUNO: I think, first of all, as I recall

22 the proposed . rule, an environmental assessment was not.

23 necessarily going to be the outcome'in every case. Is that

24 true, Don?

25 MR. CLEARY: The proposed -- an EA would.be-done.
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1 However, if all the information stood pretty much as it was4

2 'in the draft GEIS, it would have to be significant |

I
3 information that would trigger an EIS.

'

4 MR MIZUNO: Right. It would have to -- in other

5 words,.we would have to find information from Category.2 or I

6 Category 3 information at the site-specific level that would

7 lead us to believe that there may be a substantial
,

8 environmental impact. Correct?

9 MR. CLEARY. Correct.

10 MR. MIZUNO: Okay. I believe that it was the --

11 although'it was not indicated in the statement

12 consideration, I think it was perhaps an understanding among
13 some people in the NRC that there would be very few
14 circumstances in which when you looked at the Category 2 and. ]

(
15 Category 3 items, given the subject matters there, that you
16 would end up with the conclusion that there were no

17 substantial environmental impacts associated with nuclear
18 power plant operation.

19 And so that you would inevitably end up with a.
20 supplemental EIS or an EIS being.done to support the site-
21 specific-renewal decision.

4
- 22 MS. GINSBERG: I think there's still an-

23 opportunity, though, for retaining flexibility, because what

24 you've described is a predetermination on those issues. And

25 if ycu do an EA, there-may be cases. And if I understand
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1 what Dave is saying, is there may.well be cases where that
2 is not.the case.

|

| 3 MR. MIZUNO: Well, that's true. But I think.that

4 in our negotiations -- well, this'is getting into the
5 negotiations with EPA and CEQ. I don't know whether we|

1

| 6 abould revisit those. I mean, they're a done deal.

7 And I would say that certainly our decision to
|

8 prepare a supplemental EIS as opposed to an EA, that'one of.
l

I

l
9 the considerations was the fact that an EIS would be

10 required to be circulated.for public comment; whereas,.an EA
; 11 would not.

12 There was also discussions about whether, in the
13 context of license renewal, the NRC could reasonably support
14 issuing an EA to support an individual renewal decision. I

! 15 mean, that was also the topic of some of the discussions
'

16 between CEQ and EPA.

17 And so I think that' ultimately what the NRC. agreed
18 to do was to address all of those matters by just agreeing
19 to prepare a document called a supplemental EIS that would
20 be distributed for public comment.
21 And I guess, as an abstract matter, I would agree,
22 if our only concern was Nith the question for public
23 comment, we could issus a document called " Draft EA" and
24 circulate that for public comment. . And what I'm suggesting

L 25 is that-having offered that up to CEQ'and EPA, that would
p
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1 not necessarily have addressed all their concerns.
1

2 MR. CLEARY: I would like to add a couple'of

3 things, Geary. Another reason that we agreed to go'from an
,

i
| 4 EA to an EIS was that in the draft GEIS, and proposed to be {I '

5 codified in the rule, we had reached the conditional cost
6 benefit conclusion.
7 So that the EA was really just an incremental look
8 at the Category 2 and Category 3 issues, and a FONSI,
9 Finding of No Significant Impact, would apply to that. And

. that would be added to the conditional cost benefit balance10

11 to see if that were changed.
12 Part of our agreement was that we would not reach

,

13 that conditional conclusion in the GEIS, but that all of the
14 information would be carried forward to the case-specific

| 15 review.

16 MR. MIZUNO: That's correct. And when Don refers
17 to carried forward, that means that the only consideration i

|- 18 -- the only cumulative consideration of impacts and values
19 would be handled in the site-specific environmental

l:
20 document.

<

21 And it was felt that to call that document an'
1

22 environmental assessment, in that context, would not be
23 consistent with NEPA, given the fact that-we were probably.
24 going to find that significant to the environment,
25 associated with the operation.
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MR'. SCHWARTZ: Okay. Any other questions?
'

l'

1 2 Yes,' sir?
4

3 MR.'FONTECILLA: My name is Herb Fontecilla with

4 Virginia Power. I have just a' comment question.
f

5 There seems to be a lot of1 interest in having-
.

6 pilot participation and taking into account public comments.

7 However, the NRC, as you indicated, reached agreement with :

8 CEQ and EPA on how to satisfy their comments. That is a

9 done deal.

10 Shouldn't there be an opportunity for the public

11 to participate in how that agreement is reached, and whether
,

12 that is the best way to reach an agreement, or the only
13 option?

14 MR. SCHWARTZ: That's a good question, Herb.

15 MR. MIZUNO: I guess perhaps I had overstated when

16 I said done deal, because I think I indicated at the very

17 beginning of this session that the Commission wanted to make .|
!

18 clear that these were simply what we're calling conditional |

19 agreements, or that the Commission reserved the right to go

20 forward with the proposed rule in its existing form.

21 And then, of course, Tnt would have to go'through

22 the dispute resolution process that is in place for' dealing
23 with disputes between the NRC and EPA. So, I would say that

24 that's the first thing.

25 And then the second, I guess more responding

.f
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:1 directly to you question, I believe that there is going to
2 be provided another. opportunity for the public~to comment on
3 this. I mean, isn't'this public -- well, I take that back.

4 I don't know.

5 MR. CLEARY: At this time, the only opportunity
6 for the public to comment is by March 4, on the specific -

issues raised in.the staff discussion paper. And further,7

8 the next thing -- unless there is an internal decision to
9 recirculate an altered proposed rule - -the next thing will

10 be that the final rule package will be sent to the
11 Commission and published as a final rule.

12 MR. SCHWARTZ: Excuse me, Don, may I just ask this

13 question? I'm looking through the options of the paper now.
14 Are the things that are set on viewgraphs,'with'
15 respect to agreements between EPA and CEQ, part of this

|

16 package? 1

17 MR. CLEARY: 'The viewgraphs were developed pretty
18 much. tracking the verbiage in the-discussion' paper.
19 MR. SCHWARTZ: So what you're saying is, there is !

20 public comment now on what we discussed about the EPA and
21 NRC agreements? Is that what you're saying?

22 MR. MIZUNO: That's not true.

23 MR. SCHWARTZ: I'm trying to sort it out.

24 MR. CLEARY: Yes, that's a good question.
;

.25 MR. SCHWARTZ: I don't think it's true.,

'
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1 MR. MIZUNO: I think the public knew that

2 negotiations'were' occurring-between EPA, CEO, and NRC, but
3 the public did not have a chance to participate in-that.
4 And the agreements were reached j$ that, and the Commission
5 then made them available for the public to look at.
6 But there was no specific public comment period or
7 commenting or participating in'the process of developing

.

8 those agreements.

9 MR. SCHWARTZ: Okay. I'm not a lawyer, so I can't

10 deal with that.
11 Any other comments on that? Yes, sir?

12 MR. WHITE: My name is Jud White. I'm'also with

13 Virginia Power.

14 As a follow-up to that, my reading of Part 51, if
15 you build a new facility, you currently have the option to

,

16 do EA or EIS. Is that correct?

17 MR. CLEARY: A construction permits. requires'an
,

-18 EIS.
,

19 MR. WHITE: There's a lot of EA language in Part
20 51. What does that apply to?
21 MR. MIZUNO: I don't have the section right now.
22 But there is a specific section in Part 51 that indicates
23 that the Commission has determined, as.a matter of rule,
24 that certail. actions will result in preparation of an EIS.
25 The Commission has said that.
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l' And if:you look at'that section, one of'the things
2 that is listed is the issuance of construction permit for a.

<

'

3 nuclear power plant.

4- MR. WHITE: So the FONSI reference is only to
,

5 operating license? Because there is a FONSI reference in
,

6 51. I can show it to you.

7 MR. CLEARY: Basically, the~FONSI, the Finding of- -

8 No Significant Impact, refers to the EA. And an example of:
9 an action where we do an EA now is for recapture of a 40

10 year license. Some of the earlier plants were licensed from
,

t

11 the date of application, rather than from the date of
12 granting of the operating license.

'13 -MR. WHITE: I guess that I was trying to get at
14 that, from a new plant perspective, what would you have to

(
15 do, versus renewal?

16 MR. MIZUNO: 'Okay. Here, I just pulled it out.

17 In Section 51.20 -- sorry, 10 CFR, Section 51.20, paragraph
18 B says, "The following types of actions require an EIS or
19 supplement to an EIS." And one of the things that is listed

20 here is, " issuance of a permit to construct or desired
21 capacity license to operate or renewal of a desired capacity
22 license" -- oh, wrong one.
23 Let's see. Here,. " issuance of a limited work
24 autnorization or permit to construct a nuclear power

i
25 reactor, testing facility, or fuel reprocessing type, '

'I
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1 pursuant to Part 50 of this chapter." So that covers the '

2 CP , and that's (b) (1) .

3 And then under (b) (2) , aissuance or renewal'of a
4 full power or desired capacity license to operate-a' nuclear
5 power reactor, testing facility, or fuel reprocessing plant,
6 pursuant to Part 50 of this chapter." 1

7 So the fact of the matter is -that under 51.20 (d) ,
8 the Commission has indicated that it will, in all cases, a

'

!9 prepare an EIS, for both the CP and the OL. So a FONSI is
10 not relevant, is not a possibility in either of those
11 situations.

12 MR. CLEARY: And Geary, is this correct, as it nou

!13 stands, Part 51 requires an EIS for license renewal? |
4

14 MR. MIZUNO: Yes, right, because it says,
!

|

15 " issuance or renewal." Okay. I thought I read that out.
|

16 MR. CLEARY: You.did. I just raised that to

17 emphasize it.

18 MR. MIZUNO: Okay.

19 MR.-SCHWARTZ: I'd like to move into, I guess, the
i20 concluding phase of the meeting, to see'if each of the

21 panelists has a concluding remark.
22 Charles, do you have anything,you would like to
23 add to the record?
24 MR. GRAY: I just would like to thank you for
25 .having me here today. And I guess I consider my appearance

i-
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1 . sort'of a-preview of coming attractions. I suspect'next'
t2' week, you'are. going to have a long meeting, and maybe a bit

3 more heated discussion.
4 Again, I appreciate the efforts that the-
5 Commission is making and that the Commission staff is making '

6 to consider the point of view of the state regulatory
f

7 officials. I look forward to hearing what happens next
8 week.

'

'

9 Thank you.

10 MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you, Charles. We appreciate

11 it.

12 Ray?
!

13 MR. NG: It seems that the analysis, need for
.

|14 power, and alternatives, in our view, is best addressed !

15 between the utilities and the states.
16 And in that sense, we would basic' ally continue to
17 recommend an option.where the.NRC does not address, as part

18 of its environmental review, the need for power and,

19 alternative energy sources. We don't believe that that is
20 necessary to support or to fulfill your NEPA obligations.
21 MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you, Ray.

?

22 Ellen?

23 MS. GINSBERG: Thanks. I agree with everything
24 Ray said. And I, again, would like to just emphasize that
25 that license renewal is considered a prerequisite for

f-
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1 continued plant operation in the term following the initial
2 term of the license, and that this obtaining a new license

is one piece _of information that a utility will consider in3

4 making the determination regarding whether it will, in fact,_
5 continue that plant, continue to operate that plant in the
6 renewed period. And I think that's an important point to
7 bear in mind, as we go forward in these discussions.

!

8 Thank you.

9 MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you, Ellen. We appreciate 'i

10 it.

11 Don?

12 MR. CLEARY: I have just one thing I would like to

13 maybe not raise for discussion here, since we are at the
14 end. But something that we brushed over was that while, I

'
ithink, everybody in their comments has been focusing on-15

16 license renewal for 20 years, the fact is that plants or
i17 utilities can come in for applications for significantly

18 less than 20 years.
|

19 And my question is whether it makes a difference
20 to the states if a plant is coming in for only five years,
21 rather than twenty years. Does it make a difference in
22 terms of the concerns that have been raised?
23 MR. SCHWARTZ: I think we'd like to add that,

24 probably, to the next session, up on front, as a front
|

25 question, rather than wait'until the end. I
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;
1 Geary, do you.have anything?
2 MR. MIZUNO: No4 i

!3 MR. SCHWARTZ: John?

4 -MR. MOULTAN: I just wanted to thank everyone for
5 providing their comments today,'and Charles, for your j
6 limited insight into what the states can provide. I'll'look
7- forward to some more detail on what the states can provide- 1

in the Illinois and the Massachusetts workshops.
R

8 l

9 MR. SCHWARTZ: Thanks, John.

\10 Does anybody else have any concluding remarks?
11 How about the ex officio member of the panel, Joe Gallo?

112 MR. GALLO: No, thank you.
!

| 13 (Laughter. }
|

14 MR. SCHWARTZ: Well, I'd like to express my thanks
15 to this very able and capable panel. ' Charles,_ on very.short
16 notice, I think, just did a superb job in laying'out the-
17 states concerns.

18 And when you say states, as we've.always said,

|

19 before, you can't say "all states." There's always
20 exceptions. Everybody says, "I'm not. included in that." So

21 I really appreciate the way you characterized it on short
22 notice.

!
23 Ray and Ellen, I appreciate all your comments, and
24 thank you very much, and the NRC staff.
25 But, most of all, thank you all. I appreciateL

( ANN'RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.,
,

Court Reporters
1612 K Street, N.W., Suite 300

Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 293-3950
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l' .also the support'that we have here from some of the Federal-
2 agencies. Susan Offerdal of EPA, I~ appreciate your being
3 here, and from the Department of'the Interior - I.think he

4 had to leave. -I

i
5 With that, we'll conclude this session. RI'<d like '

!6 for the NRC folks who are going to be on the road with us 1

7 for the next two sessions to stick around, and maybe we can
.

8 have our-after' session right now.
9 Thank you very much.

10 [Whereupon, at 3:00 p.m., the meeting was
11 adjourned.]
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!. ) United States
.

%,,,,,/ Nuclear Regulatory Commission
m

AGENDA: PUBLIC MEETING
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW FOR RENEWAL

OF OPERATING LICENSES

February 9,1994 - Holiday Inn - Rockville, MD '

February 15,1994 - Holiday Inn - Rosemont, IL
February 17, 1994- The Comfort inn - Chicopee, MA

Regis tra tio n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9:15 a.m. - 9:45 a.m.

OPENING REMA RKS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10:00 a.m.
Sheldon Schwartz (Moderator)

Callto Order
Purpose of Meeting
Conduct of Meeting
LogisticalInformation
Introduction of PaneiMembers and Attendees

REVIEW A GENDA AND MODIFY AS APPROPRIA TE . . . . . . . . . . . . 10:10 a.m.
Sheldon Schwartz

Review Agersda
Panelists Stutements on

Relative Importance o!'ho ;'arious Agenda Topics
Any Additional Topics tha should be Added
Additional Options for Discussion

Additions to Agenda

BA CKGROUND/HIS TOR Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10:30 a.m.
Donald Cleary

EnvironmentalReviews at the CP and OL Stages
Purpose of 10 CFR Part 51 RulemaNlng
Treatment of Need and Alternatives in the Proposed Rule

| Public Comments
! CEQ/ EPA Consultations

State Consultations
Rulemaking Schedule

License Renewal Perspective
Scott Newberry

-

_ , _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

CHARA CTERIZA TION OF STA TE CONCERNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10:45 a.m.

Summary (D. Cleary)
PanelDiscussion

is the NRC characterization of State concerns in Section illof the
discussion paper complete and accurate? What, if anything, should
be added or changed?

Would the concerns of the States be any different for 5 year rather ;

than 20 year renewals?

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS FROM THEFLOOR

CEQ/ EPA A GREEMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11:00 a.m. i

Summary (D. Cleary)
{

Panel Discussion

i

To what extent are the concerns of the States resolved by the j
changes to the GEIS and rule that are being made in response to CEO
and EPA comments?

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS FROM THE FLOOR

NEED AND ALTERNATIVES SHOULD BE
DESIGNA TED CA TEGORY 3 11:20 a.m.............................

Leadoff Statement (D. Cleary)
Panel Discussion

Several States commented that need and alternatives should be
designated as Category 3 issues and thus reviewed at the time of a
plant-specific license renewal application. To what extent would this
resolve state concerns about conflict of the NRC NEPA review with
State regulatory authority?

:.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS FROM THE FLOOR

2
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1

CLARIFICA TION IN THE PUBLIC RECORD OF NRC
A ND OF S TA TE A UTHORITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11:40 a.m.

Leadoff Statement (D. Cleary) |
PanelDiscussion '

To what extent are the concerns of the States resolvedif the GEIS ;

and the rule are modified to include statements that the NRC's |

findings with respect to need for generating capacity and alternative
energy sources are only Intended to assist the NRC in meeting its

,. NEPA obligations and do not preclude the States from making their
own determinations with respect to these issues?

i

OUESTIONS AND COMMENTS FROM THE FLOOR )
|

|L UNCH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12:0 0 - 1: 00 p.m. |

AFTERNOON 1

1

NRC PRESENTA TION OF FOUR OPTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:00 p.m.
Donald Cleary

Option 1 - Replace Traditional Cost-Benefit Analysis with a Decision
Method that considers utility costs only under specific
conditions.

Option 2 - NRC adopts Stato analyses and determinations

Option 3 - Need for generating capacity not analyzed

Option 4 - Need for generating capacity and alternative energy sources are
not factors in the NRC license renewaldecision

PANEL PRESENTA TION OF OTHER OPTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:30 p.m.

Are there other options that should be consideredin addition to the
four discussed? :.

PANEL DISCUSSION OF OP TIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2:00 p.m.

Summary Assessment of Options by Each State and Other Non-NRC Panelist
Panel Discussion

3
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PANEL DISCUSSION OF OPTIONS (CONT'D.) 2:00 p.m. 1.................

Option Specific Questions:

Option 1 Questions:

What problems, if any, do the States have with NRC using for license
'renewalreviews the decision method explainedin Option 1 rather
than the traditionalcost-benefit balancing?

Option 2 Questions:

Do the states have legal concerns or see other problems if the NRC
accepts a State's conclusions with respect to the issues of need for j
generating capacity and alternative energy sources as discussed in 1

Option 27

What are the practical considerations in developing and applying
guidelines that would be met by the States?

What should be the major features of the guidelines?

Can guidelines be developed that can be met by all States?
!

In each State, is there a single governmentalbody that the NRC
could look to for findings on need for generating capacity and
alternative and energy sources?

Can State findings be made andprovided to NRC in a timely '\

manner for use in the license renewalreview?

Is there benefit in coordination between the NRC and State staffs .|
while the State is preparing its submittal?

|
To what extent does Option 2 resolve the concerns of the States? '

Option 3 Questions:

Do the States have legal concerns or see other problems if the NRC
adopts the position that need for generating capacity need not be
analyzed in a license renewalreview as discussedin Option 37

To what extend does Option 3 resolve the concerns of the States?

4
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PANEL DISCUSSION OF OPTIONS (CONT'D.) 2:00 p.m..................

Option 4 Questions:

Do the States have legal concerns or see other problems if the NRC
treats the issues of need for power and alternative energy sources for
disclosure purposes only and excludes them from its decision whether
to renew an operating license as discussedin Option 47

To what extend does Option 4 resolve the concerns of the States?

General Ouestions:

To what extend does each Option alleviate State concerns about NRC
treatment of matters that are under the regulatory authority of the
States?

From a State perspective what are the strengths and weaknesses of
each option?

What problems, if any, would a State have with its responsibilities
under each option?

What is the State's preferred option?

CONCLUDING REMARKS BY EACH PANELIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4:00 p.m.

Within the scope of the discussion in this workshop, what comments
and recommendations do you have for NRC at this time?

FINAL COMMENTS FROM THE Fl.OOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4:30 p.m.
i

CONCLUDING REMARKS OF THE MODERA TOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4:50 p.m. !
!

A D JO URN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5: 0 0 p. m. j
1
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\,,,,f./ -Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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PUBLIC MEETING:

TO DISCUSS STATE CONCERNS WITH THE
"

TREATMENT OF NEED FOR GENERATING
CAPACITY AND ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

SOURCES IN THE PROPOSED :
10 CFR PART 51 RULE FOR

LICENSE RENEWAL

PRESENTATION BY

| .THE NRC STAFF

FEBRUARY 9,1994 - HOllDA Y INN - ROCKVillE, MD
,

FEBRUARY 15,1994 - HOllDA Y INN - ROSEMONT, il
FEBRUARY 17, 1994 - THE COMFORTINN - CHICOPEE, MA,
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BACKGROUND

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEWS AT THE CP AND OL STAGES=

PURPOSE OF 10-CFR PART 51 RULEMAKING.

TREATMENT- 0F NEED AND ALTERNATIVES IN THE PROPOSED RULE.

. . PUBLIC-COMMENTS-

CEQ/ EPA CONSULTATIONS i.

STATE CONSULTATIONS..

RULEMAKING SCHEDULE.

s
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| ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEWS AT THE CP AND OL STAGES

THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT OF 1969.

A DETAILED STATEMENT ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS.

CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTION.

EACH FEDERA' AGENCY IMPLEMENTS NEPA.
,

,

10 CFR PART 51--NRC'S ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS.

COVERS PROCEDURES FOR AND THE GENERAL SCOPE OF THE.

NEPA REVIEW

REQUIRES THAT PURPOSE AND NEED FOR AND ALTERNATIVES.

TO THE PROPOSED ACTION BE ADDRESSED IN EAs AND EISs

2
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h

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEWS (CON'T1

REGULATORY GUIDE 4.2, REVISION 2, PREPARATION OF.

ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTS FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, JULY--'

1976 ' :'

ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARD REVIEW PLANS FOR THE.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 0F CONSTRUCTION PERMIT-
APPLICATIONS FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, (NUREG-0555),
MAYJ1979

:

,

i

.

'$

,

3
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ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEWS AT CP STAGE-

!

THE NEED FOR THE POWER ;.

DESCRIPTION OF THE POWER SYSTEM
'

*
.

ELECTRICAL ENERGY AND PEAKLOAD DEMAND
'*

:= POWER SUPPLY
.

STAFF ASSESSMENT-OF NEED .;*

:

i

F

!

'

I

.

4 :

*

.c

. :
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ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEWS AT THE CP STAGE

ALTERNATIVES TO.THE' PROJECT.

ALTERNATIVES NOT-REQUIRING NEW GENERATING CAPACITY
'

*

ALTERNATIVES REQUIRING NEW GENERATING CAPACITY
'

*

' STAFF ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES AND SYSTEMS*

:

,.

5-'
.
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ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW AT THE OL STAGE

UPDATE AND SUPPLEMENT CP REVIEW.

NO REASSESSMENT OF NEED AND ALTERNATIVE ENERGY.

SOURCES

CODIFIED IN 10 CFR PART 51.

RULE BASED ON EVIDENCE OF FAVORABLE ECONOMICS.

NO ALTERNATIVE WOULD TIP C/B FOR COMPLETED PLANT.

'
i

|

- _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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P

PURPOSE OF THE 10.CFR PART 51 RULEMAKING '

FOR LICENSE RENEWAL

|

. . IMPROVE THE EFFICIENCY OF ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW ~

USE PAST EXPERIENCE WITH. ENVIRONMENTAL-REVIEWS.
,

USE OPERATING EXPERIENCE.

4

2

l

!-

-i

8 -

4
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:

'
TREATMENT OF NEED AND ALTERNATIVES IN THE PROPOSED

10 CFR PART 51 RULE

.

APPLIED OL RULE APPROACH IN PROPOSED LR RULE.

NEED FOR CAPACITY ESTABLISHED BY REVIEWING PLANNED. .

FUTURE CAPACITY AND ELECTRICITY DEMAND FORECASTS

NEED FOR GENERATING CAPACITY FINDINGS TO BE ADOPTED '
.

IN INDIVIDUAL LR REVIEWS

FOUND NO ALTERNATIVE TO BE ENVIRONMENTALLY.

PREFERABLE, EXCEPT.POSSIBLY FOR GE0 THERMAL ,

i

UNCERTAINTY ABOUT O&M COSTS AND COST OF ;
! =

!

REFURBISHMENT BRINGS C/B INTO QUESTION

ECONOMIC THRESHOLD TEST TO DETERMINE IF MORE !.

DETAILED-REVIEW IS. REQUIRED ;

IF THRESHOLD TEST. MET, ALTERNATIVES FINDINGS ADOPTED-* :

IN INDIVIDUAL LR REVIEWS ;
'

'

.. ..
.
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.-

PUBLIC COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED RULE l
, .

4

i

APPR0XIMATELY 130 COMMENTING INDIVIDUALS AND.

ORGANIZATIONS>
.,

STAFF WILL. RESPOND TO EACH COMMENT IN A NUREG THAT WILL.

ACCOMPANY THE FINAL RULE AND GEIS
'

.

'

i

i

'

.
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.

CONSULTATIONS-WITH CEQ AND EPA :2

:

-;,

AGREEMENT-WITH CEQ AND-EPA REACHED ON MAJOR ~ PROCEDURAL-: .

; . CONCERNS ;

WILL DISCUSS PROPOSED RESPONSES TO ALL REMAINING EPA
j

.

COMMENTS WITH EPA STAFF ;

,

,-

- 11

!

P
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a

CONSULTATIONS WITH tHE STATES i

:

;

STAFF RAISED STATE CONCERNS TO THE COMMISSION AND WAS l.

INSTRUCTED TO CONSULT WITH STATES IN DEVELOPING OPTIONS 4:

TO RESOLVE CONCERNS
-

FOCUS ON CONCERN OVER CONFLICT WITH TRADITIONAL STATE.

AUTHORITY TO REGULATE WITH RESPECT TO ECONOMICS AND
'

,

.

OTHER NONNUCLEAR' MATTERS
1

.

'

COMMISSION PAPER SUMMARIZING MEETINGS, WRITTEN; .

COMMENTS, SPECIFIC OPTIONS CONSIDERED, PROS AND CONS,-

AND THE STAFF'S RECOMMENDATIONS
~

,

,

.

:.

12
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RULEMAKING SCHEDULE

WRITTEN COMMENTS ON DISCUSSION PAPER AND WORKSHOPS MARCH 4, 1994.

DISCUSS WITH EPA RESPONSES TO ITS COMMENTS MAY 1994.

COMMISSION PAPER ON RESOLVING STATE CONCERNS EARLY JUNE 1994.

COMMISSION GUIDANCE TO THE STAFF JULY 1994.

FINAL RULE AND GEIS TO THE COMMISSION DECEMBER 1994.

FINAL RULE AND GEIS PUBLISHED HARCH 1995.

13
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LICENSE RENEWAL PERSPECTIVE
10 CFR PART 51 REGIONAL MEETINGS

The Atomic Energy. Act permits nuclear power plant licensees*

to renew their license.

The license renewal rule,10 CFR Part 54, was established to*

provide standard renewal procedures.

10 CFR Part 54 establishes the NRC's safety requirements and*

ensures that the current licensing basis will be maintained.

in 1991 the NRC proposed an amendment to 10 CFR Part 51, the*

NRC requirements for complying with the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA), to establish new requirements for
environmental review of applications for a renewed license.

* To receive a renewed license, applicants must comply with both
Part 54 and Part 51.

Based on initial experience, and September 1993 workshop, the*

Commission recently directed that Part 54 be revised.

- - - - - - - - _ - - - - - _ - - - - _ - - - - _ - - _ _ - - - - _ - _ - .



CHARACTERIZATION OF STATE CONCERNS
|
|

NRC NEEDS TO CLEARLY UNDERSTAND BASIC CONCERNS.

DISSATISFACTION WITH:.

DESIGNATION OF NEED AND ALTERNATIVES AS CATEGORY 1.

ISSUES

SUBSTANTIALLY ELIMINATES PUBLIC PARTICIPATION-

INADEQUATELY PROVIDES FOR CURRENT, PROJECT--

SPECIFIC INFORMATION
|

i

15
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CHARACTERIZATION OF STATE CONCERNS (CONT'D.)

DISSATISFACTION WITH: (CONT'D.).

NRC TREATMENT OF NEED AND ALTERNATIVES SEEN TO BE IN.

CONFLICT WITH TRADITIONAL AUTHORITY OF THE STATES

INADEQUATE PROVISION FOR CONSULTATION AND=

COOPERATION

UNCERTAINTY IN LONG TERM FORECASTS.

TIMING OF LICENSE RENEWAL REVIEWS IN ADVANCE OF.

STATE PLANNING AND DECISION HORIZON.

,

'

16
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CHARACTERIZATION OF STATE CONCERNS (CONT'D.)

STATE RECOMMENDATIONS:.

DESIGNATE NEED:AND ALTERNATIVES CATEGORY 3.

DO NOT CONSIDER NEED.-

DEFER. TO A STATE'S DETERMINATION OF NEED=

CLEARLY-STATE RESPECTIVE REGULATORY AUTHORITY OF NRC
= "

AND OF THE STATES

17
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CEQ/EPAAGRENMENT

CEQ AND EPA BELIEVES PROPOSED RULE DOES NOT FURTHER.

NEPA BECAUSE:

CATEGORY 1 ISSUE PRECLUSION AT THE TIME OF THE.

PROPOSED ACTION

PUBLIC COMMENT TAKEN FAR IN ADVANCE OF, BUT NOT AT.

THE TIME OF A PROPOSED ACTION, DOES NOT PROVIDE FOR
MEANINGFUL INVOLVEMENT

THE COMMISSION CAN NOT DETERMINE A FAVORABL'E COST-.

BENEFIT BALANCE-NOW FOR FUTURE APPLICATIONS

18
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CEQ/ EPA AGREEMENT (CONT'D.)

r

MAJOR FEATURES OF THE UNDERSTANDING REACHED WITH CEQ.

AND' EPA:

-SUPPLEMENTAL EIS RATHER THAN.EA
|

.
,

NO CONDITIONAL COST-BENEFIT CONCLUSION IN THE FINAL.

RULE -- C/B BALANCE AT TIME OF PLANT REVIEW l

PUBLIC-COMMENTS WILL BE EVALUATED REGARDLESS OF: . -

' CATEGORY OF-THE ISSUE .

EXISTING: PROVISIONS OF-10 CFR PART 51-PROVIDE l'

.

PROCEDURAL ACCESSIBILITY :

:

i

I

i: :|
.

..

i. 19 [
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DESIGNATE NEED AND ALTERNATIVES CATEGORY 3

:

STATES REQUESTED CATEGORY 3 DESIGNATION- .

CEQ/ EPA AGREEMENT MAKES IT EASIER TO SUBMIT INFORMATION. -

ON-. CATEGORY 3 ISSUES TO NRC '

,

! STAFF CONTINUING TO RESPOND T0 ALL COMMENTS BEFORE.

DECIDING WHETHER CATEGORY 1 DETERMINATIONS CAN BE
| SUSTAINED

NEED TO UNDERSTAND RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STATE CONCERNS=

L AND CATEGORY DESIGNATION

i
,

.

|

20
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_.

CLARIFICATION OF RESPECTIVE REGULATORY AUTHORITY ;

>
<

'

PROBLEM RAISED BY STATES.

WILL CLARIFY IN RULE'AND GEIS.

IS THERE A MEANINGFUL PROBLEM?. ,

.

a

f

!
-

'

i

!

5. >
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: NRC'S FOUR OPTIONS
FOR ADDRESSING STATE CONCERNS,

OPTI_0N 1

NEED.AND ALTERNATIVES ARE REVIEWED.
,

.BOTH--ARE CONSIDERED IN LICENSE RENEWAL DECISION=

FEASIBILITY 0F OPTION NOT. DEPENDENT ON CATEGORY: .

DESIGNATION
'

DIRECT ECONOMIC COSTS F BENEFITS NOT INITIALLY.

CONSIDERED IN A LICEU RENEWAL DECISION-
"

DTILITY COSTS THEREFORE INITIALLY NOT A FACTOR IN.

DECISION-
.

1

.

i

.

,

I

|

--

'

-- <
'
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NRC'SFOUROPiIONS
FOR ADDRESSING STATE CONCERNS

_0PTION 1 (CONT'D.)

DECISION METHOD OTHER THAN TRADITIONAL NRC COST-BENEFIT.

BALANCING

THREELREVIEW FINDINGS COULD RESULT IN CONSIDERATION OF.

DIRECT ECONOMIC COSTS AND BENEFITS

INADEQUATE NEED'FOR GENERATING CAPACITY.

AN ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERABLE ALTERNATIVE !.

SIGNIFICANT-CUMULATIVE-ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS :..

u
H
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m

NRC'S FOUR OPTIONS
FOR: ADDRESSING STATE CONCERNS ;

i

OPTION 2 |
: .;

NRC ADOPTS STATE REVIEW 0F NEED AND ALTERNATIVES.

BOTH ARE CONSIDERED IN THE LICENSE RENEWAL DECISIONi .

'

e - OPTION REQUIRES A CATEGORY 3 DESIGNATION FOR BOTH ;

NRC GUIDELINES FOR STATE REVIEW :e

IF NO STATE SUBMITTAL APPLICANT WOULD D0 REVIEW AND NRC.

STAFF CONFIRM ;

l
1

4

7
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c..

NRC'S FOUR OPTIONS
^

FOR ADDRESSING STATE CONCERNS

: ;

_0PTION 3
'

DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN NEED FOR NEW CAPACITY AND THE: .

NEED FOR EXISTING. CAPACITY-

FOR EXISTING CAPACITY., THE NRC WOULD STATE THAT-THE4 .

; NEED FOR POWER EXISTS .

NO DETAILED NEED FOR POWER ANALYSIS REQUIRED ;-

t.

- NO FORECASTING OF DEMAND
'

-

LOSS.0F EXISTING-CAPACITY: NECESSITATES REPLACEMENT IN.
.

; SOME FORM (CONSERVATION, IMPORT, NEW FOSSIL, ETC...) "

a
.

'

.t

:

-

26',
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NRC'S FOUR OPTIONS
FOR ADDRESSING STATE CONCERNS

i

_0PTION 4 (CONT'D.)

LICENSE RENEWAL DECISION CONSIDERS UNAVAILABLE ADVERSE H.

ENVIRONMENTAL-IMPACT OF LICENSE RENEWAL ONLY

NARROWED CONSIDERATIONS IN NRC LICENSE RENEWAL DECISION.,

MAINTAINS FLEXIBILITY FOR STATES TO REGULATE CONTINUED
OPERATION RELATIVE TO ECONOMICS AND ALTERNATIVE ENERGY i
SOURCES

28
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

: 10 CFR Part 51

RIH 3150-AD94

Environmental Review For Renewal of Operating

Licenses: Public Meeting

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Comission.

ACTION: Hotice of public meeting.
.

!
:

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC) is announcing regional !

meetings to discuss options for addressing certain concerns expressed by a

number of States in coments submitted to the NRC on the proposed rule on the

environmental review required for renewal of nuclear power plant operating

Ilicenses. The concerns that will be addressed involve provisions of the

proposed rule that the States see as being in conflict with the traditional
|

authority of the States to regulate electrical utilities with respect to

questions of need, reliability, cost, resource options, and other non-safety

aspects of nuclear power generation. The minutes will be transcribed by a

court recorder in all regional meetings.

' DATES: The dates of the regional meetings are: Rockville...MD, February 9,

1994; Rosemont, IL, February 15, 1994; Chicopee, MA, February 17, 1994.
6

Parties interested in participating in a panel should contact Donald P. Cleary

. _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _
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no later than January 28, 1994. Written coments on the matters covered in

the staff paper and'the meetings that are received by March 4,1994 will be
1

considered along with coments made during the meetings. Coments received
,

*
Iafter this date will be considered if it is practical to do so.

'
l

ADDRESS: The meetings will be held at the following locations: The Holiday
'

Inn, Crowne Plaza,1750 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852; The Holiday Inn,

O' Hare, 5440 North River Road, Rosemont, IL 60018; The Comfort Inn at the

Parwick Centre, 450 Memorial Drive, Chicopee, MA 01020. Written coments

should be sent to Donald P. Cleary at the address given below.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Donald P. Cleary, Office of Nuclear

Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Washington, DC 20555;

Telephone: (301) 492-3936.

.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

The purpose of the regional niectings is to gain the views of the States

and other interested parties on how the NRC should treat need for generating

capacity and alternative energy sources in its final rule on the environmental

review for renewal of nuclear power plant operating licenses. The NRC

published in the Federal Rogister proposed amendments to its environmental

protection regulations, 10 CFR Part 51, which would estabitsh new requirements

for the environmental review of applications to renew operating licenses for

nuclear power plants -(September 17, 1991; 56 FR 47016). Concurrently, the NRC .

published NUREG-1437, a draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS)
,

2

<
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that contained the analyses which the NRC proposed to codify in Part 51. The

public comment period on the proposed rule, the GEIS, and other related

documents closed on March 17, 1992. In commenting on the proposed rule and
.

the draft GEIS, a number of States expressed dissatisfaction with the

i treatment of need for generating capacity, and alternative energy sources.
'

The States' concerns involve provisions of the proposed rule that the States

see as being in conflict with the traditional authority of the States to

regulate electrical utilities with respect to questions of need, reliability,

cost, resource options, and other non-safety aspects of nuclear power

generation. The Commission instructed the NRC staff to develop options for

responding to these State concerns. In developing the options the staff is to

solicit the views of the States.

The staff is soliciting the views of the States through four regional

meetings and a request for written comments. To facilitate discussions with

. the States the staff has prepared a paper, " Addressing the Concerns of States

and Others Regarding the Role of Need for Generating Capacity, Alternative

Energy Sources, Utility Costs, and Cost-Benefit Analysis ir. NRC Environmental

Reviews for Relicensing Nuclear Power Plants: An NRC Staff Discussion Paper,"

which may be either examined at the NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street

NW. (Lower Level), Washington, DC 20037, or obtained from Donald P. Cleary at

the address provided above.

Each meeting will be conducted in a panel format with panelists

representing those States that submitted comments on the treatment of need for
1

generating capacity and alternative energy sources, other interested States,

electric utilities, the NRC, and interest groups concerned with the economic'

regulation of electric utilities. All interested persons are invited to
,

3

1

I
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attend as observers and time will be scheduled to take questions and coments

from the floor. The meeting minutes will be transcribed by a court reporter.

Written coments on the matters covered in the staff paper and the meetings
.

i are invited. The public coment period will close on March 4,1994. .

Each meeting will begin at 10:00 a.m. and, with a -1 hour lunch break,
i i

will continue until 5:00 p.m. if participation warrants. Registration will be

conducted one-half hour prior to the meeting.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this // day of N '' " * * V , 1994.

-

For the Nuclear Regulatory Comission.
i

N4M
Bill M. Morris, Director,
Division of Regulatory Applications, ,

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research. |

-
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ADDRESSING THE CONCERNS OF STATES AND OTHERS REGARDING THE ROLE OF NEED FOR
s GENERATING CAPACITY, ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES, UTILITY COSTS, AND COST-BENEFIT

ANALYSIS IN NRC ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEWS FOR RELICENSING NUCLEAR POWER PLAKTS: AN
NRC STAFF DISCUSSION PAPER
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ADDRESSING THE CONCERNS OF STATES AND OTHERS REGARDING THE ROLE OF NEED FOR ,

GENERATING CAPACITY, ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES, UTILITY COSTS, AND COST- !
BENEFIT ANALYSIS IN NRC ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEWS FOR RELICENSING NUCLEAR POWER l

PLANTS: AN NRC STAFF DISCUSSION PAPER |
1
'

.

I. INTRODUCTION ,

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC) published in the Federal'
Reaister (56 FR 47016), dated September 17, 1991, proposed amendments to its
environmental protection regulations,10 CFR Part 51, which would establish
new requirements for the environmental review of applications to renew .

operating licenses for nuclear power plants. Concurrently, the NRC published |
NUREG-1437, a draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS) that i

contained the analyses which the NRC proposed to codify in Part.51. In |

comenting on the proposed rule and the draft GEIS, a number of States |
expressed dissatisfaction with the treatment of need for generating capacity, ;

alternative energy sources, and certain other issues. The Comission has
instructed the NRC staff to develop and present to it options for responding
to these State concerns. In developing the options the staff is to solicit
the views of the States.

This paper has been developed by the NRC staff to initiate and facilitate
discussions with the States about how NRC should address their concerns. The
paper provides focus for a series of three regional meetings which will be
held in February 1994 to obtain the views of the States and others. Each
meeting will be conducted in a panel format with panelists representing those
States that submitted coments on the treatment of need for generating
capacity and alternative energy sources, other interested States, electric,

utilities, the NRC, and interest groups concerned with the economic regulation
of electric utilities. All interested persons are welcome to attend as
observers and time will be scheduled to take questions and coments from the
floor. In this paper, the staff presents its tentative proposals for
addressing these concerns. Coments on the staff's proposals and submission
of alternative proposals will be welcome. Following these meetings and the
receipt of written coments from the States and other interested parties, the
staff will prepare and present to the Comission a paper which will describe
the alternative approaches considered and identify a recomended approach for
addressing the States' concerns, j

Section II of this paper provides a brief history and background for the
reader. Section III sumarizes the concerns expressed by the States that are
the subject of this paper. Section IV describes the NRC proposals made to the
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) and the U. S. Environmental Protection |

Agency (EPA) to address their concerns, which also are partially responsive to
State concerns. In Section V the staff presents for discussion a set of ,

options for addressing State concerns on Federal " preclusion" or " intrusion" l,

into the need for power and alternative energy sources issues. In Section VI i

a series of focusing questions are presented to aid in reviewing the staff |
,

proposals and in developing alternative proposals.
'

.

1 i

|
|
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II. BACKGROUND |

This rulemaking was initiated by NRC in order to improve the efficiency of the |
'

environmental review process for renewal of operating licenses. Coments on i

the proposed rule and draft GEIS were received from approximately 130
organizations and individuals. These comments covered both procedural and ,

technical concerns. The CEQ and the EPA each comented that the proposed rule ,

would present unnecessary obstacles to public participation in the site- !
specific license renewal reviews. Various States made similar coments and , i
also expressed concerns about the regulatory overlap between the NRC and State !

Iagencies relative to treatment of need for generating capacity, alternative
energy sources, and economic analysis.

NRC's environmental protection regulations 10 CFR Part 51 which implement
Section 102(2) of the National Environmental Policy Act requires that the
" purpose of and need for action" and " alternatives including the proposed
action" be addressed in NRC's environmental assessments and environe?ntal
impact statements. These provisions parallel CEQ's regulations 40 CFR
Parts 1500-1508. The treatment of need and alternatives in the draft GEIS and
the proposed rule was designed to be consistent with the provisions of 10 CFR
Part 51 and established Comission practice for construction permit and for
operating license reviews. Thus, "need" is defined in the draft GEIS and the
proposed rule as need for an amount of generating capacity equivalent to the
generating capacity of the nuclear power plant and " alternatives" are defined
to be alternative energy sources that could supply equivalent generating
capacity or actions to reduce need through energy conservation.

In addressing need for generating capacity, alternative energy sources,
. utility economics, and cost-benefit balancing in the proposed rule and the

draft GEIS, the staff proposed to treat these issues in the same manner as
they are treated at the operating license stage. In the environmental review
at the ccnstruction permit stage, the NRC performs a detailed analysis of need
for power (generating capacity) and alternative energy sources. The
construction permit review covers both construction and operation issues. The
general objective of the environmental review at the operating license stage
is to confirm the continued validity of the information and analyses relevant
to operation. The treatment of need for power and alternative energy sources
at the operating license stage is codified in i 51.53(a) and i 51.95(3) which
state that unless otherwise detcrmined by the Comission, need for power and
titernative energy sources need not be discussed in the supplement to the
environmental report and the supplemental environmental impact statement for
the operating license review. The rationale for this rule was premulgited in
47 FR 12940, March 26, 1982, which states on page 12940:

"The Comission stated its tentative conclusion that while there is
no diminution of the importance of these issues-[need for power and
alternative energy sources] at the construction permit stage, the
situation is such that at the time of the operating license
proceeding the plant would be needed to either meet increased energy -

needs or replace older less economical generating capacity and that
no viable alternatives to the completed nuclear plant are likely to

4
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exist which could tip the NEPA cost-benefit balance against issuance
|of the operating license. Past experience has shown this to be the |case. In addition, this conclusion is unlikely to change even if an
,

alternative is shown to be marginally environmentally superior in i
comparison to operation of a nuclear facility because of the
economic advantage which operation of nuclear power plants has over,

available fossil generating plants. An exception to the rule would
ibe made if, in a particular case, special circumstances are shown in

accordance with 10 CFR 2.758 of the Commission's regulations."s

The staff proposed that the reasoning supporting the determination not to
review need for power and alternative energy sources in individual operating
license reviews could also be applied to license renewal reviews. The
analyses reported in Chapters 8 and 9 and Appendix H of the draft GEIS were l

.

undertaken to provide the factual basis for promulgating provisions in the |

Part 51 relicensing rule similar to the existing provisions for the operating
license stage. However, the analysis was not able to demonstrate that the !

.

costs of relicensing and continuing to operate a nuclear plant would be i

clearly lower than the continued operation of other existing generating !
capacity due to the possible capital cost penalty associated with |
refurbishment and because nuclear operating and maintenance costs had ,

escalated to a point where nuclear's production costs were comparable to the ;

production costs of select alternative sources of generation. |

In the staff's view, the economic justification for relicensing could be
sustained generically if it could be shown that the alternatives to
relicensing would involve the construction of new capacity so that the capital j
costs of constructing the alternative would outweigh the refurbishment costs !

associated with relicensing. In following this line of reuoning, the staff's j
assessment of need for capacity in Chapter 8 analyzed whether the electrical l

generation from nuclear units could be made up by planned capacity (i.e., iexisting capacity plus all planned additions minus the cap city projected to '

be retired) or would, in fact, require the construction of new replacement
i

capcity. In Chapter 9 of the draft GEIS, the staff reviewed alternative |
sources of energy that could replace the generating capacity of a nuclear |
power plant if it were not relicensed. The environmental impacts, as well as '

technical availability and cost of each altr.rnative were reviewed. In
Appendix H of the draft GEIS,- the staff cucluded thr.t the alternative to
relicensing is new capacity, that the least cost source of new capacity
sufficient to replace a nuclear unit is a new coal-fired plant, and that, in
general, relicensing is expected to result in substantial cost savings
relative to constructing and operating new coal capacity. However, due to the
prospect that some plants may have high refurbishment, and the generally
higher operating and maintenance costs being encountered for nuclear plants,
there remains some uncertainty about the economic cost of relicensing and the
potential for an unfavorable cost-benefit balance. Because of this
uncertainty the staff determined that a threshold cost criterion must be met
by a plant, and if the criterion is not met, a more detailed cost analysis

'

will be performed to demonstrate net benefits from relicensing compared to the
most reasonable alternative.

.
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As a result of this draft GEIS analysis, the staff believed that it had
significantly limited the scope of the need for power and alternatives
analyses at the relicensing stage. Load forecasts and supply and demand
analyses for individual relicensing actions would not be required based on the
generic findings that the alternative to relicensing would require the
construction of new capacity which, with the exception of geothermal, was not
environmentally preferable to relicensing. As a result, the need for power
and alternative analyses collapse to the same economic argument used to
eliminate these issues at the operating license stage. At the relicensing ,
stage, however, the economic analysis is not as absolute. Consequently, the
staff proposed a relatively simple' economic threshold test, passage of which
would fully satisfy the need for generation capacity and alternative energy
source issues. The proposed rule at i 51.53(c)(ii)(J) requires justification
of the choice of relicensing whenever replacement of equivalent generating
capacity by a coal-fired plant has a demonstrated cost advantage over the
individual nuclear power plant relicensing. Further, given that Chapter 9
found geothermal environmentally preferable, licensees for plants in
California, Oregon, Washington, or Arizona would also submit a' cost comparison
with geothermal energy. For these reasons, the findings in the draft GEIS
were sumarized in the proposed rule and upon passing the economic threshold
test the findings could be adopted without further analysis in individual
license renewal reviews, (i.e., need and alternatives were determined to be
Category 1 issues).2

III. CONCERNS OF STATES AND OTHERS RELATED TO NEED. ALTERNATIVES. AND
UTILITY COSTS

. A number of States expressed dissatisfaction with the treatment of need for
generating capacity, alternative energy sources, and related matters in the
proposed rule and the draft GEIS. The States expressed dissatisfaction with:

a) the designation of need and alternatives as Category 1 issues which
are not subject to further review in individual plant renewal
reviews;

b) Category 1 determinations substantially eliminating public (including
State and local government) participation and inadequately providing
for consideration of current project-specific information at the time
of a license renewal review, as required by NEPA;

c) the treatmnt of need and alternatives by NRC in the proposed rule
which is seen to be in conflict with the traditional authority of the
States to regulate electrical utilities with respect to questions of

' Each issue assessed in the draft GEIS was designated Category 1 or -

Category 2 or Category 3 depending on whether the analysis and conclusions
bounded all plants (Category 1) or a subset of all plants (Category 2) or whether
the analysis could reach no conclusion at this time (Category 3). <

4



need, reliability, cost, resource options, and other non-safety
aspects of nuclear power generation;

d) inadequate provision in the proposed rule for the necessary
consultation and cooperation with State and local governments at the
time of relicensing;.

.

i
e) the high degree of uncertainty in long term forecasts of need and 1

alternatives and inadequate provision for the consideration of !
,

significant new information available at the time of a plant-specific |license renewal review; and,
l
i

f) the timing of individual license renewal reviews that may take place
iup to 20 years in advance of license expiration, which is far beyond '

a State's own planning and decision horizon.

Because of strong concerns, several States recomended that the proposed rule |
be withdrawn, and all States commenting on need and alternatives stated that I

these two issues should be made a Category 3, rather than a Category 1, so
that they would be reviewed at the time a license renewal application is
considered. The States of New York and Minnesota further believe that the NRC

idecision whether to relicense a nuclear power plant should either not consider ;

need (New York)* or should defer to a State's determination of need
(Minnesota).* (Note that the determination of need for a specific energy
facility by a State includes consideration of both need for electric
generating capacity and the relative merits of alternative energy sources for
meeting that need.)

* "Therefore, in exercising its authority to renew licenses for nuclear
power plants, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission must base its decisions on issues
of national security, public health and safety, and not on need and economic
feasibility which are solely matters of state concern." (Written comments of
Eugene J. Gleason, New York State Energy Office, page 14, Docket No. 31]

' "In spite of the absolute right of states to determine need for generating
power based on cost or other considerations of a non-safety nature, the NRC in
this rulemaking has determined the need for nuclear power for decades to come."
[ Written comments of Amy Kvalseth, Minnesota Department of Public Service, page
5, Docket No. 53]
"

...and since the NRC apparently agrees it does not have the authority to preempt
a state's right to determine need, the NRC should defer to the relevant state
agency's determination of need, and refuse license renewal in the absence of
need." (Kvalseth, page 7]

"The Minnesota Agencies reiterate, however, that whether the alternatives are
considered Category 1, 2, or 3 issues, the issue of alternatives as part of need'

determination is an issue for the states. States have the right under case law
to decide on the basis of cost whether nuclear power generation is needed."
(Kvalseth, page 28]

5



IV. PROPOSED CHANGES IN RESPONSE TO CEO AND EPA COMMENTS THAT SHOULD
PARTIALLY ADDRESS STATE CONCERNS

)
In a paper to the Commission, SECY-93-032, dated February 9, 1993, the staff
reported on an agreement that was reached with the CEQ and the EPA on ,

modifications to certain procedural aspects of the proposed rule which were of .

particular concern to those agencies. The staff believes that these changes
to the proposed rule are also responsive to State concerns on limiting Shte
and public participation and on obstacles to the introduction of significant i
new information in individual environmental reviews for relicensing. Major
features of the changes to the proposed rule include the following:

Rather than a final environmental assessment (EA) a site-specific*

supplemental environmental impact statement (EIS) will be published in
draft for public comment.

Conclusions on the overall cumulative impacts will be left entirely to*

each site-specific supplemental EIS and no conditional conclusion will
be in the final rule.

Procedures will exist whereby public comments will be accepted on any=

issue regardless of its categorization as Category I or 2 or 3. If the
staff determines that the comments contain new and significant
information, the staff will then determine whether that information
substantively changes the results of previous analyses.

These changes will ensurs that the license renewal review process will have
adequate provisions for identification of new significant site specific s

environmental effects. The' staff also is proposing that the environmental
analyses summarized in Part 51 (Appendix B) will be reviewed and, if
necessary, updated every 7 years by the NRC.

In addition to these changes to the license renewal provisions of Part 51, it
should be noted that certain provisions for public involvement in
environmental reviews are already in Part 51. These provisions require that

1) an applicant's environmental report include a discussion of the status
of compliance with a;plicable Federal, State and local environmental
standards and requirements (i 51.45 (d) and (e));

2) the NRC publish in the Federal Reoister a notice of intent to prepare an
EIS ($ 51.27);

3) the NRC conduct scoping for individual supplemental Elss (151.28
and .29) by inviting interested parties, including affected State and
local agencies, to participate in identifying significant issues;

4) the NRC distribute the draft supplemental EIS for public comment
'(1 51.73 and .74); and

.
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5) comenters not satisfied with the NRC response to their coments may
pursue their concerns through petition to intervene (i 2.714), through
petition to waive the rule ($ 2.758), or through petition to amend the.

rule (i 2.802).

V. ADDITIONAL PROPOSED CHANGES TO ADDRESS STATE CONCERNS.

In SECY-93-032, the staff also informed the Comission of the concerns
e expressed by the States. Subsequently, the Comission instructed the staff to

develop options for responding to these State concerns. The Comission
further instructed that prior to developing and presenting the options to the
Comission for approval: "the staff may afford all States the opportunity to
coment, but should particularly solicit the views of those States that have
expressed concerns on the above issues."

Although the changes to the rule proposed in response to CEQ and EPA coments
would allow States and others to more easily present information on need and
alternatives to NRC at the time of an application for license renewal, the
changes stop short of the States' requests to designate need and alternatives

,

asCategory3ratherthanCategory1. However, the staff is continuing to I

review the Category designations. The concern that NRC's treatment of need i

for generating capacity and alternative energy sources conflict with State
regulatory authority over these matters also remains to be addressed. The i

four options presented below directly address this concern to varying degrees. |

These four options are in addition to the option of continuing with the
approach taken in the proposed rule and draft GEIS.

Whatever the option selected, the NRC recognizes the primacy of State
regulatory and energy planning agencies in the economic regulation of

|

utilities and in establishing energy-mix policies for their State. When the i
final rule is published, the NRC will include an explanation in the Federal
Register Notice that the rule in no way preempts State jurisdiction over
determination of the continued need for nuclear power plant capacity, taking,

cost and alternatives into consideration.

Option 1: Need and alternatives are factors in thq NRC license renewal
dgeision: however. the cost-benefitJLtthod used in makino the
dichjon would be reDlaced with a decision method that considers
utility costs only under soecific conditions.

Under this option need for generating capacity and alternative energy sources
would be factors in the NRC license renewal decision but the cost-benefit

'
The staff is still formulating responses to public coments and

considering revisions to the Chapters on need for generating capacity and
alternative energy sources in the GEIS. Until this work is completed, a final

' decision will not be made as to whether the Category 1 determinations can be
sustained for these two issues. The decision will consider both the soundness
of the analyses and the potential for significant, new information to arise in
individual license renewal reviews.

7



balancing method for making license renewal decisions that was used in the
draft GEIS and proposed rule would be replaced with a license renewal decision
method that would focus on environmental considerations and would give weight
to overall direct economic costs and benefits only under certain
circumstances. Even with this refocusing, the staff anticipates that after

'

responding to public coments and making the necessary revisions to Chapters 8 .

and 9 the general analytical approach to need and alternatives in the final
GEIS will remain essentiz 7y the same as in the draft. Whether further
analyses will be required in individual license renewal reviews will deper on ,
whether need and alternatives are designated to be Category 2 or Category or
they remain Category I. If need or alternatives are designated as either
Category 2 or Category 3 the plant specific analyses of these issues would be
tiered to the GEIS.

The renewal review by HRC would be conducted between 5 years and 20 years
prior to the expiration of a plant's current operating license, depending on
when the licensee submits the application. Notification of receipt of the
application would be given to the host State and other affected parties and
comments would be solicited as part of the scoping process required of the NRC
staff by 10 CFR Part 51. All information provided by the State during the
scoping process and as a result of the State's review of the draft
supplemental EIS would be considered by the NRC in preparing the supplemental ,

EIS. The NRC, however, would be responsible for the analysis and the l
conclusions reached about need and alternatives in the supplemental EIS and ;

would be responsible for their defense in NRC hearings. !
l

There are three circumstances that could lead to consideration of direct
economic costs and benefits in a supplemental EIS. These are: 1) inadequate
need for generating capacity; 2) an environmentally preferable alternative.

energy source; and 3) significant cumulative adverse environmental impacts
from renewal of the license. In Chapter 8 of the GEIS, the need for ,

generating capacity is established by comparing available forecasts of supply !
'

and demand for the geographic area in which each nuclear. plant is located in
orcie to demonstrate that the electrical generation kom tha plant could not
be made up by planned capacity (i.e., existing capadty rh.: all planned
additians minus the capacity projected to be retired) b t wodi require the i

constrietion of new unplanned replacement capacity. Tin poten,ial for energy |
saving technologies and practices to reduce demand will be aussed in this |

'

analysis. If in an individual license renewal review it is found that there
may be surplus generating capacity during the forecast period, the NRC would
then consider the cor.tribution of other factors such as economics to the
overall desirability of license renewal and continued operation relative to
the alternatives. In Chapter 9,' the review of alternatives focuses on those |

technologies and energy sources that by themselves or in combination can ;

supply baseload power equivalent to the nuclear plant under review. The
'

environmental impact of license renewal of the plants and of the alternatives
is reviewed and compared. If in an individual license renewal review an
alternative is found to be environmentally preferable, the cost of the
alternative will be compared to license renewal and if found to be superior, ,

the renewal application may be denied. Even absent an environmentally
preferable alternative, direct economic costs and benefits may be considered

4
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-if it is found that the relicensability of a plant is brought into question by
'
i

significant cumulative adverse environmental impacts that cannot be mitigated.
'

This approach of focusing first on environmental !mpacts should greatly reduce {'
the instances when direct economic costs and benefit are determinants in the
NRC license renewal decision, and thus should reduce the potential for NRC*

involvement in matters that are the States' regulatory responsibility.
Additionally, this approach to the license renewal decision will assure that

; if direct economic costs and benefits are considered, it will be in the :

context of significant concerns about environmental impacts or need. Such !
*

concerns may be expected to prompt State and public involvement in the review.
Consistent with modification of the cost-benefit method, the staff proposes to
remove the economic test in the proposed rule (i 51.53(c)(3)(ii)(J)) which
requires that "The replacement of equivalent generating capacity by a coal-
fired plant has no demonstrated cost advantage over the individual nuclear
power plant license renewal."

Option 2: Need and alternatives are factors in an NRC license renewal
decision: however. the NRC would adoot a State's analyses and
determinations of need and alternatives after confimino that the
analyses meet NRC ouidelines.

Under this option need for generating capacity and alternative energy sources
would be factors in an NRC license renewal decision; however, the NRC would
use a State's analyses and determinations in the license renewal decision
after confirming that the analyses meet NRC guidelines. Under this option,
the NRC would establish, with the advice of the States, guidelines for
analyses acceptable to NRC. The guidelines would cover information
requirements, standards for analyses, and decision methods to provide
consistency and objectivity. These guidelines would need to accommodate NRC
requirements for complying with NEPA and State regulatory requirements and
practice. The guidelines would need to cover the treatment of environmental
impacts for those States that consider them in their regulatory
determinations. Because the guidelines for decision methods would be
compatible with State requirements and practice, it is unclear at this time as
to what extent the guidelines would follow or deviate from the cost-benefit i

method used in the draft GEIS or from the decision method proposed in i

Option 1.

NRC would adopt the State analyses and determinations after confiming that
they meet NRC guideline:. Whether the NRC staff would have the primary
responsibility for defending the analyses and determinations or the State
would have the lead for the analysis and defense of these two issues would
have to be determined. State analyses and determinations could be those I

Iperformed by State agencies or by a utility and concurred in by the
appropriate State agencies. Documentation on these analyses and
determinations would be submitted as part of an application for license l

renewal. In these cases, regardless of whether NRC or State officials present
such analyses at license renewal hearings, NRC would have the ultimate legal

,

responsibility for the analyses. When State analyses and. determinations are
not available for a license renewal application, the applicant would be

,

9
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I required to submit its own analyses, and NRC would perfom the review the same
as in Option 1.

Option 3: "Need for Power" not reauired to be reviewed at the license
renewal stace by the NRC to satisfy NEPA.

'

Under this option the Comission would treat the "need for power" issue in a
| manner similar to its treatment at the operating license (OL) stage in that ai

detailed analysis, including forecasting and economic evaluations, would not ,

be performed. Alternatives would be addressed as discussed in any of the
previously discussed options.

The "need" would be identified as not requiring evaluation to support the
i Commission's NEPA responsibilities at license renewal. The situation at
i license renewal is substantially different than at the construction permit

(CP) phase. At the CP phase the issue is focused on whether or not new power
generating capacity should be constructed and ultimately operated. At license
renewal, the generating capacity (i.e., the nuclear power plant) already
exists and even more importantly is being operated to provide electricity to
the supply system grid. In view of this, the NRC/NEPA issue of "need" at
license renewal can be viewed as even more straightforward than at the OL
stage prior to any plant operation. It is reasonable to assume that
retirement of this existing capacity would necessitate some form of

|
replacement (e.g., new power generation facility, power import, conservation).,

Additionally, it is unlikely that license renewal will be sought for existing
plants which are determined by the licensees and States to be uneconomical or
unneeded to supply a demand either during their initial 40-year operating term
or during a renewal term. Practical cost considerations, on the part of both

,

licensees and State regulatory authorities, are already having an impact on
the continued need for some existing nuclear power plants. At license renewal
the most important assessment of need will continue to be carried out by
owners and the States. As a result, for license renewal, further
justification of "need" should not be required to support NRC responsibility
under NEPA. The NRC's NEPA review, under this option, would focus on the
assessment of alternatives, including the alternative of energy conservation,
and environmental impacts.

This option would stress the Commission's recognition of the State's key role
in determining need for power and energy mix within its jurisdiction. While
NRC's NEPA role regarding the "need" issue is similar, it is fundamentally
different and NRC actions to satisfy NEPA are not intended to preempt or
prejudice State decisions on energy strategy. Since this option would not
include detailed NRC assessments of power demand, power availability etc. to
satisfy NRC NEPA responsibilities for "need," it may be less likely to overlap
with evaluations carried out by a State.

.

.

i
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(ption 4: Neither need for ceneratinc_ caoacity nor alternative enerav

sources will be a factor in the NRC decision whether to ornt_it
renewM operatina lign m

Under this opticn NRC would adopt a policy that need for generating capacity
and alternative energy sources are not to be factors in an NRC decision.

whether to grant a renewed operating license. This option reserves to the
States the decisions en overall energy mix. As in Options 1 and 2, need and

/ alternatives would still be addressed in the GEIS but only for the purpose of
disclosure and to demonstrate that the policy on which this option is based is
reasonable. NRC's individual license renewal decision will be made only on
the basis of ti.e 10 CFR Part 54 safety review and cumulative environmental
impacts and not on need for generating capacity and alternative energy
s)urces. Adoption of this option would require even further modification of
the NRC decision method than is discussed in Option 1.

The proposed rationale for removing need and alternatives as a decision factor
is that it reflects the relationship between the regulatory authority of NRC |

and that of the States. The NRC is responsible to ensure that a nuclear power ;

plant can and will be operated safely during the term of the renewed operating !
license and to be aware of and give consideration to the environmental impacts i

that are 1ikely to be associated with license renewal and continued operation.
The States are responsible for the economic regulation of their utilities and
may have statutory responsibility for energy policy planning. Thus, the
States provide the proper institutional and legal framework to monitor and
regulate utilities on matters of utility economics and energy policy. Under
this option, the NRC would adopt a narrower view of its decisional

.

responsib'lities for license renewal so as to not draw conclusions that I
overlap with or unnecessarily restrict the flexibility of State utility
regulators and energy policy planners. In adopting this policy NRC would

,

assume that the institutional framework existing at the State level will |

continue.

VI. FOCUS OUESTIONS

The following focus questions have been developed to (1) assure that the State
concerns are addressed, (2) rnove the dialog toward identifying an option
(possibly a new one) to recomend to the Comission, and (3) assure that the
States properly focus on those issues NRC believes to be central to successful
resolution of State concerns.

Focus Questions:

1. Is the characterization of State concerns in Section III of this paper
complete and accurate? What, if anything, should be added or changed?

2. To what extent are the concerns of the States resolved by the changes
to the GEIS and rule that are being made in response to CEQ and EPA
coments?

..
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To what extent are the concerns of the States resolved if the GEIS and3.
the rule are modified to include statements that the NRC's findings

Iwith respect to need for generating capacity and alternative energy
|sources are only intended to assist the NRC in meeting its NEPA '

obligations and do not preclude the States from making their own
determinations with respect to these issues? ;

4. What problems, if any, do the States have with NRC using for license
renewal reviews the decision method explainec; in Option I rather than 1

the traditional cgst-benefit balancing?

5. Do the States have legal concerns or see other problems if the NRC
accepts a State's conclusions with respect to the issues of need for
generating capacity and alternative energy sources as discussed in
Option 27 What are the practical considerations in developing and
applying guidelines that would be met by the States?

6. Do the States have legal concerns or see other problems if the NRC
adopts the position that need for generating capacity need not be
analyzed in a license renewal review as discussed in Option 37

7. Do the States have legal conceras or see other problems if the NRC
treats the issues of need for power and alternative energy sources for
disclosure purposes only and excludes them from its decision whether to!

renew an operating license as discussed in Option 47

8. Are there any other options that should be considered in addition to
those presented in Section V?

9. From a State perspective what are the strengths and weaknesses of each
option? What problems, if any, would a State have with its
responsibilities under each option?

10. What is the State's preferred ootion?

i

k

e
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TABLE 200 SUMMARY OF STATE STATV LATED TO ELECTRIC POWER PLANT STTING

DCf3 TMit STATE MAVE A 15 P ITT!kG A PROCESS INCLLCES DE* PROCESS INCLUDESSTATE POWER PLANT StYiWG LAV7 ONE SYOP PDCCESS7 YERMINATION of NEED7 ENVIRONutNYAL REVIEV7ALABAMA PSC NO -
NO NOALA$tA PVC NO YES.Ataska Permit No YIS

Infernation Center
AA! ZONA CC YES YES NO YESAAKANSAS PSC YES+ACA 23 18-503 No YES YES 4/CALIFORNIA PJC YES YES YES VESCOLORADO PVC NO NO YES NO 'C0kNECTICUT DPUC YES YES YES YESDELAWAAE PSC NO CPCN roQJired of p @ NO YES N0lie utilities only
DC PSC YES NO YES YES

i
!10810A PSC vfS CM 403.5 21 YES YES Cent, of Emiron. Rec. 2/ |

'

GEORGIA PSC NO MO PARTIAL !
-

MAWAll PVC NO NO YES YES I
IDAHO PVC NO -

YES NOILLINOIS CC NO CC has authority to YES YES j
-

review
IN0!ANA URC NO - YES VES

l

ICMA US YES-IC CM 476A, 1991 YES YES 1ES
. )

KANSAS SCC YES ESA 66 1, 158/177 YES YES No in review IRP ress.KENTUCKY PSC No YES YES YESLQJISIANA PSC NO - NO NoMAINE PVC WO WO YES Deet, of Emf ron, tea. 2/
MAAYLAho P$C YES AC 70, AA T. 78,154 wo 3/ YES YESMASSACHUSEffS CPU YES YES YES YESMICHIGAN PSC NO NO NO

-

N!WW880TA PVC YES-NS 5116C.51 69 YES YES YESE lllSSIPPI PSC NO PSC realfr m ts TES No
-

MISSOURI PSC NO NO YES NOtC2 TAXA PSC YES Industrial Siting Comelt. NO YES YES
*ESRASEA PSC NO YES Power Review Soard PARTIAL

-

NEVADA PSC YES-CH 704 No YES PARTIAL
NEW MAJdPSNIRE PUC YES vf3 YES DEPT ENVIRON. SERVICESkEW JERSET SRC YES MO YES YES
REW NEXICO PVC YES YES YES PART!AL -

KEW YORK PSC NO-Expired end of 1988 NO YES YESNC3fM CAAct.INA UC No NO YES YESI;GITM DAKCYA PSC YES NO WO VESwn60 PUC YES YES YES YESOKLAHOMA CC NO NO NO
-

C2 ECON PUC YES YES YES YESPENNSYLVANIA PSC PENDINO - PENDING NOR*rf IstAND P r 5/ YES VES YES YES
SOUTH CAAOLINA PSC YES YES YES YES
SOUTN DAKOTA PVC YES NO NO YESTEXNESSEE PSC NO NC NO --

-

TEXAS PUC No YE1 YES
-

UTAH PSC NO NO #0
-

VER70NT PSS YES YES YES YESVIRGINIA SCC YES NO YES YES
WASHINGTON UTC YES YES YES YES
WEST VIRGIN!A PSC NO NO YES NO
WlSCCNSIN PSC YES No YES YESWYO81NG PSC YES NO YES NO
NOVA SCOTIA URS 1/ No NO Dept. of the Emironnent

-

See eleo Section 16, " Certificates, Licenses ard Permits *.
_

1/ Board has junsdiction over construction and equipment Cost approvals, but all engineermg and environmental
Considerations are under jurisdiction of the Department of the Environmmr.

2/ Siting and Environmmt Review by Department of Environmmt21 Regulacon.
'

Certificate states all conditions, pennits or licenn required by other State agencies or found rwemry dunng\ jhearings.
4/ A.C.A. 23-18-503. Generating facilities 50 MW or more; trummmmn lines 100 KV or more and 10 miles or [longer, or 170 KV or more and 1 mile or longer.
5/

Energy Facility Siting Board 13 chaired by PUC Chair; Director of the Department of Environmental Management -

and Chief of the Staic Plannmg Agency also Serve.
-

6/ Commis6n did not restni to rr. quests for update informanon; this data may not be current.
_

_ .

__ _ __ _ _ . _ _ _ - _ _ _
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TABLE 201 LuuEHCATION REQUIRED FOR ULK ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY FACILITIES

**
__GEwfRATING E0VIPMENT OR FACILITIES ELECTRIC TRANSMIS$10N L f WES CER TIFICATIONCER 'IFICA" lcm REQUIRED FOR CERTIFICAfl0N REQUIRFD FOR' ISt

CONilk-
GENT ONCCW- MAIN- I Wvis- PUS. CON- MA!M- IKVES- PUS- AMOTHE9AGENCY STRUC- OPEta TEN TOR LICLY CO OP STRUCa WER- TEN- TOlt LICLY Co CP AGENCY'S MANDA-T104 ATICW MCE Cf.MD OWED OWED T!C4 ATION AWCE OWED OWED OWED APPROYAL TORY118C 20/ Y[5 YES YES YES VES MS YES YES YES YES YES YES k0 YESALA1AAA PSC YES NO WO YES No ho NO WO No WO ho NO No MSALASC1 PUC RO to NO NO NO NO NO WO bo NO WO NOAA!ZCAA CC YES to WO T18 NO WO YES NO WO YES WO NO NOAAEANSAS PSC 34/ YES YES YES YES 20 YES YES YES YES YES YES YES WO YES[ALIFORWfA_PT YES 1/ HS1/ YES 1/ YES 1/ No YE11/ MS 1/ vet YES YES WO MS YE S 1/ YESCOL W ^0 PUC YES YES YES YES WO YES YES MS YES YES ko YES YES YESCONNECTICUT CPUC 2/ YES YES YES TES YES YIS YES YES YES YES YES YES wo 2/ YESDELAWAAE PSC 32/ YES 20 no YES WO no YES No No YES 20 No WO YESDC PSC 36/ YES YES NO Ytt 20 MS a0 NO 20 NO MO No YES Nof_LQBJfA PSC AutISD CTIOW OF CAS NET ULORfDA ELECTI !C PER PLANT M il. ACTH PSC PHOVIDE': IWFORMA"tCNGECRGIA PSC US NO NO YES No ho NO No ho '40 WO WO YESMWAll PUC YES 20 NO YES N/A N/A YES 20 WO YD N/A N/A YESIDAM PVC YES YYS YES YES NO WO YES TES TES YES No No ho YESILLIN0!S CC YES YES YES YYS NO 3/ YES YES YES YES No 3/ YES YESINDIMA URC 3'3/ YES 40 WO YES Y{S YES no WO WO NO k0 ko YESlowA UB YESZ6/ YES WO MS YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 27/ YES _

,

KANSAS SCC YES NO NO 1ES Y 29/ YES YES NO MO YES Y 29/ YES WO YESEDITUCKY PSC YES NO NO YES NO YES TIS NO MO YES No YES TES 5/ YES

,

LOUIS!AMA PSC YES YES YES YES YES YES YES91WE PVC MS NO NO YE S YES YES YES WO WO YES YES YES WO YES _MARYLAmo PSC YES 23/ 23/ YES |YES ns YES 23/ 23/ YES YES YES 23/ YES |

' :

MASSACW5ETTS DN IITING UNDER JURISO CTIGI 0F ENEl:GY FALILITIEH S! TING COUNCILMICMICAN PSC WO 6/ Wo WO WO 20 WO WO 6/ WO NO WO Wo NoNINNESOTA PUC 7/ YES 7/ Y 30/ WO YES YES YES YES 7/ Y 30/ Y 30/ YES YES YES YES 7/ YESMlill1SIPPI PSC YES YES YES YES YES YES Yg1 YE S YES YES wo YES WO YE SM1550VRI PSC YES10/ MS YES YES WO M YES10/ YES YES YES wo ho 8/ YES 9/ NO 10/j MONTAXA PSC 20 No wo 20 WO 20 No No NO WO mo ho N/A N/A:) NEstASEA PSC 4/ No NO B0 NO NO NO YES YES YES N/A YES N/A YES YES11/NEVADA PSC YES YES YES YES NO M YES YES YES YE S WO Wo YES YESWEW HAMPSWIRE PUC YES WO W YEF YES YES YE S WO WO YES YES YES YES 12/ YESNEW JERSEY SAC 13/ YES NO No YES WO YES WO NO WO NO NO WO YESNEW MEXICO PVC YES14/ YES NO YES YES HS YES14/ YES WO YES YES YES YES YES14/NEW YORK PSC TIS 15/ 24/ YES YES YES YE315/ 25/ YES YES YES 15/ YESWORTM CAROLIRA UC HS YES YES HS YES . YES YES No no YES YES YES WO YESWORTM DAroTA PSC YES YES Yt1 YES MS YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YEScet!O PVC 35/ MS YES NO YES YES YES YES YES ho YES YES MS ho YES

,

OKLAMONA CC 32/ MO NO NO NO WO NO C WO NO NO No NO NO NOOREGON PUC 16/ YES YES YES YYS YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 17/ YESFENNSYLVANIA PVC 40 WO ho MO WO WO YES WO ho YES Wo No WO WOR.$ R lILAWD PVC 18/ YES YES WO YES MS YES YES WO WO YES YES YES VES YESSQJTN CAROL!uA PSC YES YES YES YES to YES YES YES YES YES no YES WO YESSOUTH DAICTA PUC YES YES YES YIS YES YES YE S YES YES YES YES YES YES YESTEk*ESSEE PSC NO WO WO to No MO O MO Wo NO No - WO WO WOTEXAS PUC YES YES YES YYS mo YES YES YES YES YES WO YES NO YES|/YAN PSC YES NO NO YES WO YES RS WO WO YES WO YES YES YESVERMCET PSS YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES MS YES YES YES WO YESVIRGIN!A SCC YES YES NO YES WO YES YES Y 22/ No YES No YES Wo YESWASN!WGTOW UTC SITING UNDER JURISO CTICW UF ENEl|GY FALILITIEM SITE EVALWTION COUNCILWEST VIRGIN 1A PSC YES NO31/ No 31/ YES YES YES YES YES No No YES YES WO YESW!$CONSIN PSC YES mc31/ NO 31/ YES YES Y 23/ YES WQ31/ #031/ MS fES Y 28/ YES YESE951NG PSC YES19/ YES YES YES YES YES YE319/ MS YES YES YES YES WO YESPUERfD RICO PSC 37/
Y.l! GIN ISLANDS PSC #0 WO NO M wo

li!NG LAt0ER JURISD CTION OF AL81.tTA thERGY Ri@SCLitCES CONbERVATION SMRD
ALBERTA PU$ S

, NOVA SCOTIA URS 21/
| | | | | | | | | | |

** FOR AD0!Y!CRAL DETAIL ABOUT CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS, SEE SECT!aN 16 0F THIS 800K, ENTITLED " CERT!FICATESA O PERMITS". , LICENSES
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b POWER PLAhT SITING AND CONSTRUCTION:
i

bi!
Yh ' Itis secuca detals stannes and rules governing the siting and con unction oversight of bulk power plaats.

i
.s

k _

a

Fr r,y

j
Table 200 briefly summunes whether each state has a power plant siting law; whether permitting is a

y' ' j'a
,

e s

k ij

process; whether the process includes determmation of need; and whether environmental review is put of the process. N
-:.

?*

&,|
, J--

.

j Table 201 detnis whether certificate is required for construcung, operstmg and main *ing power plams opt .\'

!

(
transmission lines; whether requirement is for privately <wned, publicly 4wned or cooperatively owned utilities

4
U<

!.

\e

,

; =|

| Table 202 detnis each agency's au:hority to set certification standards for siting facilities, including *whether d
, ..

j

:
process includes environmental review and determmation of need, etc. .

" , .

' '
i

[- I
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!
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y 'li

( Table 203 details each agency's authority to set public parucrpation standards for the siting process.
, , .

>

Table 204 summarues long-tinge electric utility forecasting, inchxllag whether each agency does its own fM
. or uses ha utilhies' forecasta. "'
.

.p

Table 205 details whether and on what projects each agency conducts on. site monitoring of construction of lugs
Igeneraung F mua.
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TABLE 200 - SMIMARY OF STATE STATUTES RELATED TO ELECTRIC POWER PLANT SITING

~

DOES THl3 STATE MAVE A IS PERMITTING A PROCESS INCLUCES DE- PROCESS INCLUCES

STATE POWER PLANT SlYING LAV7 CNE-STOP P90 CESS 7 TERMINATION OF hEEDt ENVIRONNE4YAL REVIEV7
40 NOEAgAMA PSC NO -

ALASEA PUC NO YES Alaska Permit No YES
iInformation Center

g! ZONA CC YES YES No YES

AngAmSAS PSC YES ACA 23 18-503 No YES YES 4/
CALIFORNIA PUC YES YES YES YES

F,0LORADO PUC No No YES NO

CONNECTICUT DPUC YES YES YES YES

DELAWAAE PSC NO-CPCN required of pih- NO YES No

tic utilities only

DC >SC YES NO YES YES

FLORID 4 DSC YES CH 403.5 2/ YES YES Deot. of Environ. Rec. 2/
NO PARTIALGE0rGIA PSC NO *

MAWA!! PUC NO No YES YES

YES No
ICAHO PUC NO -

YES YESILLINCIS CC lio-CC has authority to -

review
YES YESIN01 AMA URC No -

lodA US YES !C CN 476A, 1991 YES VES YES

KANSAS SCC YFS-KSA 64 1, 158/1T7 YES YES No in review IRP ress.
KINTUCKY PSC NO YES YES YES

No NOLOUISIANA PSC NO -

NAINE PVC No NO YES Ceot. of Environ. Geo. 2/
NAAYLANO PSC YES AC m , ART. 78, 654 NO 3/ YES YES

NAESACHUSETTS DPU YES YES YES YES

NO NON!CN!GAN PSC NO -

i
NINNESOTA PVC YES NS 1116C.5169 YES YES YES 1

YES NO |NISSISSIPPI PSC MO-PSC recuiremeets -

NISSCLAl PSC NO NO YES Mo )

MONTANA PSC YES tr@strial Sitino Council. No YES YES |

YES Power Review Soard PARTIAL
'

NE8RASCA PSC NO -*

NEVADA PSC YES-CN 704 No YES PARTIAL

NEV.MAM}flRE PVC YES YES YES DEPT ENVIRON. SERVICES

NEW JER$EY BAC YES No YES YES

NEW NEXICO PUC YES YES YES PARTIAL

NEW Y0tt PSC NO-Expired end of 1988 No YES YES

WORTM CAROLIKA UC NO No YES YES

MORTM DAKOTA PSC YES No No YES

ONIO PVC YES YES YES YES

No NOOKLAHOMA CC NO -

OREGON PUC YES YES YES YES

PEis)!NG N0PENNSYLVANIA PSC PEICINO *

ftHQQE._11U NO PUC 5/ YES YES YES YES

$0UIN CAROLINA PSC YES YES YES YES

SOUTN DAKOTA PVC YES NO No YES

NO NOTENNESSEE PSC NO -

YES YESTEXAS PVC No -

No NoUTAM PSC Mo -

VERMONT PSS YES YES YES YES

VIRGIN!A SCC YES No YES YES

WASHINGTON UTC YES YES YES YES

WEST VIRGINIA P$C No NO TES NO

WISCONSIN PSC YES NO YES YES

WYONING PSC YES ho YES Mo

NO Dept. of the Envirw.- .tNOVA SCOTIA URS 1/ NO -

See also Secticn 16, " Certificates, Licenses and Pefulta".

li Board has jurisdiction over Construction and opipswL cCet approvals, but all engmeenng and environmental
considerations are under jurisdiction of the Department of the Environnent-

2/ Siting and Enytmnment Review by Depamnent of Enviwsmal Regulation.
3/ Certificate States all conditions, permits or ibnwa required by other state agencteS or found nemory dunng

heanngS.
4/ A.C.A. 23-18-503. Generatmg facilities 50 MW or more; trmmmian lines 100 KV or more and 10 miles or

longer, or 170 KV or more and 1 mile or longer.
5/ Energy Facility Siting Board is chatred by PUC Chair; Director of the Department of Environmental Management

and Chief of the State Pimnmg Agency also serve.
6/ Commmion did not respond to requests for update information; this data may not be cunent.
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TABLE 201 -triamCATION REQUIRED MR SITING BULK ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY FACILITIES
i

"
__GENERAfl40 EQUIPuENT OR FAClllYtES E11CYRic YRANSMISSICW LINES CERTIFICATIONCER 'f71CA 'l0N REOUIRED FOR;

CFR flFICAY104 SEQUIRED foe * 11:
CONTIN *
GENT ONCCN- MAIN * !NVES- PUS- CON- MAIM * INVES- PUS * ANOTNERAGENCY STRUC- OPEE* TEN TOR LICLY CO-CP STRUC* OPER- YEN- TOR LICLY Co CP AGENCY'S MANDAYlON 4Y10W AMCE OWNED OWNED OWNED TION ATICW ANCE gyNED M ED OWNED APPROVAL TORY

*

FERC 20/ Y13 YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES Yt1 YES YES No YESALASAMA PSC YES NO No YES NO N0 NO NO NO NO No No NO YES -ALASKA PUC MO NO NO NO NO NO No NO No No No NOAAIZONA CC Yt3 N0 NO YES NO NO YES NO Wo YES NO Wo NO
-

AAEANSAS PSC 34/ YES T13 YES YES NO . YES YES YES YES YES YES YES NO YES| GALIFORNIA PUC YES 1/ YES1/ YES 11 YES 1/ NO YES1/ YES 1/ YES YES 1[S NO YES YE L 1/ YESCOLORADO PVC YES YES YES YES No YES YES YES YES YES Wo YES YES YES jCONNECYrcUY OPUC 2/ YES YES YES TIS YES MS YES MS MS YES YES YES No 2/ YES '

| DELAWAAE PSC 32/ YES NO NO YES NO NO YES NO No YES No NO No YESDC PSC 36/ YES MS NO MS NO YES NO No NO NO
.
MO No YES N0f. LOR 10A PSC ASt1SD CY10N OP CAS NET m 0Rf0A ELECTI IC POWLR PLMT SIT' ACY H PSC P00VICEGEORGIA PSC YES NO NO YES No NO NO NO NO NO No NO YES

INFORMA"104:

RAWAll PUC YES NO NO YES N/A N/A YES NO No YES N/A N/A YESIDAN0 PUC YES YES YES YE S ' NO No YES YES YES YES Wo No No YES
i ILLINCIS CC YES YES YES YES No 3/ YES YES YES MS No 3/ YES YES
*

INDIENA URC T3/ YES No No YES YES YES NO NO NO No NO No YESf 10WA L.4 YES26/ YES MO YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 27/ YESEANSAS SCC YES NO No YES Y 29/ YES YES NO Wo YES Y 29/ YES NO YES

*

KENTUCEY PSC YES NO NO YES NO YES YES NO NO MS No YES YES 5/ MSLOU!$ LANA PSC YES YES YES YES YES YES YESI NAINE PUC YES NO N0 MS YES VES YES No No YES YES YES NO YESj MARYLA W PSC YES
, 23/ 2.3/ YES YES YES YES 23/ 23/ YES YES YES ,23/ YESI MASSAC3RJSETTS OPU SITING UWES JURISD CTION UF ENEUGY fat.!LITIE3 SITING COUNCILj N!CN!GAN PSC 6/ NO NO NO NO NO NO 6/ NO No NO No NO

MO ,

NINNESOYA PUC 7/ YES 7/ Y 30/ WO YES YES MS YES 7/ Y 30/ Y 30/ YES YES YES YES 7/ YES

*
,

i NJ1111SfrPf PSC YES YES YES MS YES YES YES YES YES MS NO YES 40 YESNIS$0URI PSC YES10/ MS YES TES No No YES10/ YES YES YES NO NO 8/ TES 9/ No 10/, MONTAA4 PSC NO NO NO Mo Mos No No No No No No NO N/A N/A
1 | NERAASKA PSC' 4/ NO M' NO NO MO ' NG YES YES YES N/A YES N/A YES YES11/

'
q MEVADA PSC YES YES YES MS NO NO YES YES YES YES NO No YES YESl NEW MAMSWIRf PUC YES No No YES YES YES YES Mo No YES YES YES YES 12/ YESA NEW JEESEY BAC 13/ YES NO No YES No YES Mo No NO No No No YES |NEV IU!CO PUC YES14/

NEW YORK PSC YYSIS/
'YES NO YES YES YES YE314/ YES No YES YES YES MS YES14/24/ YES ' YES' YET' Yt315/ 25/ YES YES MS 15/ YES

I
NORTN CAROLINA UC YES Yt3 YES TIS YES MS YES NO N0 YES YES YES No YES

;

WORYN DAKDYA PSC YES YES YtB MS YES YES MS YES YES YES YES YES YES YES |

'

g GN!Q PVC 35/ YES YES NQ , YES YES YES YES YES NO YES YES MS No YESOctANonA CC 32/ NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO N0 No NO NO NO N04 OREGON PUC 16/ YES YES YES YES' ' Yt3 YES YES ' YES YES Ytt YES YES YES 17/ Yt3 |PENNSTLVANIA PUO NO Mo No NO No No YES No No YES No NO No NORGE ISLMD PVC 18/ YES YES NO YES MS YES YES NO No YES YES YES YES YES
f

SOUTM CAAOLINA PSC YES YES YES - YES Mo YES YES YES YES YES NO YES No YESSOUTN DAADTA PUC YES Y1B YtB YES YES MS YES YES YES YES YES TES YES YES

,

TENNESSEE PSC NO NG' ' W" N0 N0 *' NU MO N0' NO NO NO NO NO N0 i

,

TEXAS PUC YES Yt3 YES Ytt MO YES Ytl Yt3 YES YES No YES NO YES IJLAJL.PSC YES No No YES NO YES YES NO No YES NO YES- YES RL,,,,,VERMONI PSS YES YES YES 3 YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES No YES

'

VIRGINf 4 SCC m YES Yt3 NO ' YES NO YES YES Y 22/ NO YES No YES NO YESWASNINGTON UTC. SITINS LASES ARim CY10N UF EMEDGY FALILITIEH SITE EVAtla, TION CUUNCILWIT VIRGIN!AC~ YESL.. . NOSY / No 3f/ YES Yt1 YES MS MS' NO NO YES YES NO YESWISCONSIN P$ce _ 115 NO31/ N0 31/ YEL Yts Y 28/ MS NO31/ NO31/ YES TES Y 28/ YES YESVYt*fMG PSC . YES19/ YES YES YES YES YES YES19/ MS YES YES YES YES 40 YESPUE.ATO EICO PSC, IT/ '
VleclN IStAmt Psc m2 MO NO gg NO NoALMRTA PUS S!IlNG USSJE JURlSD

CYl0N Uf AL84.RfA ENERGY RhSOURCES CCr.ERVAT!UN SQARD
_

""8"AURs 21/. | | g | | | | | | | |

|- a 70= =0iTr0Na DETArt Aman CESY FrCAt:0N nQuleanTS, SEE SEcr:0N 16 OP TNil s00c, ENTirtEn CERTrrrCArESAW PEnnITS . - -
- , uCENSEs-

g,
1
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FOOTNOTES - TABLE 201 - CERTIFICATION REQUIRED FOR SITINGf
BULK ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY FACILITIES

Cahforna Energy Cornminion also has cerufkanon authority over aang of thermal power plants sai succiand truumuum% p, %\ g

}

facdnics, pnot autoriaation by Energy Comaduion is required.Cemfsanon au6eruy is de Connecocut Sinna Council whkh hu au6onry e monttor consmxtion, operanon ani tusunenance og gemmm,}
tf =

y j
or trimmumn.
Co4pe inun get an order from Cotemiumn for the right e exercise emment domam t

All electnc uclines an publicly owned ani operamd; not uWer PSC jutudacaos. f -y
Contingsne on prmr recommealanomot Stue Departmcot of Namnl Resources on environmental companbituy.I

=

iy

Commiuson has certficanon au6cnry only if a ualiry proposes m start operuing in a murUcipaliry alrudy served by ano6er unl ry or agency.ey

Minnesota Environmental Quality Bosni(MEQB) cemfles 6e site of !arte (50 Mw or more) generating plants and iuucs construenoo peruutsdy 6 n ts

for high voltage (200 Kv or anots)trummumnlines (MN Sat, Sec 116C.5169).Varms state asencusinue wser appmprianon,o er per u .h-fk f Need7f

Siting ani routing crimrta are in MN Reg MEQ.C7175. Befors siting or muung proceu can be cotopleted, PUC nust usus Ceru am o
'"

for genenzmg plaar of 80 Mw or enors. 1 -

Commubs regulates only safety of co op owncd transmaabalines.
Need approval of NRC, when appinble, ani Stua Air aM Waar Commisswes.gf or

Invemor4wned rysams do not cemi cerufkation if preposai construction es wtiin 6eir cernfw service areas. No separam operancse-m comfkate is necessary. Opersoon and mamtenancs expenses are reviewei for reasonableneu. Standards for tasuing ccmfkares arey
gor

conuinad in stazutes ami judicial decisions,
Mandscry for puNicly owned systems. -

gtf Tha fusuon
Prbt approval requand of Same sus Evaluanon Commines.Unlities are requmd e acquus a cemfkate of ored prmt m commencing consmmuon of any gencruing facdmes over 100 MW.

;
gy d ub the BRC in August 1989.

was recendy transferred to de BRC from the former Departmem of Energy wtuch wu merge wty li

Communen approval requued for gewranas stanons of 300 Mw or mors or trs===wImes of 230 Ky or more connagens on comp acca
wuh environmencal mndeis. Pnor certfsanon requad for construccon or openoon of any plant or rystem.Generanns eqtupmemof 50 Mw or more; trinn-melines of 125 Ky or toors for e disaxe of at least one trule and 100-124 Ky

tu for a distancs

fi nns fac6ces (part

of cmre 6an 10 nules. New York PSC is solely responsible for cemfying trimmubalines. String Board cem es genera15/

of Dept. of Public Servie). PSC staff participates fauy in bod certikanon proceaimga.
Cert *me issued by Oregon Energy Facdizy Sang Couned.

16/ Apptcants'

Sinns inues are uMer the junsicuco of the Energy Fecihty Siring Scani which is chured by the PUC Chair; no staff, no budga.By Governor,17/

Is/
are required m reimburse agencies involved for expemes. l Siang Councd. Air and water

Wyorums PSC has su6citty over trummarba lines only. Aadxmty over @ tat smrg transferred n IndustnaUS EPA, and water use by the Sam
quality ademrod by DepeJtmeta of Envirotrocatal Qualay; also water quality by Health Depannem/19/

engineer.Comenen evaluaies and rules on all macers relamd a ceruficanon of trumnuenlines.Commuen has su6orry e issue tkenses ami exetopcbos from Ucensing under Part I of Federni Power Act for non-federal hydro pro ects
.j
rfkanon junsiiction).

construcsod by privam and mmkipal enuties. Conunusaon has no junsdjcace under Put II of the FPA (no licensies or ccmHowever, agency has brisdstion over all hydroelectre projects which occupy navigable waan of the US, affect government lands, use waar
20/ ;

1935 costruccon.Trammtauon
j |

or wuar power troco a government dam, or affect the interests of inscrstam or foreign romtneres sai have post-Lines 1~~d by Communen amus be prunary lines as deftand in $3(11) of the FP A, is, a line coonocang the y roe ec
1 |hd l tre plant with a

j i tmo of
disersunon rysness or L . ~ Ed transmismon ryscan.Bouti has junadktion over cons:rucaca and equipmers costs, but all aqpu-y and ava-.aal comaleramons are under una r

IIll

Deparunent of tra Echv-ors.

Cerufkus requusi for tronmuen tires operard u votrags levels of 150 Ky sai higher.May ordar connraung reqturemencs; also Cemfkam states a!! con 6 dons, perman or licensee requand by ocber Suso agencies or fcam accena
i ry

22/ .

231 f bods

Centficans %=1 by luing Board estd6he enviruomacsallhnz whkh new mesa electric generatmg facday must meet, tbus af ectmg$durmg trarug pmcsss.

W l
9

Certficam issued by PSC fbr transtmsamn facility requires long-term plan tbr nsbs4f-wey inanageroensbe filed wub Corname for appmva .
4 f|

operumnal ami ma=== requusroents. s

wmf 25 MW.151
New ad&docal plaza or md.~4ic of planes at smale ans oW
Electne genetuing facdries only. - i= 1mes rand 100 Ky or gitarr.27/ C en has no ,;

Genera:rms plana wak carecry of 12 MW or snaar and iSame as for private ud1 hies ux1 coopenaves for facibers outsale of three miles from corporate thnss of **s
ommun

,
|28/

2W '

|

Junafienon wsha tha knile Linut. )e
Authorzy vestwiin Stase assocy oder aban PUC.

Cemfraan of public couvemence ani nocenay,itmed prior a wow rosy Wa coednions affectmg operanns and manenarsNo spa:ific sanuory requremem for ceruficaang generanns or tr===u m fmles odiar than for pubts imh outsade priae s cem za e
i

,

W f td
31/

Ul
areas. 170 KV or nwrs and

g

A C.A. 23.tS-5at th- facdicies 50 MW or mars; transmimon home 100 KV or mars sai 10 mass or longer, ortaimaa Code 81-8.Slll

W
I cule or longer. rseani

Powsr Si:ing Board suff eis part of PUCO.In Order No. 9690. 4/12St. agency ruled that a cogeneranon fac20ty that quahfies under FURPA enust smes the samn pubbe convuue35/ j

W
necessay revww required for utsuty owood electrk plants.g

Commuen du! txx respond to requess for updam informanon; 61s dan mry not be carroza,17/
0

,

i

'

1 i
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TABLE 202 - AGENCY AUTHORITY TO SET CERTIRCATION STANDARDS IVR
SITING BULK ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY FACILITIES

a

DESCRIPT!0It A2/OR SGJRCE OF CERTIFICAff0N STANDAfDS INCLUDE PROCEDURES TO**

ASSElst
AUTHORITY ENVIRONA

NENTAL
CR=CCDes!$310N RULE / ORDER / DECISION INPACT FORM FICATE

CERT!=
SaSTATE STATUTE IMPACT OF AL* REGION * CONSIDER GRANTSJa M ICIAL/ COURT DECIS!0Mb 011 TME TERMA- AL CER- NULTt- RIGHT OFAGENCY ~

ENVIRON- TIVE EVALUATE TIFYING STATE ENINENT
FERC WENT SITES NEED 500fES IMPACTS DOMAIN 71 (FPA. Part t)-hydre 23/ YES YES TES NO YES YESALASAMA PSC
ALASKA PUC No NO YES NO NO NO
AAIZONA CC WO NO NO NO NO NO

YES YES No NO YESARKANSAS PSC CR, J, S (AS 23 18 511) YES YES YES No YES YESCALIFORNIA PVC 00 131 3.CR 17.1
COLORADO PUC YES YES YES NO No YESMS TES YES NO NO NoCONNECTICUT DPUC sitins Camcit 1/ YES 1/ YES 1/ YES 1/ No No NoDELAWARE PSC CE, 8 (24 DE C 5201, 215 & 3C2) 2/ No No YES NO NO NODC PSC 3 CR 29/ YES YES TES NO NO NOFLORfD4 PSC

CN 403.5 CEtt!PfCAttcal UWcER JURfsofC'10N OF CatlNET fEl ECTRIC PWER PLANT SITE ACTGEORGIA PSC I, CA l

NAWAll PUC CR YES

IDAHO PUC IC 561528 3/ MI YES YES YES Wo NOILLINCIS CC J, 3 (IRS 1963 Ch 1112/3, Par. YES YES YES No No No8 406; E3 IL Ada code 200 & 305)
INDIANA URC
10WA Us YES

Trarsmiselon Lfres IC Ch 478 5/ No No YES NO NO NO 6/_ Gert' t f aci t l t f es CR. J. S QC Ch 476A,19911
YES YES YES 40 40 YES} KANSAS SCC KSA 661,158/177 *

NO NO YES NO NO - NOKENTUCKY PSC Q, S, J N
TES NO YES NO NOLQJISIANA PSC Must be justlfled in terus of need NO NO YES ho NO NO

YES*

MAINE PUC Must be justif fed in tenas af nood No No YES Mo NO YES 7/IUAYLAND PSC CR, 3 (AC 2, Art 78,154 A &s8) YES M YES 8/ YES 8/ NO NO YES[ MASSACHUSETTS DPU
MICNICAJI PSC SITING UiOER JURIS0f CTION OF ENERCY FAUILITY QJ 'No COUNCIL

'
NINNESOTA PUC- let tes IW9.C71 75 9/ YES Tit MS 9/ No YES YES

,

NIS$!S$1PPI PSC G
'

10/ YESNIStauRI PSC S, J 11/ No
: No YES M NO M'.j NO YES NO - No YES

-

NOWTANA PSC 17/
SITfMG (ACER JURISDICTICII OP flOUSTRIAL $1TfL? MJWCtlNESRASKA 4/ 3 * Power Review 50 erd, not PSC WO NO No NO NO YESNEVADA PSC CM 704, CR, SB 161

NEW NAMPSN!Rf PUC YES YES YES No No YES
NEV JERSEY SRC 12/ YES MS YES NO No YES
MEV NEXfC0 PUC 13/ YES YES YES

HW YORK PSC 14/ YES YES YES ' NO NO
15/ TES YES YES No YES No 24/

'

I NORTR CAROLINA UC CR NCCS 62 110.1 16/ YES YES YES Wo . No YESNORTN DAKDTA PSC'
YES NO YES No No YESCHIO PUC 26/ Power SitinS Soerd, Div. of PUC~ MS YES YES ' No 26/ No NoC8ttAIG A CC 40 2B/ 40 NO- NO NO NO

'

OREG011 PVC 17/
verfes|/

NO 2
YES TES YES NO TESPENNTYLVANIA PUC . - 4 ..- .. - TIS YES YESN 't NO No YESRNCDE ISLAND PUC Enerly Factiitfee $1 ting Soard 18/ YES YES YES : NO. , No NOSOUTM CAROLINA PSC 3 58 1801 1832_. YES TES YES NO- No No191LIfLEAKOTA PUC SDCL 49 415

..

YES YES 40 NO NO NOTEkNESSEE PSC * 8, J 19/ WO MO NO NO No
i

TEXA1 PUC 7- VTCE 1446c & TAC Tf tte 16, Ch Z3 20/ YES YES Ytr No No NO
ERMONY PSS. -[b. C
TAN PSC IE +U

i30VSA(144 - -

10/ YES 11 0 YES, 11 0 NO YESY
YES TIS MS NO No YESVIRG!kfA SCf i N Cf. B. J 21/ YES YES YES NO NO YESWASNINGTON UTC 17/ Ener p Pacilitise Siting Counct!u

WEST VitGINIA PSCL. CR, S. A
' "

21/ YES YES YES ' N0' YES YES

21/ YES YER YES N0 ' NO NO 27/
..

WISCONSIE PSC C2,. 3, J
)/TGtIMg E C *

221 YES 22/ YIf 221 YES"' 40 YES YES! ALBERTA Pus S

ittne UIcEt JURISolCT10N OF ALSERTA ENERGY REscuRCES CONSERVAfical soAto
'

NOVA SCOTIA URS 25/ $
! TING UNDER JURISDICTICII OP IIOVA SCOTIA DEPY. OP ENVIRQdNENY

|
+

** Folt ADolfl0 MAL DETAIL ABCUT CERTIFICAT!Du REQUIREMENTS, SEE SECTION 16 CP TE!S BOOK, EXTITLED * CERTIFICATES, LICENSES
3

A2 PERMITS *.,
.

_
', , ,_

.,

I
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FOOTNOTES - TABLE 202 - AGENCY ALTTHORITY TO SET CERTIMCATION STANDARDS FOR
SITING BULK ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY FACILITIES

tl CT Shg Council detertmnes environmental compatibilhy, public need and uldmate locadon of facility. DPUC has audority over
tocthod and snanner of construction after certiGcadon by S&g Council.

2/ DE PSC Docket 329, Order 1516, Delmarva P&L was ordered to seek PSC approval for future construction contracts by demonstrating
need and abilhy of castorners to pay costs of construction. Authority in 26 DE C I 201,215 aM 302.

3/ !D Code 161-523: financial ability, good fald of applicam, need for additional service. public convemence armi necessiry. Also. PUC
would consider environmental quesuons under residual jurisdiction.

4/ All electric udlities are publicly owned and operated; Power Review Board has siting jurisdiction, not PSC.
5/ Transmission lines, Iowa code Ch 473: Franchise required for lines operating at volugs in excess of 34 Kv. Also, Electrical Safety

Code.
6/ Roquest for eminene domain in addidon to 6at for certifWrW; both are heard at 6e same hearing.
7/ Applies to trumminion lines of 5000 volts or toors.
El camm'esion reguladoes propoural extensive informadon requirements and demonstrations of environmental impact and need.
9/ Eavin,....- - I Quality Board (MEQU) cerdfies si:e of large (50,000 Kw or more) generating plants and issues construction permits for

high voltage (200 Kv or more) transmissionlines (MN Stat, i 116C.5169). Various state agencies issue water appropriation. NPDES,
etc. permas. Sidng/ routmg entaria - MN Reg MEQ.C71-75. Befors siting or routing process can be completed. PUC must issue
Certificate of Need fbr generating plant of 30,000 Kw or more.

10/ PSC grants certificates (CPCN) for bulk power plans facilides armi truiminka lines; holds public hearings on need, feasibility,
en+L.-- 1 impact.

III investor. owned systems do not need certificate if proposed construction is within certificated service areas.
12/ PUC must find that proposed facility is needed and will act advenely affect system reliability and economic factors. New Hampshire

Site Evaluadoa ~nmba bonds joint heanngs with PUC to determme sat proposed project: (1) wul not unduly interfere with regionalc
developmens giving due consideradon to local views; and (2) will not have advene effect on aestbedes, historic sites, environment,
public health and safety. These findings are sent to PUC wtuch makes its own findings then issues its decision. Certificate of Site and
Facility, wtuch is final, subject to judicial review.

13/ Utilldes are required to acquire a certificate of need prior to coonamcing wam wies of any generating facilides over 100 MW. This-

funcdon was recently transferred to the BPU from 6e former Department of Energy which was merged with the BPU in August 1989.
14/ Commission approval required for genersdng stadons of 300,000 Kw or more or triniminion lines of 230 Kv or more contingent on

camaha wie envirnnmenen,1 stsadanis. Prior certiflestina required for construeden or operadoo of any plant or system.
15/ Decision naast be based on record. For constmetaan, appnesthe must find: (1) need fbr facilhy; (2) probabte environmental impact;

t(3) m ninrm adverse in,....--al ktpact; (4) 6at facilhy is consistent with long-rangeplanning objectives. For operadon and m=mren-
ance, NYPSC has issued orders on required mar-eaca to assure reliable and adequate capacity.

16/ NCUC Rule NCGS 62-110.1 require certificate of convenaenea and necessity NCUC ru!cs require investigadon into: (1) need for new
facdhy;(2) economicj=ri&arh for type of facillry;(3) aire specific environmentalimpact;(4) alternative facilides and sites (5) safety.

17/ Separate Energy Pacilhy Sidng CouncD.
18/ S!:!I/J ssues are the jurisdicdon of the Energy Facilhy Siring Board, chaired by PUC Chaft and served by Director of Depart: rent ofi

Endtonmental Management and Chief of State Planning Agency.
19/ Prope:ty dedicated to public use, as set out in stamtes and judkial decisicas.
20/ Geceral cdteda - VTCS 1446c & TAC TW 16. Ch 23: noodiscrimmadoo. adequacy of existing service. need for new service, effect

of snar on recipient /o6er liks utilldes, factors such as w-4 values, recreanon/ park areas, historical / aesthetic values,
environm.nr=1 integriry, cost.

21/ Mua demairate pubuc convenhence and necesshy and min +mka adverse environmental brpact.
22/ Wyoming PSC has au6erity over trun<missioa tines only. Amborny over plant siting wid Industrial Siting Council. Air / water quajiry

admimstarred by Dept. of EmL.--- s 1 Qualhy; also w3ter qualhy by Hea!6 Department /US EPA, and water use by the Stats engineer.
Cnmmission evaluates and rules on a!! maners reinsed to certificados of trummissica lines.

23/ Commhalon has su6orhy to issue Ikenses and eastnpdans from licensing under Part I of Federal Power Act for noo-federal hydro
projects comstuczed by prtvase and tormkipal enr+tian, C4=ninion has no jurisdicdon under Part U of the FPA (no licensing or
certithcadonjurisdicdon). However, agency has jurisdicdce over all hydroelectric projects which occupy navigable waters of ie US,
affect governmens lands, uns water or water power froen t govetument dam, or affect the interests of 1merrtate of foreign cornmerce
trad have post-1935 constrann Transmission lines licenmd by Comminkan catst be primary lines as defined in 13(11) of the FPA.
le a line -: ---- 1 the hydroelectric plant with a distritudcm rystem or Lme-uid transmmion rystern.

w cantacme humed made An va er vis or Pinen serves t.ma commas nnus rians or ammma emens => appucsur. Assecas shudy pcusesdans the rishi mies obods
omen 8 cess badze emmPdshg A.

13/ Band has )m1m9edom over _ - oost approwd. ,-.;. I sonddessoas umsw Depeuman siem E.e . wesi hennes huht
try en envermumanas comend tw - a

26/ Powse Eldag Based must are part or FUCO: PSE masas pennns jobs hemises web cear summL
271 Posen sundes hs=e she rtaba ed endena Asame wahout enra$cadam.
a/ Ututdes teve rtsis ad mede6as damassa srusch coast rysen. CC does set sea )mrtmacske over aldag; me specds sishg us.

2w in onaw He. Seen, an2/91. sommer reind ens a enemunden bzary som godtfbe mehr pt3tFA amms pues en sens pubbs ~ sud maassey rerww rupsed
ar numerennes senarts pasma.

30v ccausemens ed as repons in repens tw sphes hatramska: een das may ma he cenas.g
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TABLE 203 AGENCY AtfTHORTIT TO Srr FUBLIC FART 1CIPATION $TANDARD6 F02 *
, . .

STTING BULE ELECTRIC FOWER SUFFLY FACILITMS 1 '

7

** CERTIF CAf f 0N PROCEDURES INCLtCE STANDARDS YO ENsteE PUStlf* PARTICf PATION THRQ1CHr
PRENEARING ~ '

PUBLIC MEETING WITN
NOTICE APPLICMT NOTICE NOTICE
OF CER. PUBLIC AND INTERESTED RIGHT To TO

TIFICA. HEAR NG PART ES OF RIGHT LOCAL / QTHER
TION INTER. OF QTHER INTER- OTNER

*

ACENCY PROCEED- OP. MM- W- MAN. VEN. Ct1Nif PUSLIC ESTED SAFE.
'

)
INGS Tf0NAL DATORY TIONAL DAYORY TION APPEAL OFFICIALS 8ARTIES CUARDS

FERC YES No YES YES NO YES YES YES YES YESg jALASMA PSC YES YES NO YES NO NO NO NO
|ALASCA PUC NO NO NO NO NO NO NO ;

ARIZONA CC YES NO YES YES YES NO jAAEMSAS PSC YES No YES NO nS YtB NO'

CALIFORNIA PVC YES YES NO No YES YES YES
COLORADO PUC YES YES NO NO YES YES

~

CONNECTICUT CPUC ,1/ YES 1/ No 1/ YES 1/ YES No YES 1/ YYS 1/ YES 13/ YES YES 13/
DELAWARE PSC YES YES No No No YIS
DC PSC YES YES NO NO YES YES NO
S QRIDA PSC SITING UNDER JURfiDICTION OF CAf! NUT fELEC"RIC POWEH PtANT S TE ACT)
GEutGIA PSC YES NO YES YES NO YES YES YES YES

~

l
MAM il PVC No YES No YES No YES YES 1

IDANO PUC YES YES NO NO YES YES YES I
ILL!NCIS CC YES No HS YES No YES YES YES 3/ l

INDIANA Utc YES 40 YES YES |
IOWA Us

|Transmission tires YES YES 4/ YES YES YES YES 5/ |Cen't facitftfee YES NO YES YES YES YES !
KANSAS SCC YES NO YES No YES YES |
KENTUCKY PSC YES YES NO No YES YES |
LOU!$1 ARA PSC YES YES YES No YES YIS |
MA!NE PUC YES YES NO No YES YES
MARYLAND PSC YES . YES MS No YES YES YES YES YES 6/
MASSACHUSETTS DPU SITING Ul0ER JUR!nDICTION OF EkERG" FAC1Ll"Y SITING Ct1JNCIL
MICHIGAN PSC YES YES YES YES
MINNESOTA PUC YES NO YES No YES YES,

MIS $1SSIPPI PSC YES TIS YES NO YES YES -
MISSOURI PSC YES YER NO No YES YES
MONTANA PSC 9/ SITING UNDER JURf uDf CTION OF INDUS"RfAL $1"!40 COLEIL
NESAASEA 2/ YES YES No YES YES YES
NEVADA PSC YES YES NO No YES YES
NEW MAMPSMIRE PUC YES No YES NO YES YES YES YES
NEV JERSEY SRC YES YES TES YES YYS YES
NEV NEXICO PUC YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 7/
HEW YORE PSC YES YES YES YES YES YES .

WORYM CAROLlHA UC YES YES No 8/ Nas MS Yt3 YES 7/
NORTM DAKOTA PSC YES YES YES No YES YES
OMIO PUC 12/ YET YES YES YES No YES YES
CFLAHO4A CC NO No 40 40 YES YES NO
OREGON PUC 9/ YES NO - YES No YES YE.1
PENNSYLVANIA PUC YES YES - NO - YES YES YES NO
RHCCE ISLMD PUC YES NO- YES YES No YES YES YES YES'
SOUTM CAROLINA PSC HS No YES' No YES YES
SOUT4 DAK0YA PUC YES 40 YES Nor YES YES
TENNES$&E PSC Yts* YE S- TES- NG YES No
TEXAtt PUC . Y12 b N , YES YES No MB YES
UTAN PSC . JElm , , No y YES NO YES YES
VERMONT PSS Yts, , YES YES f No YES Yt3
VIRGINIA SCC YE f' ' YES YES NO YES YES YES
WASMINGTON UTC 9/ .'

WEST VIRGINIA PSC YEF YES - NO NO YES YES
WISCONSIN PSC YES NO YES- YES YES YES YES
WTO4!NG PSC YES YES 40 40 YES YES
ALSERIA PUR Sti!NG UICEA JURISDICTION OF ALSERIA ENERGY kESCANtCES CONSERVATION BOARD
NOVA SCOTIA LAtB 11/ SITING LAGER JLalSotCTION OF NOVA SCOTIA DEPT. OF ENVIRose4ENT |

** FOR A00!TIONAL DETAIL ASCUT CERTIFICAT!GI REQUIEEMENTS, SEE SEC110516 0F TNIS SOCK, ENTITLED * CERTIFICATES, LICENSES
AND PERMIT $".

,
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FO(7TNOTES TABLE 203 AGENCY AITITIORITY TO SET PUBLIC PARTICIPATION STANDARDS
FOR STRING BULK ELECTRIC PO%TR SUPPLY FACILITIES

CT Sidng Council determines environmental compatibility, public need and ultimate location of facility. DPUC has i

authority over method and manner of construction after certification by Siting Council. f1/

All electric utilides are publicly owned and operated; siting under jurisdiction of Power Review Board, not PSC.2/ |

3/ Individuallandowners notified by mail. Staff inspects site.
|

4/ Mardainty heartng if written objection is filed after notice, or eminent domain requested. '

5/ On projects involving over 1 mile of line over 34.5 kV, there must be an Informational Meeting in each county.
Board member, counsel or hearing examiner reads summary of legal rights and utility representatives answer !.-

questions. Utility may not negotiate casements prior to_this.

6/ By law, local gov't may participate in hearings with Commiuien but not in decision-mmHng. Commission must |

consider recommadstion of such body and other State agencies, including Depts. of Natural Resources;
Environmme; Health / Mental Hygiene; Transportation; Economic / Employ nent Dev't and State Planning. Applicants
untst nodfy affected property owners of proposed high voltage transmission line at ! cast 30 days prior to a hearing. |

7/ By stanne, Attorney General may intervene on behalf of consumers. |
'

8/ Hearing mandarnry if requested by complainant.
Separate Energy Facility Siting Council.9/
All applications for license, smmamme of license, exemption and smmAmat of exemption circulated for comment|

10/ e|to all appropriate Federal, State and local agencies. Any person may also comment on applicativas,
|

Board has jurisdiction over construction / equipment cost approval; engineering / environmental consideradons under,

11/ '|Department of the Environment, with public hearings held by the Environmental Control Counsel. ' '

12/ Power Siting Board staff are part of PUCO: PSB statute permits joint hearmgs with other states.

13/ Pre-application reviews with local officials are mandatory.

14/ Comminion did not respond to requests for update information; this data may not be currect.

|

|
1

_..

.
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TABLE 204 - LONG-RANGE ELECTRIC UTILITY FORECASITNG

The table below was compiled from responses to the following questionnaue regarding Commmion activities in d
area of long-ra0ge (10-year) electric utility load forecasting:

1. This agency re11e8 heavily on load forecasts prepared by our utility system (s) and others and conducts t
idear load forecast studies.

2. This agency analyzes our System 8' (and possibly other) load forecasts carefully by independently testing all or
sample of their data Snd assumptions ard thus makc8 in-house revisions to such forecasts where appropriate. %
have full-time equivalent positions devoted exclusively to this work.

3. This agency has an in house load forecasting section which cosdo:ts independent load studies essentially from rr

f data. We have M1-time equivalent positions devoted exclusively to this work.
4. This agency hires consultants to make load forecasts when requued.

(1) rM) G1 (4)
AGENCY USES AGENCY ANALYZES / NLMSER oF AGENCY MAS IN- NtMBER of AGENCY MIRES

AGENCY UTILITY REVISES UTILITY FULL * TIME MOUSE FORECAST- FULL TIME CONSULTANTS FOR
'FORECASTS FORECASTS POSITIONS ING CAPASILITY Pos!TIONS FORECAsifMG "

ALAAAMA PSC YES NQ NO Wo
ALASKA PUC SOMTIMES REVIEWS NO SonetIsee
AA! ZONA CC YES YES
AAKANSAS PSC
CALIFORNfA PVC 6/

'

YES REVIEVB NO
YES 2 tometIsee

COLORADO PVC NO YES .25 YES
CONNECTICUT DPUC YES 7/ YES 7/ CSC 10 7/ No MS 4/
DELAWARE PSC YES YES
DC PSC YES AEVIEWS * YES
FLORIDA P1C YES Ms .5 40 No.

| GEORGIA PSC YES YES .5 No YES
! MAWA!! PUC YES NO N0

!DANO PUC YES 'JES 1 IN DEVELOFMENT YES
ILLINCIS CC YES YES 2 NO
13 fAMA URC 1/ 40 YES 4 YE1 4 No
Out uS n3 nS .5 nS .5 No

KANSAS SCC YES YES 1 NO YES
G MTUCKY PSC YES 20 NO
LOUISIANA PSC YES YES
MAINE PUC YES YEs .5 NO YES
MAAYLAND PSC 3/ YES YES .25 no No
MASSACNUSETTS DMI 9/12/ YES
MICN!GAN PSC 20 REY!EWS IS ItP .5 YES 2 No
MINNESOTA PUC YES MS
Mitt!StPPI PSC YES YES 0 No
MISSOURI PSC NO YES 1 IN DEVELCPNENT 3 sometimes
McKTANA PSC YES- NO NO NO
NESAASKA PSC Does not retutete stectrfe utltitles.

'

NEVADA PSC NO YES .25 No NO
NEW NAJP1 MIRE PUC 1/ YES YQ .50 40 No
NEW JEasti Sac na n2 =0 No
NEW M XICO PUC YES YES 8 NO Sometimes
NEW YORK PSC 2/ YES YES YES .25
NORTS CAROLISA UC 4/ YEF YES 4/ MS 3 4/ No 4/
NORTN DAmfA Pic YES REVIEWS N0 YES
on!0 PUC-.- MS YES 1 YES 3 No
CKLANGE CC.' YES NO No YES
OREGON PUS. 8/ YES HS .25 No No
PENNSYLVARIA.PUC YIS NO NO 20
.RMGM ISLAaB PUC YES YES 0 No YES
SOUTN CAAOLINA PSC MS YES No,

SWTN DAKOTA PUC YES - No NO

TEXAS PUC ~
5/TENNESSES PSC

YES YES .5 YES. 2 NO*
UTAM PSC YES YE9 NO YES
vEnMONT PSa 12/ mgviEws

*
VIRGINIA SCC YES AS NEEDED .25 20 No

*

WASNINGTON UTC YES YES .5 NO
( WEST VIRGINIA Psc HS YES .5 YES .5 No

WISCONSIN PSC YES 10/ 1 YES 11/ .5 Sonetines4

| WYOMING YES
'

NOVA SCOTIA URS YES YES No YES
i

" See also Table 66 for ottier seency use of coneuttant,s.
'

!
NARUCCoNNpnanim of Utsty Raple.wy Mky.M2@M.
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FOOTNOTES - TABLE 204 - LONG RANGE ELECTRIC ITITLITY LOAD FORECASTING |
1

g/ The State Utility Forecasting Group was established to develop forecasts of long-range electric needs. Staff does |
company-specific demand forecasts.

2/ Responsibility for State agency load forecasts in long-range planning is now in the State Energy Office. Comminion
Staff continues to roonitor utility forecasts and consult with the State Energy Office.

3/ By law, Commluion must prepare a 10-year report every year on utility forecasts of load, new power plants and |
transmission lines. In addition, the State Power Plant and Environmental Review Division prepares an independent i

20-year forecast of peak demanda every other year, essentially from raw data.

4/ Consultants have been used in the past to perform specific tasks, such as estimanng impact of solar heating, load
management and conservation. In-house forecasting activities involve a number of people and equates to I

approximately three full-time professionals. Commission bases its forecast on evaluation of forecasts of utilities, ;

Public Staff and others. ]
3/ PSC has not conducted a long range clu:tric load forecast. Commission regulates only one small privately-owned

electric company which has no generatmg capabilities. Most electric power supplied by Tennessee Valley Authority,
not regulated by state agency. |

6/ Consultant occasionally hired or utility is ordered to hire. California Energy Commission responsible for load and |
long-term demand forecasti. PUC responsible for short-term demand forecasts for ratemsking (7 full time
positions).

7/ Department participates through one seat on Connecticut Siting Council and through staff analysis in annual CSC
forecast hearings. ,

8/ Long-range fortcasts for the state are the responsibility of Oregon Department of Energy. Federal legislation i
(Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act of 1980) requires long-range regional forecastmg ;

by the Northwest Power Plannmg Council. i

9/ Ieng-range forecasts are the responsibility of Maumehusetts Energy Facilities Siting Council.
10/ Utility specific and statewide forecasts.

|
11/ Statewide, not utility specific, forecasts. '

12/ Commission did not respond to requests for update information; this data may not be current. l

NARUC Compnadam of Utility Regulatory Policy 1992-1993
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INTRODUCTION 2
'

f-ON SITE CONSTRUCTION MONITORING OF LARGE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANTS
l

During May 1983, at the request of the New York Public Service Commission, the NARUC conducted a survey k',

of the State public utilitycomminions regarding on-site construction monitoring oflarge generating plants. The questio% $
is reproduced below. The following tab!c was compiled from responses to the survey. All agencies are requested annua!)y #
to update all material In this book to reflect the most current policy status. 6 |'

|

1. Are you presently engaged in on-site construction monitoring of large generating plants?
-- -

7

2. Do you have any plans for such monitoring in the future? If yes, approximsmly when? L *- |
3. If yes to question number 1 or 2, what project (s) are you, or will you be, monitoring? (Project came(s]; type of project; I
name, address and phone number of contact person.) l

'4. Comments
:

TABLE 205 - ON SITE CONSTRUCTION MONITORING OF LARGE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANTS .- |
|

' f11 (27 (31 (41 - |

Does
on-site Plane
Constr. Futurs

! AcENC7 uction Monl*
'

Mont* toring
,

ProIeet(s) and Contact Person Commeritt
-

--

torins When?
'

ALAAAM4 PSc no . *1 y'
,

ALASKA PUC NO No
*

Aa!ZotA CC no No t| M ,r.AWSAs Psc 40 wo - ";.

CALIFotalA N0 YES use Soord of Consultants on sonettive , . ,
*

PUC projects. Staff reviews progress &:
visits sites if probtere.

1 COLotAoo PUC mo: . i mo . i no plants mder construction or piamed. !.

C0kmECTIoJT TIS ' TES CT titing Cowsit does inspecticne DPuc cooperates with CT Siting Councit
DPUC .

sich has prisery authority.
k DELAWAar P$C up uo ,_

D.C. PSC Wo No No generating plants under construction.
FLORIDA PSC . YES . Plant Scherer. Contact Denise Vandiver,

101 E. Calnee St., Tattahassee (904)
L86 8\47.

GEototA PSC YEs Plant meintosh CT, Units 1 8. contact: Monttoring as part of certifiestlan
3.B. Knowles, (4o4) 654 6337. process.

MAWAll PUC no Tts Nothing plane A mtit efter 1995,
IDAmo PUC ma mo*
ILLItot3 CC YES TEF- PerIadlc inspectione. So plenta under construction or ptamed.
IICIAEA tstC NO NO2 No mejor construction anticipated

- next 10 years.
!CM4 UB . is3 u@- .

KANSAS SCC YE S- TES- Jeffrey me. 4 ord Istan so. 2 Nothing planned mtil af ter 1996.
KENTUCIT PSC- 40 YES If and een new olent is certlfleated.
LQJ181Aa4 Psc 30 . 20 . ,.* * -9

,

MAlut PUC tur , 50 -
MAafLAND PSC. TIS ,. TES. Limited omnitorire mder generatinge All generatfre plante periodically

plant. Inspection program. Inspected.+ --

MASSACHUSETTS OPU Muk I. 20' ; Ner plants under construction oc plemed.
-,

MICMIGAN PSC
F'les/-J. IstP : Mo ptents wder construction or ptamed.*

" R$ INP-El.WNffoTAPVC
e uG g, ud> : No plants weer constructicn or ptM.

MIS $1881PPi Psc'
MIStouRI PSC E NG ' ~ mth .' .t .. .x . ALL plants completed; none plamed.

.

mirl' 29" lMouTANA PSC *

M* Deen not regulate electric utilities No-jurlediction.XERRAstA PSC *=n
KVADA PSC wty ' mo
MZW IWW$ Mitt PUC 30 TES. ,

, ,

** s -

me .
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TABLE 205 - ON-SITE CONSTRUCTION MONITORING OF LARGE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANTS
'

(Continued)

i
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Does *

On Site Plans '

Constr- Future
AGENCY uction Mont-

Moni- toring
torfna When? Project (s) and Contact Person Cert *ents k

NEW JERSEY 8tC YES TES (1) oyster Creet 2nd Phase. Rewort & (1) On Site Monitoring pericdic monthly .

Hope modification of 650 Mw Nuclear Unit. to @arterly site visits and briefings. [
| Creek utility contact Edward O'Comor, Special (2) Besides Nuclear Engineers, other '

; const. Asst. Tech. Fmettons, GPU kuclear, internet staff and consultants perform
' done. (201) 263 2245. BAC contact: Tan spectal audits for the sac. 1

! Comuner Gould, Nuclear Engineer (201) 648 2219. l
I cfat (2) Salem I, Sales II Nuclear unite
| opere- both 1070 Mw) and Hope Creek I (1057

tion Nucteer Unit). Utility contact: Larry 1
f began Codey, Corp. Rate Cceset, PS E&G, (201)
i 12/20 430 6503. stC contact: Marty van Ess,
'

1986 Nuclear Encfneer. (201) 648 2057.
NEW Mtulco Puc wo No No constructicri otens m til after 2000. ,
NEW YORK PSC No NO AL L plants cooptered, none plamed. 'INORTM CAs0 LINA UC NO No
WORTM DAKOTA PSC YES YES No current projects. Monitor to insure conpliance w/ siting

,permit conditions.
3OHIO PVC NO YES When f act1(ty ie toi!t.

OKLANCMA CC No NO CC has used consultants to evaluate
completed projecta for contracts,
schedules, @elity of work, contractor a

perfonmence. Thie woutd centinue and
perhape be expended in the future.

OREGoM PUC NO NO Constructfon manegement reviews near
ecueletion of projects.

PfMNSYLVANIA PUC YES YES Beaver valley !!; Limerick !! muclear ALL generating projects over $100 M.
RNG)E ISLho PVC YES No Energy facility Slting Board relatiurses

municipet or state building officials
for eversight of construction.

SI2JTN CAacLINA YES YES ALL generating faclLittee perfodically
PSC Inspected

SCI.JTM C A KOT A PtC NO Wo
TENNESSEE PSC NO Wo TVA operates att generating plants

In State. Coussission has no jurisa
diction over TVA.

TEXAS PUC YES Constru: tion of nuclear ard fossil gen- On site monitoring perlogic monthly
sting units. 1/ to quarterly site visits and briefings.

(ITAN PSC NO NO Review management reports to monitor.
VE9MONT P35 WO No No terme construction orojects.
VIRGINIA SCC VES YES Clover Coal units 1 & 2. Contact: W.T.

*
uASHINGTON UTC WO NO Energy FeclLity Site Evolustion ComclL
WEST VIRGIN!A PSC YES YES Generating units, projects m certain. Nothing planned m til after year 2000
WISCONSIN PSC YES TES Contact Lanny L. Smith, PSCW, (608) Contact PSC regarding Projects.

266-3165.
.

WTQ41NG PSC No Y13 Black Mills Power & Light Weil Sfspset 2
Jon Jacauot

AtBERfA pus No No
NOVA SCOT!A URS MtT N0

1/ Nuclear Power Piams: El P so Electric Co. - Palo Verde Units 1-3; Gulf States Utilities - River Bend Unit 1;

{ Houston Lighting & Power Co. - South Texas Units 1 & 2; Texas Utilities - Commancha Peak Units 1 & 2.

| Coal / Lignite Power Plants: Gulf States Utilities; Houston Lightmg & Power Co. Ihanaa Unita 1 & 2; Lower
Colorado River Authority - Fayene 3; Southwestern Electric Power Co. - Pirtey Unit 1. Dolet Hills Unit 1:
Southwestern Public Service Co. - Tolk Unit 2; Texas Utilities - Forest Grove Unit 1, Martin Lake Unit 4, Twin
Oak Unita 1 & 2; West Texas Utilities - OHarmion Unit 1. P!=mwi Power Plants not Currently Certified: Central,

i & South West - Coleto Creek Unit 2, Walker County Units 1 & 2, Inola Unit 1: Texas Municipal Power Pool-
| San Miguel Unit 2, Gibbons Creek Unit 2, Brazos Ugnite Units 1 & 2.
! 2/ Commarion did not respond to requests for update information; this informarian may not be Current.
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